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Abstract
The Roshan represents one of the most characteristic aspects of traditional architecture in
Hejaz region in Saudi Arabia and a frequent feature in most of the Historical Jeddah’s heritage
buildings. The old city has witnessed continued degradation recently, which has caused the
loss its traditional architecture and hundreds of these projected wooden windows.
Documentation is a major step towards heritage preservation, whether threatened by manmade or natural factors. However, due to the absence of specialists and experts an
architectural database of the roshans does not exist. Surveying these architectural elements is
a very laborious and difficult process when using conventional methodologies including the
laser sensors approach mainly due to the onsite limitations. Establishing an architectural
database of the roshans is the main objective in this investigation. Thus, this research presents
a new strategy of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) integrated
methodologies based on the continuous development of data capture and modelling
methodologies that allows the accurate recording the most complex parts even intricate
details and ornaments which are typically found in roshans. Recent advances in image based
techniques (digital close-range photogrammetry and computer vision) such as the semiautomated and automated solutions of Dense Stereo Matching (DSM), Structure from Motion
(SfM) and 3D modelling software has offered an accurate, inexpensive and practical solution to
surveying, documenting and reconstructing these architectural heritage features. In this
research the application of these methods is tested and evaluated on the roshans in the
historical city of Jeddah.
In addition, there is an immediate need for training new technicians and architects who could
ensure documentation and conservation of remaining heritage. Thus, we propose an
integration of new technologies, flexible, high interconnectivity, and high usability data
formats to capture, model, and simulate these elements of heritage interest. For this purpose,
an academic experiment involving architecture students from Jeddah was designed. The
experiment required students to engage with a new integration of ICT-Hybrid technologies
that incorporate dynamic and fast processes for 3D documentation and modelling. In this
research, we evaluate the usability of the proposed strategy as well as investigate ideas that
may bring us closer to the goal of effective heritage documentation.
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Resumen de la Tesis
El Roshan o mirador de madera es uno de los atributos más característicos de la arquitectura
tradicional de la región de Hiyaz en Arabia Saudita y un rasgo frecuente en la mayoría de los
edificios patrimoniales del conjunto histórico de Yida. Esta vieja ciudad ha sido objeto de la
degradación continuada hasta fechas recientes, lo que ha causado la pérdida de mucha de su
arquitectura tradicional y de cientos de estas ventanas o miradores en voladizo de madera
finamente ornamentada. La documentación de los mismos es el primer paso hacia su
preservación, ya que actualmente están muy amenazados tanto por la acción del hombre
como por factores ambientales. Por otra parte debido a la ausencia de especialistas y expertos
en el tema y a la falta de interés de las autoridades locales no existe un catálogo de
protección ni una base de datos de dicha arquitectura tradicional ni de los roshans.
La catalogación y levantamiento de estos elementos arquitectónicos es un proceso muy
laborioso y difícil dadas sus especiales características de ubicación y complejidad formal
cuando se utilizan metodologías convencionales, incluso si se intenta realizar exclusivamente
con los nuevos escáner láser.
El establecimiento de una base de datos de los Roshans es el principal objetivo en esta
investigación. El segundo, el desarrollo y ensayos de una nueva estrategia TIC híbirida, en la
que se integran la captura de datos masivas mediante técnicas fotográficas y las metodologías
de modelado, lo cual permite desde el registro y modelización precisa de los roshan ubicados
en lugares poco accesibles y la representación de las partes más complejas, incluidos los
intrincados detalles y adornos. Todo ello merced a los recientes avances en las técnicas de
imagen digital y de fotogrametría de corto alcance digital, tales como los procesos semi automáticos y automáticos de procesamiento, tales como el Dense Stereo Matching (DSM) y
Structure from Motion (SFM) así como el software de modelado 3D. Lo cual, todo ello
combinado nos ha permitido crear una metodología precisa, barata y una solución práctica
para la documentación y la reconstrucción de estos elementos del patrimonio arquitectónico.
Para ello se ha procedido al levantamiento de diversos miradores singulares y característicos
del núcleo histórico de Yida.
Por otra parte y dada la falta de experiencia en estos temas en todo el país, existe una
necesidad imperiosa de formación de nuevos técnicos y arquitectos que puedan asegurar la
documentación y conservación del patrimonio arquitectónico. Por eso en esta tesis, se
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propone también una evaluación de las estrategias y metodologías propuestas para estudiar
su flexibilidad, la interconexión de datos y formatos así como su usabilidad para capturar,
modelado virtual y simulación visual de estos elementos de interés patrimonial. A tal efecto, se
ha llevado a cabo un experimento educativo con estudiantes de arquitectura de Yida. El
experimento ha requerido que los estudiantes integrasen diversas de las tecnologías TIC en un
proceso híbrido, dinámico y rápido para documentar y modelar diversos roshans, proceso que
debidamente estudiando mediante encuestas, ha puesto en evidencia la utilidad de la
estrategia propuesta, así como el incremento de la motivación e interés de los alumnos hacia
el patrimonio arquitectónico y su documentación.
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Resum de la Tesi
El Roshan o mirador de fusta és un dels atributs més característics de l'arquitectura tradicional
de la regió de Hiyaz a Aràbia Saudita i un tret freqüent en la majoria dels edificis patrimonials
del conjunt històric de Yida. Aquesta vella ciutat ha estat objecte de la degradació continuada
fins fa poc recents, la qual cosa ha causat la pérduda de molta de la arquitectura tradicional i
de centenars de aquestes finestres o miradors en voladís de fusta finament ornamentada. La
documentació dels mateixos és el primer pas cap a la seva preservació, ja que actualment
estan molt amenaçats, tant per l’acció de l'home de com per factors ambientals. Per altra
banda a causa de la absència d'especialistes i experts en el tema i a la falta d’interès de les
autoritats locals, no existeix cap catàleg de protecció ni una base de dades d'aquesta
arquitectrua tradicional ni dels roshans.
La catalogació i aixecament d’aquests elements arquitectònics és molt laboriosa i difícil
donades les especials característiques d’ubicació i complexitat formal quan s’utilitzen
metodologies convencionals, fins i tot quan s’intenta realizar emprant exclusivament els nous
escàner làser.
L'establiment d'una la base de dades dels Roshans és el principal objectius d’aquesta recerca.
El segon, el desenvolupament i assaig d’una nova estratègia TIC híbrida en la que s’integren la
presa de dades massiva mitjançant tècniques fotogràfiques i les metodologies de modelatge la
qual cosa permet el registre i modelització precisa dels Roshan ubicats en llocs poc accessibles
i la representació de les parts més complexes inclosos els intricats detalls i ornaments. Tot això
gràcies als recents avenços en les tècniques d'imatge digital i de fotogrametria digital de curt
abast així, com dels processos semi-automàtics i automàtics de processament, tals com el
Dens Matching Stereo (DSM) i Structure from Motion (SFM) així com el programari de
modelatge 3D. Tot plegat y i combinat adientment ens ha permès crear una metodologia
precisa, barata i una solució pràctica per la documentació i la reconstrucció de aquests
elements del patrimoni arquitectònic. Per això s’ha procedit a l'aixecament de diversos
miradors singulars i característics del nucli històric de Yida.
Pels altra banda donada la manca d’experiència en aquests temes a tot el país, existeix una
necessitat imperiosa de formació de nous tècnics i arquitectes que puguin assegurar la
documentació i conservació del patrimoni arquitectònic. Per això en aquesta tesi es proposa
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també una evaluació de les estratègies i metodologies proposades per estudiar la seva
flexibilitat, la interconnexió de dades i formats així com la usabilitat en la captura, modelat
virtual i simulació visual de aquests elements d'interès patrimonial. Amb aquest objectiu s’ha
dut a terme amb estudiant d’arquitectura de Yida un experiment educatiu el qual ha requerit
que els alumnes integrin diverses tecnologies TIC en un procés híbrid, dinàmic i ràpid per
documentar i modelar diversos Roshan, procés que degudament estudiant mitjançant
enquestes, ha posat en evidència la utilitat de l'estratègia proposada així l'increment de la
motivació i l’Interès dels alumnes vers el patrimoni arquitectònic i la seva documentació.
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Chapter
1 Introduction

Introduction

1.1 Research problem
The roshan is clearly the most visual element that is characteristic of most, if not all, of
historical Jeddah’s heritage buildings. Throughout the years, the historical city of Jeddah has
been subject to continued degradation with many aspects of its architectural heritage being
threatened by man-made and natural factors. Indeed, during the last fifty years Jeddah has
lost many of its historical buildings as well as many of the valuable roshan’s elements. These
features are slowly disappearing without any records, primarily due to the absence of
specialists and experts in architectural documentation and surveying. Nowadays, these
wooden elements remain in numerous buildings hanging on the facades. Thus, documentation
is a major step towards the preservation of these wooden elements. However, surveying these
architectural elements is very laborious and presents many practical and logistical problems
when using conventional measurement such as 3D laser sensors methods, due to site
obstacles and the complexity of roshans; indeed, these features are scattered on various
building with variety in shapes and levels which makes traditional methods of surveying
incredibly difficult.

1.2 Scientific relevance
In recent history, 3D modelling techniques have been rapidly advancing with part of the focus
on developing these technologies for applications such as architectural heritage
documentation. The ability to capture accurate details and the degree of automation vary
widely from one approach to another. For example, image-based modelling techniques have
been successfully used for many years (Remondino and El-Hakim, 2006). Photogrammetry and
computer vision are generally used to capture basic shapes and details from high-resolution
digital images. Recent advances technology have allowed semi-automated and automated
solutions based on Dense Stereo Matching (DSM) (Furukawa and Ponce, 2010; Hirschmuller,
2008), Structure from Motion (SfM) (Dellaert et al. 2000; Zhang et al. 2003; Pollefeys et al.,
2004; Vergauwen and Van Gool, 2006; Agarwal et al., 2009) and 3D modelling software’s
commercially availability offer accurate solution to obtain 3D point clouds and textured
models.
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This strategy provides a cheap, fast and optimized practical solution to surveying, allowing a
quick and cost effective method in documenting and reconstructing the architectural heritage
elements which has enjoyed many impressive results in the literature (Remondino and Menna,
2008; Hullo et al., 2009; Alby et al., 2009;). Using these approaches in order to create a 3D
database of architectural heritage is the main objective in this research work. Thus, we
propose an appropriate strategy developed from the image-based 3D modelling methods that
allow accurate, fast, cost effective means with a high level of mobility and flexibility which
shortens learning times while adapting to the idiosyncrasies of the roshan -whose composition
is parameterized, highly repetitive ornamental motifs but variegated- for recording all these
complex and intricate details and patterns which are typically found in roshan and other
historically important wooden features.

From another aspect, the introduction of new teaching/learning methods using new
integration of collaborative technologies, offers new opportunities to provide educational
multimedia content. New 3D modelling and representation systems and management tools
are getting better-known and easy to use, but this use does not involve a successful and
correct implementation, suited to the educational needs of students. The interest of educators
in using these technologies in the heritage teaching process presupposes a greater
engagement and an increase in student’s motivation in understanding the architectural
heritage elements such as the roshan and then leading to improved academic results. The
strategy proposed involves the integration of image-based 3D modelling and surveying
technologies in addition to visualisation technology introduced as a new academic experiment
in architectural heritage education.

The goal of applying the strategy was not only employ the integration of 3D modelling and
visualisation technologies but also to identify, design and evaluate an effective educational
experiment which the students are learning and understanding the roshans elements while
learning new 3D modelling and visualisation techniques. To achieve these objectives, the
strategy proposed need to be designed and evaluated by teachers and students almost
simultaneously, since during their implementation, thus, the second objective of this research
is the evaluation of a strategy focused on the training of students of architecture.
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1.3 Research objectives
The main objective of this research is to propose a new documentation strategy for the
roshans’ elements in the historical city of Jeddah by the integration of new ICT, image-based
3D modelling and CAD modelling methodologies which are accurate, fast and cost-effective
with a high level of mobility and flexibility for recording all parts and details typically found in
these important wooden features in Hejaz.

The specific objectives of this research are:


To employ a set of appropriate documentation methods and technologies (sensor,
hardware and software) in order to design the workflow and to assure that the final
output is in accordance with the set of technical specifications in architectural heritage
documentation and satisfying the roshans’ characteristics and site requirements to obtain
accurate 3D model results.



To create an architectural database of 3D roshan models with high geometrical accuracy
by capturing and extracting all parts and details from the exterior, providing a digital
resource in order to facilitate the understanding of all the evolutionary stages of the old
elements. It may be used in projects of professionals who work in the preservation area
with different backgrounds (architects, engineers, historians, restorers, archaeologists and
researchers, among others) and in academic fields providing educational materials for
students and teachers in order to transmit this architectural knowledge to future
generations.



To redefine the roshan and related terminologies, recognising the parts, types,
composition, modules, function and arrangement on building facades in order to establish
new classification methods.



To use and manage the strategy outputs for several purposes such as visual simulation,
parametric design and reconstruction industry.
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To evaluate the usability of the strategy to be applied in the academic field as a new
method for teaching/learning architectural heritage based on teaching innovation and new
ICTs in modelling and visualisation, improving the academic performance of the students
by offering new opportunities to provide educational multimedia content, suited to the
learning needs of the students and demonstrating the feasibility and effectiveness of these
technologies in educational settings.

1.4 Thesis impact
Firstly, the thesis has international interest; this topic is still currently being studied and
presents a challenge for researches and architects who are developing new methods and
techniques which are appropriate for a complex object such as the roshan. Secondly, the thesis
has regional interest, namely in Saudi Arabia in the old city of Jeddah; this area will be
regulated under the future preservation and development projects and plans by the
municipality and Saudi Commission for Tourism and Antiquities (SCTA). As the research
progressed, the thesis topics have been accepted in several conferences and symposiums as
peer-reviewed papers and indexed in ISI proceedings.

1.5 Thesis outline
This thesis consists of seven chapters. In addition to the introduction (1) and conclusion (7)
chapters, this thesis includes five core chapters that address the research objectives offered
through three contexts (architectural heritage, technological and educational). Figure 1.1
shows the coherence of the thesis contexts. The following is a brief summary of each chapter:

Chapter 1 provides a general introduction to the thesis. First, the rationale behind this
research topic and its scientific relevancy is introduced. Then, the research objectives and the
impact, outline and context of the thesis are introduced.

Chapter 2 first presents some general information about Saudi Arabia (location, topography
and climate) and its traditional architecture focusing on the Hejaz region and how it is
influenced by religion, presenting the main kinds of wooden elements and materials used
locally, and its influence on Red Sea cities, leading to the study of the historical city of Jeddah
presenting its historical value and describing the historical buildings and decorative elements.
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Lastly, we will discuss the state of affairs of the old city and present the importance of its
valuable wooden elements on historic building facades.

Chapter 3 introduces the roshan element and contains its definition, description, main and
sub-parts, as well as the terminology, history and similar architectural elements found in the
Arab world. It then describes the main features of the roshan and its functions, the
composition of its parts and the structural benefits. It covers the roshans’ qualitative aspects
by defining the element in situ and discussing its relation to family and social status. Finally,
this chapter reviews the classification methods of roshan types, then continues with a detailed
study of the different components that comprise the roshan, and ends with an analysis of the
modules and proportions.

Chapter 4 first presents the literature review of the reality-based 3D modelling
methodologies and techniques, discussing the requirements and motivations of the 3D
documentation in architectural heritage applications. The second section reviews the current
3D surveying and modelling approaches, definitions and descriptions, as well as examining
their advantages, potentialities and weaknesses, in order to adopt and design the appropriate
strategy by combining 3D recording and modelling methods in order to document the roshans’
elements in the historical city of Jeddah. The third section focuses on reviewing the imagebased 3D modelling approaches and algorithms, both semi-automated and automated, which
constitute a large part of the proposed documentation strategy. Finally, the advantages and
potentialities of the application of these technologies in the roshans’ elements are discussed.

Chapter 5 first introduces a new strategy for the documentation of the roshans’ elements in
the old city of Jeddah and gives an extensive description of each stage of the strategy. The
accuracy assessment is then discussed and the final results are presented.

Chapter 6 first follows the identification of the limits of using the 3D modelling and
visualisation technologies employed in the strategy for architectural education, presenting the
literature review and analysing teaching experiences within a theoretical context. It then
presents the adopted augmented reality technology for visualising the results of the roshan
models, showing the potential of the application of this technology for educational purposes.
Then, this chapter discusses how the information and communication technologies (ICTs)
support the architectural heritage education in architecture schools in Saudi Arabia as a case
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study. Second, it introduces a new academic experiment by applying the documentation
strategy for architectural heritage education. Finally the usability of the experiment is
evaluated, analysing the results by using quantities and qualitative methods.

Chapter 7 provides the conclusion of chapters 2 through 6, reflecting on the main
contributions of these chapters. Finally, the recommendations are given for further research.

1.6 Thesis context
This thesis is located mainly within three contexts as followings:

History and architectural context: presents a brief of historical information about study area
and its traditional architecture focusing on the Hejaz region and how it is influenced by
religion, presenting the architectural knowledge of the roshans elements and its functions, also
illustrating the materials used locally and its influence on Red Sea cities, leading to study area
the historical city of Jeddah presenting its historical and architectural value, describing the
historical buildings and decorative elements. It discusses the state of affairs of the historical
city and presents the importance of its valuable wooden elements on historic building facades.

Technological context: the literature review of the Reality-Based 3D Modelling technologies
is presented, discussing the appraisal of the requirements and motivations of the 3D
documentation in architectural heritage applications. It reviews the current 3D surveying and
modelling approaches, focusing on reviewing the image-based 3D modelling approaches and
algorithms, semi-automated and automated which represent a large part of the proposed
documentation strategy. In addition, it discusses how the ICT (information and communication
technologies) support the architectural Heritage documentation.

Educational context: the author is teaching assistance in architecture department in King
Abdulaziz University in Jeddah, his research interests include architectural representation, the
application of 3D modelling and visualisation technologies in architectural education. Thus,
part of this research follows the identification of the limits of using the 3D modelling and
visualisation technologies that employed in the strategy for architectural education purpose,
presenting the literature review and analyse teaching experiences within theoretical context.
This context presents the Augmented Reality technology for visualisation the results of roshans
models, showing the potential of the application this technology for educational purposes. In
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addition, it discusses how the ICT (information and communication technologies) support the
architectural Heritage education in architecture schools in Saudi Arabia as a case study. Also it
introduces the academic experiment by application the documentation strategy for
architectural heritage education. The usability of experiment is evaluated in educational
environment.

Figure 1.1: Scheme of the thesis context.
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2 General information

General information

2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we address the roshan (projected wooden window) as a focal point for three
approaches. First, there is the region; the study to understand the roshan as an element within
a broader activity influencing several factors, namely the Muslim world and its area of local
development, Hejaz, Saudi Arabia. Second, the study relates the element's function and the
kind of mutual influence it has exerted from the large city scale to its small component scale.
Finally, we tracked the element's situation and development in its built environment through
time with a focus on key transition phases.

This chapter presents a brief overview of Saudi Arabia's location, topography and climate.
After discussing these three elements, we will continue with an overview of the influences,
especially climatic, shaping the traditional architecture of Saudi Arabia with a focus on the
Hejaz (the western region of Saudi Arabia), which is recognised as a geographical and cultural
region, leading to the old city of Jeddah and its historical value. The chapter concludes with a
further discussion of traditional Hejazi architecture, how it evolved, how it is influenced by
religion, the main kinds of wooden elements and materials used locally and its influence on
Red Sea cities, leading to the historical city of Jeddah, its historical buildings and decorative
elements. Lastly, we will discuss the state of affairs of the old city and present the importance
of its wooden elements on historic building facades.

2.2 Background: The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia: Location, Topography and
Climate

2.2.1 Location
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is located between Asia and Africa, in the Middle East. The
majority of the country lies between latitudes 18° S and 28° N. It occupies 80% of the Arabian
Peninsula, with an approximate area of 2,250,000 km². It has two long coastlines, about 1760
km on the Red Sea and 560 km on the Arabian Gulf (Saudi Geographical Society- SGS, 2012).
Neighbouring countries are indicated on the map (Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1: The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and the Middle East and five topographical regions, Google maps, 2013

2.2.2 Topography
The topography is mostly a mixture of deserts, mountains and coastal plains. The country can
be divided into five main topographical regions:
a) The Tehama Plain on the western edge of the Arabian Peninsula lies along the Red Sea coast
and ranges from about 6 to 60 km in width.
b) The Sarawat Mountains in the east. In the south this range rises to about 2700 m at the Asir
peak, 2400 m in Taif, Hejaz, and drops to a low of 900 m in the north, close to Madinah.
c) The Najd Plateau forms the heart of the peninsula. It is directly adjacent to the Sarawat
Mountains in the east and has an average altitude of 1300 to 1800 m.
d) Gradually dropping in altitude to about 600 m, the Najd Plateau is surrounded by the Desert
Plains on three sides: the ad-Dahna Desert to the east, the Great Nafud Desert to the north
and the Empty Quarter to the south.
b) Separating the ad-Dahna Desert and the Arabian Gulf are the Eastern Coastal Plains.
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2.2.3 Climate
In general, the climate in the Kingdom is influenced by subtropical high pressure systems, so
rainfall is very scanty. The summer is hot and dry with average maximum temperatures up to
45 °C. The difference between minimum temperatures at night and maximum temperatures
during the day can reach 18°. In the coastal areas, humidity is very high; the relative humidity
may reach 100%. The average maximum temperature of the coastal city of Jeddah, located at
21° 30' latitude, is about 39 °C, and the maximum relative humidity is about 85%. The
difference between the maximum temperature during the day and the minimum temperature
at night is about 10 °C. In Makkah, a mountainous valley located 80 kilometres from Jeddah, at
an altitude of about 300 metres above sea level, and latitude of 20° 16', the maximum
temperature in the summer can reach 45 °C. The difference between the maximum
temperature during the day and the minimum temperature at night can reach up to 12 °C. The
maximum relative humidity in the summer can reach 70%, but normally stays below 40%.

2.3 Traditional Architecture in Saudi Arabia
The traditional architectural characteristics that were present in Saudi Arabia’s regions varied
from one to another and were not limited to governmental borders. The buildings depended
on natural ventilation to provide a comfortable interior environment. This comfort was
maintained with the aid of various elements and techniques that respond well to the harsh
climate. They were clearly visible from the building's exterior, and in some cases the whole
house could be built around them. These elements and techniques had an enormous effect on
shaping regional architectural styles by responding to unique local needs and conditions, as
well as the specific type of topography (Figure 2.2). These elements and techniques by region
may be briefly summarised as follows:
a. In the Central Region of Najd and Quseem, the houses are made of mud and include a
courtyard to form a protective shaded space during the day, and remain open to the sky so
that the space can radiate ground heat during the night. The courtyard, together with small
triangular openings on the high end of the exterior facades, promotes cross ventilation
throughout the entire dwelling.
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b. The Nomads scattered throughout the harsh Arabian deserts used tents. Their dark cover is
made out of woven goat hair fabric reinforced by tension bands, which is excellent insulation
under such conditions.
c. The Eastern Region, facing the Arabian Gulf, is considered to have a composite climate that
fluctuates between hot and dry during the summer and hot and humid during the winter.
Faced with two kinds of challenging weather, the traditional architecture of the Gulf region
used the courtyard for similar functions as those in Najd architecture, except that it was
unique in using wind catchers and wind towers to further control ventilation. Both elements
helped to deliver cooler air and more rapid circulation from higher elevations into the building
cavity and out through the courtyard.

Figure 2.2: Arabian Peninsula showing the five proposed regions of architecture in the Kingdom.

d. The Southern Region consists of the Asir and Najran regions. It is mostly a Tropical Upland
Climatic Zone. Aside from the high peaks, most of the populated regions are 1000 m to 2000 m
above sea level, which makes the climate cooler than that of the other plains for most of the
year, although the heat from the sun has a greater effect. The buildings were constructed to
respond to the climate and for protective purposes. The ground floors were commonly
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reserved for storage and, aside from the door, they rarely had any openings. The upper floors
were there for accommodation and had openings through the walls. The walls, made out of
rammed earth and protected from rainfall with flat stone pieces, were thick and aided in
protection and thermal insulation. Most of the openings were small; they were opened during
the summer to promote ventilation and were closed during the winter.

e. Finally, the Western Region, the Hejaz region, which is the focus of this research. The use of
courtyards was prevalent mostly in the Madinah area, and air-wells were used in Makkah,
along with methods such as evaporative cooling. All these approaches were used to deal with
the climate. However, traditional Hejazi architecture is mostly known for its wood-crafted
elements, such as the roshan.

2.4 The Hejaz Region and its Traditional Architecture
2.4.1 The Hejaz Region
The Hejaz region forms the western part of Saudi Arabia and is defined by the Sarawat
Mountains to the east and the Red Sea to the west. It includes the Makkah al-Mukarramah
region. Its major cities are the holy cities of Makkah and Madinah, along with the coastal cities
of Jeddah and Yanbu, and the mountain city of Taif. Since ancient times, the region has been
used as a trade route for caravans crossing from Yemen to Al-Sham1, transporting goods from
Bezant and Persia in the north to regions in the Horn of Africa and the Indian subcontinent by
sea. During that time, the architecture of the region was of a much simpler type.

Figure 2.3: a) Administrative division of Saudi Arabia b) The Hejaz region— histgeo.ac-aix-marseille.fr, s.d.
1

An Arabic term used when referring to the region that includes Syria, Lebanon, Palestine and Jordan.
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2.4.2 Traditional Architecture and the Influence of Islam
Traditional architecture is largely influenced by the local culture, and in Saudi Arabia, as in the
Hejaz region, Islam is deeply influential on this local culture. Islam, more than being a religion,
is a way of life for Muslims. In that sense, the whole culture, community and organisation of
society is directly affected by it. This conditioning reflects directly on the fabric of the cities,
with respect to housing and architecture, down to the smallest details. For example, all the
mosques must face the direction of prayer, the direction of Makkah. Mosques are spread
throughout the city, located in vital areas such as markets and neighbourhood centres. The
mosques’ orientation towards Makkah impacts the surrounding roads, houses and the entire
city fabric. The effect is even greater due to factors such as gender segregation, various levels
of privacy and the ideal of humility and social equality. This has directly affected the form,
layout and appearance of housing. However, the way of life influenced by Islam has not
conflicted with any climate, topography or environmental requirements. In fact, the teachings
of Islam have encouraged the preservation of materials and resources and respect for the
environment and all living things.

2.4.3 The Evolution of Hejazi Architecture
The Hejaz region gained its real significance after the birth of Islam; its significance and role are
intimately connected to the life of the Prophet Muhammad. The region welcomed settlers
from across the Muslim world, over a span of 14 centuries; people who brought their own
culture and daily practices, and who merged with the local culture and added to it. They
created their preferred building environment around them. This is reflected in the cities' fabric
and its architectural details.
Holy cities used to be “terminals” of the hajj or pilgrimage2 as well as commercial land routes
that crossed the Arabian Peninsula from the south to the north to reach the Mediterranean
shores; they played a major role in shaping this region's development. Muslims coming from
around the world to the hajj brought along goods to trade. The ships dropped them off and
returned home, and the return trip began a few weeks later. Ships sailing towards the Hejaz
assigned to transport pilgrims returning to their homeland were often empty of passengers,
which left space to carry large shipments of wood and other building materials. They were
2

The Hajj is the annual Muslim pilgrimage to Makkah. It is required once in every adult Muslim's lifetime, if he is
physically and financially able.
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also, however, mercantile centres where foreign Muslims settled and worked throughout the
centuries. Their urban pattern and architectural features do share some of the elements that
characterise Jeddah’s architecture: roshans, wooden elements, vertical houses, etc., but also
present differences related to their different geographical position (far from the Red Sea) and
their unique role as centres of pilgrimage hosting a significant number of pilgrims throughout
the year (Figure 2.4).
However, the traditional architecture of the Hejaz is mostly known for facades which contain
richly decorated wood-crafted elements. In general, two main categories of elements form
these facades: 1) the woodwork includes complex and dense parts, and 2) the brick work
(shabura) (Angawi, 1988). Wooden windows are important elements for building facades in old
Jeddah. The wooden windows include the projected window, the roshan (Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.4: View of a Makkah ancient street that no longer exists ©hajj research center by Dr.Abdulmalik haji.

Thus, the traditional architecture of the Hejaz region not only represents locally developed
building techniques, it is also an interaction of both local and foreign experiences within a local
environment. Due to this, the roshan, for example, had a very similar wooden lattice (called
shish) to that commonly found in North Africa in Egypt and in the south in Yemen, while the
complexity of adjustable and moving pieces in the roshan is similar to that commonly found in
the west in Persian windows and in Iraq, as well as in the north in Lebanon.
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Figure 2.5: The traditional architecture of Hejaz, facades contain wood-crafted elements.

In addition, most of the wood used for the roshans comes from overseas regions such as India
and Southeast Asia. In the West, there are some superb roshans on the Town Hall of Lima,
Peru (Figure 2.6), made by the Spaniards; they are familiar in southern Spain and a similar
feature built in masonry is common in Malta and the coastal towns in Peloponnese (Greenlaw,
1976).

Figure 2.6: Roshans in the main facade of the Town Hall in Lima, Peru3.

3

http://www.123rf.com/photo_1125096_view-of-downtown-lima-peru-with-colonial-balconies.html
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Generally, the architecture of traditional houses in these cities is an inward architecture with
some degree of outward orientation; thus, the house form is quite different from that of the
houses in Jeddah. Emphasis is placed on the interior of the houses and minimum importance is
given to the facades, in contrast to homes in Jeddah and Makkah which have nicely decorated
facades to attract pilgrims and show the family’s wealth.
The development of Makkah’s architecture was greatly influenced by the annual pilgrimage.
After the 1830s, when the Ottomans' rule became weaker, many Muslim families fled to
Makkah for safety, security and the religious environment. Other immigrants came from
Africa, India, Java4, China and Hadramawt in Yemen. Makkah's new settlers had different
national backgrounds and each group tended to live together forming a small community.
They brought with them their traditions, cultures, manners, habits and background and all
these elements mixed together to form the Makkan style.
Though Makkan houses do closely resemble traditional houses in the historical city of Jeddah,
there are some noticeable differences between the two cities. First, the typical internal
distribution of Makkan houses is different from those in Jeddah because of the role of the city
as centre of Muslim pilgrimage. The design of traditional Makkan houses developed with
pilgrimage in mind. It allowed for outsiders to be accommodated in the same house with the
least disturbance to the family's ordinary private life. Thus, the facilities of the house were
divided into various independent sections. The family lived in one or more sections of the
house, usually occupying the top levels, while the rest of the house was rented to pilgrims.
Second, the typical Makkan “court-on-roof” design is composed of a series of sleeping patios,
which are terraced on successive floors. This design is specific to Makkah and is not seen in
Jeddah or Madinah. Although these cities are architecturally very similar to Makkah, neither
has this terraced roof patio called kharjah in Arabic, instead they have flat roofs that are not
highly differentiated. Finally, another typical feature of Makkan houses, the ajar element
(Angawi, 1988), is also seen in Madinah and Jeddah. Ajar-s are made of coloured bricks, laid in
a pattern, to form the roof terrace parapet wall. In Makkah, because of the kharjah-s, there
are more parapet walls than in other Hejazi cities and more elaborate ajar-s with coloured
decorative brickwork.

4

An island in Indonesia. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Java)
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On the Arabian side, besides the city of Jeddah, there was also the harbour of Yanbu, one of
Saudi Arabia’s Red Sea cities. Its traditional buildings, built in the typical Red Sea architectural
style, however, still exist showing architectural elements similar to the ones found in Jeddah
and in other Hejazi cities. All these buildings seem to date from the post-1869 period, after the
opening of the Suez Canal, when new wealth allowed for the renovation of the original houses
of the city, which were deemed “unimpressive and of a poorer construction than those in other
Hejazi cities” by Burckhardt, who visited Jeddah in 1815.

2.4.4 The Influence of Hejazi Architecture on Red Sea Cities
The story began in the 2nd century AD, when Greek merchants discovered the mechanisms
ruling the cycle of the monsoon winds, making navigation in the Red Sea more regular and
convenient. Even then, inland routes—safer and long-established—continued to spread since
navigation along the Red Sea’s coral reefs was difficult and sailors could not rely upon a large
number of coastal cities.
Thus, the rise of Islam, and the formal establishment of the annual pilgrimage to holy cities
(Makkah and Madinah) meant that commercial traffic in the Red Sea acquired a certain
importance. The Arab conquest of the southern part of the African shore of the Red Sea led to
the increase in East-West trade and promoted traffic on the Red Sea, most notably towards
Jeddah, Makkah’s harbour. During the Ottoman5 period, human presence on the Arabian Red
Sea coasts significantly increased, when a number of cities and harbours were established on
the two shores of the Red Sea. These urban centres developed according to a double pattern
(Figure 2.7). First, as harbours of major inland cities, like Jeddah for Makkah, Yanbu for
Madinah, Jizan for Abha, Hodeidah for Sana’a and Massawa for Asmara. Second, as
interconnected facing harbours built on the two shores of the Red Sea to reduce the length of
sea trips and to favour East-West crossings.

5

The Ottoman Empire was one of the largest and longest lasting empires in history.
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Figure 2.7: (Left) The Red Sea cities- RC heritage (on geoatlas map), 2009, (Right) Boats of the Red Sea, (Pesce,
1974)

Therefore, the influence of Hejazi architecture was not limited to the Hejaz region; it extended
to African Red Sea coastal cities, such as the city of Suakin on the Sudanese coast and
Hodeidah in Yemen, which are located outside the Hejaz region and the territory of the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
The city of Suakin, built on a small coral island on the Sudanese coast, deserves specific
attention, as this city was developed by merchants from Jeddah as an outpost on African
shores. The city possesses a great deal of traditional Hejazi architecture. Its older houses,
therefore, closely resembled the ones that existed in the old city of Jeddah in the 16th, 17th,
and 18th centuries, before the last phase of the city’s development during the second half of
the 19th century. Suakin was ruled by a long line of merchants who had migrated to Suakin
from the Hejaz region. This continuing migration insured the development of strong
commercial ties linking Suakin with Jeddah and Makkah on the opposite shore. In 1332, the
renowned traveller Ibn Battuta6 visited Suakin and found the port ruled by the son of the

6

Ibn Baṭūṭah, or simply Ibn Battuta, was a Muslim Moroccan explorer. He is known for his extensive
travels, accounts of which were published in the Rihla. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ibn_Battuta)
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prince of Makkah. Suakin's connections with the Hejaz assured the city a prominent role as a
departure point for African pilgrims, as well as a stable trading relationship with the Hejaz
region (Greenlaw, 1976). Suakin was smaller than Jeddah, but its builders used exactly the
same constructive and design methods and architectural details used there, and therefore, the
existing records of the island’s architecture constitute an essential component of our
understanding of Jeddah’s historical city. The roshans on Suakin Island resembled those
existing in old Jeddah. Greenlaw considered the roshan to be “as the Casement –Window
jutting-out into the street…., they were a focal point of life within a room as well as the main
feature of the house from without”.
Today, only ruins of Suakin remain, and the mainland city is just a small town in which a few
isolated walls stand out incongruously; almost nothing remains of the once prosperous city
leaving Jeddah’s old city buildings the main examples of this architectural style.

Figure 2.8: Suakin Island map, Satellite view and architectural facade style.

Hodeidah is one of the main ports and industrial cities of Yemen. It is the centre of economic
activity of the Yemeni Tihama, the lowland coastal area that it dominates. Because of its
location, Hodeidah has been exposed to the political, cultural and architectural influence of
the Ottoman Empire and, indirectly, of other powers seeking regional dominance. The same
constructive methods and architectural wood details, such as the roshan, were used there
(Verdier, 1983).
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The old city of Hodeidah originally developed within its massive defensive walls in a very tight
grid with narrow pedestrian streets flanked by multi-storey buildings providing much-needed
shade. Traditional houses were characterised by solid square masses with a covered patio on
the roof. Little remains of the old city nowadays: the waterfront was demolished to make
room for sewer lines and a large coastal road was built along the shore, while many buildings
inside the old city have collapsed due to lack of maintenance or have been torn down to make
room for new storages facilities and stores.

2.5 The Historical City of Jeddah: Description of the study area
2.5.1 Geography and Climate
a. Geography
The city of Jeddah is located on the eastern shore of the Red Sea, almost halfway between the
northern and southern borders of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The western coastline of the
Arabian Peninsula on the Red Sea is a narrow coastal plain known as Tihama. This narrow
coastal strip rises steeply to form the Hijaz Mountains. The Hejaz region lies on the Red Sea in
the western portion of the peninsula and contains the most important cities and centres of
commerce in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, including Makkah, Madinah, Jeddah and Taif. A
continuous line of foothills, outliers of the great Arabian Massif, backs the Tihama coastal plain
and the city of Jeddah to the east. The very existence of the city of Jeddah is related to the
presence of a gap in this natural barrier, allowing easy communication between Makkah and
the coast, and to another gap in the coral reefs fringing the Red Sea shore.

b. Climate
Jeddah’s notorious climate is due to its location on the Red Sea on the borderline between the
Mediterranean and the monsoonal climates. Jeddah has a semi-tropical coastal climate, hot
and humid in summer and mild with relatively low-humidity in winter.
Rainfall is erratic and characterised by sudden cloudbursts, running very rapidly off the hills
east of the city due to the lack of any restraining vegetation. Floods in the lower parts of the
city were frequent before the construction of the storm water ditches.
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Relative humidity shows average monthly maximum values ranging from 80% to 85%. This,
coupled with an average monthly temperature of about 30 ˚C, is responsible for the
oppressiveness of the city’s weather. In summer, the maximum temperature averages are
approximately 45 ˚C.

Figure 2.9: The geographic location of the historical city of Jeddah at the centre of Jeddah’s metropolitan area,
showing the city’s boundaries.

2.5.2 JEDDAH: History and Development
a. Origins and Early Descriptions of the City
According to tradition, the first human settlement in the area of present-day Jeddah dates
from the 2nd century BC, when a tribe from western Arabia called the Quda'a, originally from
Yemen, settled in the area.
Classical Greco-Roman sources and records from ancient travellers do not mention what was
probably no more than a small fishing village along the Red Sea coast; and the plans based on
Ptolemy’s (Claudius Ptolemaeus) accounts—dating from the second century AD, but first
printed in Europe in 1477—do not depict the city of Jeddah, although they do indicate the
neighbouring cities of Yanbu, Madinah and Makkah.
In the 6th century, the Persians settled in the city. They built the first city walls and established
the harbour as an important trading point. A moat was dug around the city walls and was filled
with seawater. Also, hundreds of wells and cisterns were dug and constructed inside and
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around the walled city for daily water supply, and to increase the city's resilience in case of
siege.
The role of Jeddah as a major seaport was firmly established in the 7th century AD when Arabs
seized it. In the year 646, the Caliph Uthman Ibn Affan7 decided, at the request of the people
of Makkah, to abandon the old landing of Shuaybah (20 km south of Jeddah) in favour of
Jeddah, which became Makkah’s port and began to receive pilgrims coming by sea to Makkah.
As the initial focus of Islam, and of a great empire, Jeddah became an active trade centre,
channelling supplies coming from Egypt, South Arabia, the western shore of the Red Sea and
India to the holy city.
Though the importance of western Arabia diminished with the shifting of the capital to
Damascus under the Umayyad Caliphs8, and later to Baghdad under the Abbasid caliphate9,
Makkah never ceased to enjoy great prestige due to its sanctity and to have a certain
prosperity arising from the annual pilgrimage, and Jeddah—its fortune was strictly interwoven
with the holy city since the beginning—continued to develop. By the 10th century, a vassal to
the sharif10 of Makkah administered the city.
Ibn Khordadbeh11 mentioned the city of Jeddah in the 9th century and the famous traveller
from Jerusalem, Al-Muqaddasi12, first described the city in the 10th century: “Jeddah is a
coastal town and its name is derived from its position in relation to the sea. It is fortified and
well populated. The people are traders and are wealthy. The town is Makkah’s treasury and
Yemen’s and Egypt’s emporium. It has a mosque. Its water supply is insufficient although it has
a number of ponds; drinking water is also brought from afar. It was conquered by the Persians
who have left some interesting palaces in it. It has straight streets, is well situated and is very
hot.”

7

One of the companions of Islamic prophet Muhammad. He played a major role in early Islamic
history as the third of the Sunni Rashidun or Rightly Guided Caliphs
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uthman_ibn_Affan).
8
The second of the four major Islamic caliphates established after the death of Muhammad
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Umayyad_Caliphate)
9
The third of the Islamic caliphates (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abbasid)
10
The title of the former governors of Hejaz and a traditional steward of the holy cities
of Makkah and Madinah (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sherif_of_Makkah)
11
Author of the earliest surviving Arabic book of administrative geography
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ibn_Khordadbeh).
12
A medieval Arab geographer (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Al-Muqaddasi)
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The early historical stories made by Arab travellers form our knowledge of the city’s image in
the past, as modern archaeological and scientific research in the city still has to be carried out.
From the travel story of the Persian poet Nasir Khusraw13, who travelled from his native
Central Asia to Arabia for the hajj in 1050, we know that Jeddah was populated with about
5000 men in the mid-11th century and that no vegetation grew in the city due to the scarcity
of water.
Jeddah played a minor role until the 10th century when Fatimid14-ruled Cairo eclipsed Abbasid
power. Indian trade followed the shift in regional power; the Arabian Gulf gradually ceased to
be the main commercial route from the Indian Ocean into Islamic lands and the Red Sea took
its place. From this point onwards, Jeddah began to figure in historical accounts as a
prosperous Red Sea port. The great geographer Al-Idrisi15, who lived at Ruggero’s court in
Sicily, first highlighted the role of the monsoon in the development of trade and in the
importance of Jeddah’s harbour in the 12th century: “Jeddah is the port of Makkah, the two
cities being about 40 miles apart. Jeddah is well populated and its commerce is considerable;
therefore its inhabitants are rich. The monsoon blowing before the pilgrimage season is very
favourable to the city as it brings in (ships carrying) a great amount of supplies and
merchandise of value. It is, after Makkah, the most important city in the entire Hejaz. There is a
governor who acts in name of the Prince of Makkah and oversees all administrative needs.
Jeddah owns a great number of ships navigating to different destinations. Fishing is abundant
and legume crops plentiful. It is said that Eve went there after the exit from Eden, and it is there
that her mortal remains are buried.”

b. International Trade and the Development of the City from the 13th to the 15th
Centuries
From the 12th to the 14th century, Jeddah experienced a series of disturbances due to the
changing economic and political situation in the Islamic world, when the city witnessed
deterioration and population loss.

13

Traveller and Persian poet (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naser_Khosrow).
Spanned a large area of the Arab World, from the Red Sea in the East to the Atlantic Ocean in the
West (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fatimid_Caliphate).
15
Muslim geographer, cartographer, Egyptologist and traveller who lived in Sicily, at the court of
King Roger II (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Al-Idrisi).
14
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In 1258, after the Mongol16 conquest of Baghdad in Iraq and the transfer of the capital to Cairo
under the protection of the Mamluk17 Sultans, the Hejaz region, as a former province of the
Muslim Empire, soon became the object of annexation attempts by Egypt. In 1269, the Sultan
Baybars18 tried to establish control over Makkah, but his plan failed due to the keen opposition
of the Sharifs.
Starting in 1425, the Mamluk Sultan stationed a permanent garrison in Makkah and took over
the collection of customs duties in Jeddah. Wisely, they allowed the Sharifs a share of the
proceeds from the port of Jeddah, which had become extremely active and played a large part
in the eastern trade previously directed to Baghdad via Basra, which was now moving to Egypt
through the Red Sea and Jeddah (Bacqué-Grammont and Kroell, 1988).
Starting in 1424, Jeddah began to take over Aden in Yemen as the major harbour, soon
becoming the only authorised port of entry for eastern merchandise in the Arabian Peninsula.
The great development of international trade, and notably the ever-growing requests from
European markets, favoured the development of the city (Pesce, 1974).
Jeddah’s prosperity was based on its role as the exclusive Red Sea entrepôt between India and
Egypt. Because of the coral reefs and changing winds and currents, navigation in the Upper
Red Sea was off limits for the larger ships coming from the Far East. Imported goods were
always trans-shipped to small boats that operated between Jeddah and the principal ports of
entry on the Egyptian mainland (Kosseir, Suez and Tor), even though land caravans were
sometimes preferred.
The historic success of Jeddah was due not only to its symbolic association with the holy city of
Makkah, but also to its geographical position at the edge of the monsoon-dominated area. The
wind pattern of the Red Sea, more than politics and religion, is one of the keys of its
commercial success. The Red Sea north of Jeddah presented a serious obstacle to vessels and
ocean-going seamen involved in Indian trade never went beyond the city because the
prevailing winds blew in from the north year-round.

16

The largest contiguous land empire in human history (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mongol_Empire).
The last independent Egyptian state prior to the establishment of the Muhammad Ali Dynasty in 1805
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mamluk_Sultanate_(Cairo)).
18
Mamluk Sultan of Egypt (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baibars).
17
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Figure 2.10: Prevailing winds and monsoon cycle in the Indian Ocean — elaboration RC heritage, 2009.

In the 15th century, Jeddah further benefited from the fall of Constantinople to the Turks in
1453. The closure of the Bosporus, and of the access to the Black Sea terminal ports of the
central Asian overland routes, for a brief period made the Red Sea route the only safe route for
international East-West trade.
On the other hand, at the end of the 15th century, the geographical discoveries of the
Portuguese mariners Bartolomeu Dias19 and Vasco da Gama20 opened new sea routes which
ended the Arab monopoly on Indian commerce. In 1498, a small fleet left Lisbon to reach the
Indian coasts. This route had dire implications for Islam. A series of fights and naval battles
took place in the following years between the Arabs, Indians and Portuguese.
The discovery of the Cape of Good Hope, opening the sea route to Asia through the Atlantic
and Indian Oceans bypassing the traditional Muslim-controlled sea routes that, for centuries,
had transported goods and spices across the Indian Ocean and then, on camelback, to the
Mediterranean shores, paved the way for the rise of Portuguese power and their fleet in the
16th century.

19

A nobleman of the Portuguese royal household; a Portuguese explorer
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bartolomeu_Dias)
20
A Portuguese explorer, one of the most successful in the Age of Discovery and the commander of the
first ships to sail directly from Europe to India (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vasco_de_Gama)
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c. The Changes of the 16th Century and the Decline of the City in the 17th and 18th
Centuries
The growing influence of the Portuguese, who sought control over the trade routes in the Red
Sea, directly threatened the city of Jeddah.
The Portuguese sought to establish unchallenged supremacy throughout the entire Indian
Ocean and starting in 1510, began to establish firm strongholds on land. During that period,
the city of Jeddah, under the newly appointed governor of the city Amir Husain Al-Kurdi21
began to build a new fortification wall to prepare for an eventual attack from the Portuguese.
The ancient walls of the city had long since fallen into ruin and could no longer provide enough
protection. To build the new city walls, entire sections of the city had to be torn down. By
order of Al-Kurdi, the entire male population of the city was forced to carry out this
excruciating task. Portuguese sources claim that Jeddah’s walls were built between 1509 and
1514, while Arab sources tend to assign an earlier date to the fortifications. It is likely that their
construction took place in two successive phases, the first in 1506-07 and the second around
1514.
Jeddah’s power in the region expanded during these years and, supported by an Egyptian fleet,
attacked and conquered Yemen, though they failed to occupy Aden and were forced back to
Jeddah in 1516. In 1517, a Portuguese fleet left Goa to attack Jeddah. The Portuguese fleet
arrived in the city on 13 April 1517, however they could not attack the well-protected harbour.
The fleet was stopped and decided to move out to attack the Egyptian fleet instead. The
mission ended in disaster for the Portuguese. The Portuguese continued to try to challenge
Turkish control on the Red Sea shores and organised further raids in 1520, 1526 and again in
1541.
Throughout the 16th century, despite the new India route opened by the Portuguese, Red Sea
traffic was kept active and boats continued to call at Jeddah for trans-shipment of cargo to
Egypt and the Mediterranean.

21

A governor of the city of Jeddah in the Red Sea, then part of the Egyptian Mamluk Sultanate, in the
early 16th century and who returned to Jeddah after being defeated by the Portuguese in India
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amir_Husain_Al-Kurdi)
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In the 17th century, when Dutch and English merchants supplanted Portuguese control and
developed the Cape Route (free of Muslim control), transporting huge amounts of spices and
other commodities directly to the European markets, Jeddah underwent a period of eclipse.
Another major change affected the entire Islamic world: the arrival of the Ottoman Turks.
Their power was rising at the same time as the Portuguese.
On 22 January 1517, the Turks swept through the Syrian and Palestinian Mamluk provinces
and conquered Cairo, also annexing the Red Sea provinces and forcing the Sharifian rulers of
Hejaz to accept their sovereignty.
Throughout the 16th century, the Ottoman policy of confrontation with the Portuguese
managed to keep them off the Red Sea and to prevent them from establishing a foothold on its
coasts. Ottoman control lasted for four hundred years, during which the Ottomans tried to
maintain a balance between Turkish power and Arab Sharif authority in the Hejaz region. A
sort of dual authority developed within the region in general and in Jeddah in particular,
paving the way for various periods of tension and political and economic instability.
Ottoman rule was harsh on the Arabian provinces and, in 1631, the troops of the Turkish
Governor of Yemen pillaged the cities of Makkah and Jeddah. Between 1676 and 1683, the
Turkish grand vizier Kara Mustafa Pasha22 built an aqueduct to carry water from the wells east
of the city and built a new khan23, a hammam24 and a mosque.
In the 18th century, Britain established the base of its trading empire in India, and Jeddah was
increasingly frequented by ships of the East India Company which had a depot in town. A
major change in the city’s history is related to the development, in the nearby Najd region, of
the Reform Movement—under the guidance of Sheikh Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Wahhab25 and

22

Ottoman military leader and grand vizier who was a central character in the empire's last attempts at
expansion into both Central Europe and Eastern Europe.
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kara_Mustafa_Pasha)
23
A caravanserai where travelers could rest and recover from the day's journey.
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caravanserai).
24
A Turkish bath (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turkish_bath).
25
An Arabian Islamic Salafi theologian and the founder of the Wahhabi movement.
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sheikh_Muhammad_ibn_Abd_al-Wahhab)
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Muhammad Ibn Saud26—which would conquer the entire Hejaz region (with Jeddah) and lead
to the creation of the modern Kingdom of Saudi Arabia in 1932.

Figure 2.11: A 16th century view of Jeddah showing the Portuguese fleet of Lopo Soares de Albergaria before the
city in the year 1517 — Gaspar Correia, Museum of the Lisbon Geographical Society.

d. Jeddah in the 19th and Early 20th Centuries
At first, the Reform Movement was strongly opposed in the Hejaz by Sharif Ghalib27. In 1803,
he was forced to move out of Makkah and to take shelter in Jeddah, which was immediately
placed under siege by the Saudis. Jeddah resisted the siege and the Reform Movement troops
returned to the Najd region.
In 1806, Makkah was re-conquered by the Saudi forces and most of the Hejaz region came
under their control. After this victory, the Ottoman Sultan decided to send his viceroy in Egypt,
Muhammad Ali28, to crush the growing influence and power of the Saudis. The military
campaign in Arabia proved long and difficult, but finally ended with the destruction of the
Saudi capital ad-Diriyah in September 1818.

26

The emir of Al-Dir'iyyah, considered to be the founder of the First Saudi State and the Saud dynasty
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhammad_bin_Saud).
27
Ghalib Efendi bin Musa'ed was a Sharif of Ottoman-controlled Hejaz from 1788–1803 and 1813–1827.
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ghalib_Efendi)
28
An Albanian commander in the Ottoman army, who became Wāli, and selfdeclared Khedive of Egypt and Sudan. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhammad_Ali_of_Egypt)
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In the 19th century, the Ottomans retained effective control over the Hejaz, and this region
began to attract the interests of the European powers who received reports from the French
officers who followed Ali’s forces into Arabia.
Jeddah continued growing in importance in the early 19th century and, by 1825, began
receiving diplomatic representatives from France, Britain and Holland; it became known as
“Balad Al-Kanasil”, the City of Consulates. The European descriptions of Jeddah in the 19th
century underlined the city’s architectural features and qualities, like the one given by the
British Viscount Valentia in 1805, which said:
“The houses of Jeddah are far superior of those of Moka. They are built of large blocks of very
fine madrepore (coral stone). The doorways are handsomely arched and covered with fretwork
ornaments carved in the stone, not put on in plaster. ... the windows are numerous and large ...
(he meant roshans), the streets are very narrow, which is an advantage in a tropical country, as
they are consequently shaded during most part of the day”.
Direct Turkish administration was established in Madinah, Taif and Jeddah, while only Makkah
remained under the formal authority of the Hashemite29 sharif, who owed allegiance to the
Ottoman Sultan until his assassination in 1880.
Makkah was in the hands of Sharif Husayn Ibn Ali30, appointed in 1908, the same year in which
the Hejaz Railway reached Madinah, enabling pilgrims and Turkish troops to reach the holy city
quickly, which was impossible before this time.
The battles between the Sharifian and the Saudi forces continued from the summer of 1918.
Abdulaziz Bin Saud31 laid a siege on the city for several months and finally conquered Jeddah
on 23 December 1925 (this date is celebrated today as a national holiday commemorating the
unification of the country). He deposed the Sharif of Hejaz, Ali bin Hussein32, who fled to
Baghdad, eventually settling in Amman, Jordan, where his descendants became the Hashemite
royal family.

29

Refers to those belonging to the Banu Hashim (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hashemite).
The Sharif and Emir of Mecca from 1908 until 1917, when he proclaimed himself and was
internationally recognised as King of the Kingdom of Hejaz.
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hussein_bin_Ali,_Sharif_of_Mecca)
31
The first monarch of Saudi Arabia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ibn_Saud_of_Saudi_Arabia).
32
The King of Hejaz and Grand Sharif of Mecca from October 1924 until December 1925
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ali_bin_Hussein_of_Hejaz).
30
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Figure 2.12: (Left) Street view, (Right) The Persian consulate, r. Savignac, 1917.

Abdulaziz Bin Saud became the uncontested ruler of the Hejaz region and was crowned King of
Hejaz in Makkah on 8 January 1926, adding this title to his position of Sultan of Najd. Bin Saud
spent the following six years consolidating his position and settling internal and external
problems and finally, in September 1932, proclaimed that his realm was to be called the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, becoming its first King.
The unification of the Hejaz and Najd regions by Abdulaziz Bin Saud under the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia in 1932 resulted in increasing stability in the region and, hence, in the increase of
pilgrims coming to the holy city through Jeddah.
Although Jeddah’s original role was that of port for the city of Makkah, and its historical role of
a transit point for eastern trade, Jeddah has acquired a new role as the second major city of
the Kingdom in recent years.
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2.5.3 The Urban Fabric of the Old City
The historic city had developed for centuries within its protective walls (built in the 16th
century by Husayn al-Kurdi, replacing older ruined walls), which were its most conspicuous
feature, making a lasting impression on people approaching the city from either land or sea.
The city had gates opening on each side: on the north side, Bab33 al-Madinah was doubled by
Bab al-Jadid (New gate), and opened to let cars inside the city; on the east side, Bab Makkah,
where the road for the Holy City departed; on the south side stood Bab al-Sharif and, since
1920, leads to the European cemetery; on the seaward side stood Bab al-Bunt (incorporated in
the custom’s building) and Bab al-Magharibah, which was sealed off at the beginning of the
20th century. Two forts rose at each corner of the seafront; the north one was used as a
prison. These historical gates remind residents of the walled city that once architecturally
defined old Jeddah (Telmesani, et al, 2009).

Figure 2.13: Outside Makkah gate, c. Winckelsen, 1918 © ministère de la culture, France.

These gates are connected and lead to the inner parts of old Jeddah’s four urban quarters
(called ha’ra-s): Ha’rat Al Mazloom and Ha’rat Al Sham to the north and Ha’rat Al Yaman and
Ha’rat Al Bahar to the south are the major pedestrian thoroughfares. They are not physically
separated, but rather nominally divided for administrative and orientation purposes. The semiprivate ha’ra was a natural extension of the family, which created the heart of social unity and
integrity. The safety, privacy, and well being of ha’ra residents was the responsibility of every
33

“Door” or “gate” in Arabic.
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member of the community, not merely as a good neighbourly gesture, but rather as a religious
obligation.
The main east-west axis, called Souk34 Al-Alawi (Figure 2.14), links Bab Al-Bont at the west of
Ha’rat Al-Bahar with Bab Al-Madinah in Ha’rat Al-Sham towards the south and branches out
into narrow alleys that finally connect with Bab Shareef in the south. Abu Onaba, a residential
axis, stretches from Ha’rat Al-Mazloom in the north to Ha’rat Al-Yaman in the south.
In the dense residential areas, social unity characterised life in these urban quarters and
influenced its spatial organisation and hierarchical urban elements. These include a dense
organic urban fabric to maintain the privacy of entrances, narrow residential alleys and
pathways oriented to take advantage of the buildings’ shade to provide access with thermal
comfort, which makes the summer temperature acceptable and bearable, and opened into
small squares (called barahat), creating places for social interaction. They are usually located
around local mosques (zawia-s) or prominent family homes.

Figure 2.14: One of the main streets (called Gable Street) leading to Souk Al-Alawi, (Telmesani, A. et al., 2009).

With the stabilisation of the political situation and the peace enjoyed under the reign of King
Abdulaziz, the number of pilgrims and related trade activities, coupled with oil revenues,
greatly increased and had a lasting impact on the city's prosperity. Jeddah began expanding
outside of its walls, which ceased to play their historical role and quickly became obsolete. The

34

An open-air marketplace or commercial quarter in an Arab or Berber city
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Souq)
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demolition of the city wall was therefore decided and implemented in 1947 in order to favour
urban growth.
Today, the historical city represents a small area, only covering an area of about 1 km2, and is a
fundamental entity within greater Jeddah, about 1/100th of its overall population. However,
major modifications have taken place within the original fabric of this part of the city, and in
the surrounding city and seascape. The present-day old city—known as Al-Balad (the village) to
the city’s residents—still preserves a coherent unity and a specific urban character. In fact, the
entire area that used to be contained within the walls, although partially reconstructed in the
last 50 years with modern and high-rise buildings, retains its original street network, has
preserved its nature and is easily recognised.
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Figure 2.15: The historical city of Jeddah covers an area of about 1 km2; it is characterised by a dense urban pattern,
pedestrian scale streets and a micro-climate. Streets and alleys are narrow and winding and occasionally open onto
small squares.

2.5.4 Historical Houses in Jeddah
Due to the lack of building lots within the city walls, multi-storey residential homes are the
most characteristic feature of the historical city of Jeddah, providing the space required for
extended families. Generally, in Saudi Arabia, as in the Hejaz region, the local culture is
profoundly influenced by Islamic rules. Islam, more than being a religion, is a way of life for
Muslims. The culture, community and organisation of society are directly affected by it. All of
these factors are reflected in the planning and design of the cities and in the traditional
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architecture of the houses. One of these principles, in Jeddah’s traditional houses, is the design
of historic domestic architecture which reflects the importance of maintaining the privacy of
women in their homes. For example, the windows were generally positioned above street
level, roof terraces created secluded areas and were surrounded by high balustrades to
provide privacy for the women, while male guests were entertained in reception rooms
isolated from the areas of the building used by women, so that guests could be received
without disturbing the female members of the family.
The construction material of the historical buildings in old Jeddah is limestone from the sea,
known as Mangabi stone. The structure includes load bearing walls and hardwood flooring.
The average wall thickness is 60 cm. Most of the buildings are five-storeys high.
The historical buildings can reach five storeys in height. The ground floor of Jeddah’s historical
houses consists of a main arched wooden doorway which leads to the entrance hall (dahleez)
and a room, called maga'ad, used for reception or as an office for running family business. The
upper floor is used for guests and is furnished and regularly cleaned for the single purpose of
receiving guests. The two to three floors above are used as the family’s living quarters. Each
floor consists of three to five multi-functional rooms used for both living and sleeping. Two of
these rooms, majlis and suffah, are larger in size and interconnected. They are located in the
front part of the house. The front, with majlis,, is connected to the main roshan overlooking
the street. The rear part of the house usually contains another multi-purpose room connected
to the kitchen (locally called mirakkab) and a bathroom (bitalma) (Telmesani et al., 2009).

Figure 2.16: Typical plans of the houses in the historical city of Jeddah, (Telmesani, A. et al., 2009).
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The roof terraces are used for sleeping during hot and humid summer nights, and are normally
subdivided by walls to provide private sleeping spaces for the various families living in the
house. Roof parapets are notably designed to be high enough to prevent looking over the
neighbours’ roofs. Small openings in the parapet wall, or in some cases wooden screens, are
provided to allow in the breeze. The roofs are also used to collect rainwater, which is directed
to large cisterns located under the level of the entrance hall (the dahleez), and is used only
when needed for both washing and drinking.
In climatic aspects, the buildings heights in the historical city of Jeddah provided shade to the
narrow alleys which cooled the inside of the historical buildings. In fact, they worked as “wind
catchers” letting in the much needed sea breeze, while at the same time allowing continuous
vertical air circulation inside the house. Air circulation was favoured by the natural upward
movement of hot air through stairwells and shafts pulling air through the windows, which in
turn cooled the rooms (Figure 2.17).

Figure 2.17: Typical house (Norwaly house) section and floor plan in the old city of Jeddah, illustrating airflow
movement from front to back- edited by author, 2010.
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Figure 2.18: Typical construction method of the traditional building in the historical city (Matthew, 1979).
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2.6 Decorative Elements
2.6.1 Decoration and Evolution of Stylistic Elements
Generally, Hejazi decorative elements consist of hand crafted wooden features that are mostly
external; these were large-scale projects that were highly-detailed and finished. Most of the
interior wooden elements were limited to panelled doors, small tables and some small indoor
shish or mashrabiya35.
It is possible that some of Jeddah’s historical woodwork was crafted in a foreign country,
where the wood originated, and was imported already carved from Java, while the largest part
of the woodwork was done locally in Jeddah. There is evidence of several local carpentry
traditions along the Red Sea shore as well as boat building. The shish, for example, came from
Java in the East to Morocco and Andalusia. In the Hejaz region, the shish is a main part of the
roshan and windows. Imported as unassembled pieces or locally crafted, the shish is used as
an innovative way to form the roshan's main feature. Locally, an assembled shish was called
manjor.
In the grander historic houses, elaborately carved doors of teak wood were common, while
roshans, built out of East Indian redwood, resistant to humidity and insects, were the most
striking feature on the facades of Jeddah’s historical homes.
In fact, most of the decorative elements were for external use and are found in four main
forms: 1) typical wooden windows; 2) roshans (discussed in the next chapter); 3) carved and
ornamented doors, mostly used for main entrances; 4) creative forms of lattice work and
fretted decorations such as shish, which are mostly integrated into roshans and 5) Sgraffito
(decorative plaster work).

2.6.2 Manjor Patterns
This is one of the main wood elements used, it comes from the Arabic word nejarah, and
means carpentry. It is made from notched or cut laths of wood fitted into each other at right
angles and set within a frame. The variation in the way the notch is, different laths, and the

35

Derived from the Arabic word sharab, a drink. So the word mashrabiya should describe a drinking
place.( John Feeney, The magic of the mashrabiyas, 1974, Saudi Aramco World).
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angle or repetition, would result in a different shish (lattice grilles). They are commonly used in
the roshans’ wood panels and combined with shish nets. They are usually placed in the open
section and have an advantage over the regular shish in that they can be made adjustable. The
manjor provides shade and light as well as a cool breeze, which is desirable in a hot climate.
They also serve as a curtain, which allows those inside the house to look outside without being
seen. The manjor is usually made of two different types: lattice panels (shish), and wood-filled
panels (called hashwat) (Figure 2.19).

Figure 2.19: (above) Manjor-s lattice panels, (below) Manjor-s wood-filled panels in Suakin,(Greenlaw, 1976).

Figure 2.20: Basic steps for preparing the notched or tongued laths, (Angawi, 1995) reedited by author.

2.6.3 Doors
One of the wood elements used in historical buildings, these usually have double leaves and
are decorated with carved panels representing some of the finest carpentry and decoration in
Saudi Arabia. Entryways are given considerable attention in Jeddah's historical houses. They
were made relatively tall and crowned with carved stone or decorative plasterwork.
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Doors have elaborately decorated panels and are built of solid wood, such as teak, with carved
or raised designs on both sides. The designs are in the form of repeated floral motifs and
rosettes linked by geometrical patterns and/or multi-sided polygons or pointed stars.
In the Red Sea cities, doors are extremely varied (Figure 2.21), though on the other hand
similar doors are found in disparate locations. The question arises as to how much craftsmen
travelled and to what extent the doors were traded, since it is evident that in some cases
doors came ready-made from overseas.

Figure 2.21: Wooden door in old Jeddah.

2.6.4 Wood Origins
Obviously, the older buildings have fewer and more elaborately carved roshans than newer
ones. Increased wood imports in the 18th and 19th centuries from countries in the Far East,
transported by ships carrying pilgrims, made this item much cheaper and more easily
obtainable than in the 17th century and earlier. This is reflected in the design of the roshans in
the facades of the buildings. Until recently, wood was more readily available and the amount
of wood used in the buildings increased; the roshans were extended to cover the facades of
historical buildings. However, at the same time, craftsmanship was reduced and the roshans
transformed from intricate joinery work with complex patterns to the carving out of patterns,
manjors, and then finally to the very simple Venetian louvers.
This relationship between the increase in the use of wood and the decline in craftsmanship
shows that wood was no longer a scarce commodity and its use was not for the display of
wealth as it had been previously. A larger proportion of the households could use it in their
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homes. At the same time, the craftsmen were relatively more expensive in relation to the price
of wood, displaying a kind of early industrialisation effect.

Almost all of the wood used in Hejazi buildings was imported from overseas. This became
faster and easier at the end of the 19th century when steamships replaced sailing boats, and
other types of wood were imported such as Indian teak wood which withstands the hot
climate of Jeddah and is highly resistant to insects because of its repellent oils. Ornamented
roshans were made out of this type of wood and Javanese teak. Java wood was shipped from
Singapore by ships carrying pilgrims and became abundantly available at reasonable prices.
Two other types of imported wood commonly used in Jeddah’s historic houses are gandal
wood—imported from India, the Far East and the East African Coast—and beech wood, both
red and white types, imported from production areas in Europe.

2.6.5 Plaster Decoration (Sgraffito)
The plaster on the wall surfaces in Jeddah’s historical houses is used for protection against the
effect of the humid and salty air on the limestone and coral building blocks. This protective
surface was developed into an art form by adding decorative carving (Figure 2.22).
Sgraffiti are found on the historical buildings of al-Balad. The technique was deserted in the
20th century. The sgraffito decorations of Jeddah are found mainly on the lower part of the
exterior facades of older homes, around the doors and main windows, generally on the main
street, although they can also decorate two facades when houses are on street corners.
Sgrafitto is used on ground floors, at eye level, to be admired by passersby, but never at the
bottom of the wall, and hardly ever on higher floors. Patterns are usually in rectangular or
square panels.
It appears that decorations were simpler and more geometric, while plaster carved later
became more elaborate with complex floral decorations cut deeper in the plaster though
remaining within its thickness
Plaster was applied to the coral walls and worked immediately while still wet. It was deeply
incised with decorative motifs which had the effect of creating dark shadows which contrasted
with surfaces not incised.
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Figure 2.22: Several plaster decorations in main entrances of the historical buildings.

2.7 State of affairs: Factors Affecting the Authenticity of the Historical City
The historical city of Jeddah is an urban area, where traditional architecture still represents a
relevant part of the overall site; an urban sector where ring roads, large scale harbour
infrastructure, cut-through thoroughfares, modern high-quality buildings and standard recent
construction mingle, often chaotically, with traditional, preserved clusters to create a vibrant
and unique neighbourhood within greater Jeddah. A neighbourhood where the headquarters
of century-old economic enterprises, retail shops, traditional souks and modern office spaces
are still concentrated, but where small and derelict cafés, street food sellers and semi-legal
fruit market stalls are also found. This bustling urban environment, far from a frozen and dead
tourist attraction, is undeniably an “authentic” city, a mixed social and economic area where
the memory of past glory is still visible and relevant. Furthermore, traditional buildings and the
urban fabric belong to the pre-modern period, making the entire area a vibrant “old city”
within the much larger modern Jeddah.

The old city urban environment in its present state is not able to provide the comfort required
by Saudi families. Hence, its gradual transformation into a sort of slum, rented out to poor
foreign immigrants, has resulted in a downward spiral heading towards its complete
destruction. Hundreds of traditional coral masonry houses have already vanished, and others
are still collapsing, or are exposed to arson, under the harsh climatic conditions of the Red Sea
and extraordinary speculative pressure.
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Today, the old city represents only a small, though fundamental, entity within greater Jeddah,
with about 1/100th of its overall population, and still preserves zones of its historical urban
pattern, characterised by its souks, its shaded dead-end alleys and its small squares (Figure
2.23).

Figure 2.23: The limits of the old city of Jeddah’s property and historic urban fabric - Satellite image, Google earth,
2007.

The old city’s property now almost exactly reflects the area of the walled city. Even though
major modifications have taken place within the original fabric of this part of the city, and in its
surrounding city and seascape, a coherent unity and a specific urban character are still
preserved. Jeddah’s city centre still contains the multi-story houses of coral stone and plaster
adorned with teak doorways and latticework projected windows (the roshans) that typified the
architecture in ports on both sides of the Red Sea until the 19th century. The old city of Jeddah
is characterised by a dense urban pattern and narrow alleys with compact blocks taking up the
largest part of the land.
Indeed, the evolution of the city is still relatively little known, as the architectural traditions of
Saudi Arabia are among the least studied in the Islamic world. Urban and historic studies
focusing on the city of Jeddah do exist, but the absence of scientific architectural and
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archaeological research, for instance, and the reliance on exclusively historic sources somehow
limit our understanding of the city’s urban and architectural evolution.
The extraordinary development of the modern city of Jeddah after the demolition of the
historical city walls in 1947 has also had an enormous impact on the historical buildings within
the old city. Within a very short period, between 1950 and 1980, a large number of historical
heritage buildings have been removed and replaced by contemporary structures, while the
remaining traditional houses and their woodwork have been neglected, destroyed and
deformed, which has led to an accelerated process of decay (Figure 2.24).

Figure 2.24: Historical houses and their roshans are neglected, destroyed and deformed.

The development of new modern infrastructure, which has significantly changed the coastline,
moving the sea some hundred metres away from the historical city, and the transformation of
the life style, has severely impacted the city’s fabric and its traditional economic system,
threatening the survival of the historical city of Jeddah and the historical heritage buildings,
especially their wooden elements.
Since the end of the 1970s, the Municipality of Jeddah has financed a series of studies of the
old city in view of its preservation and upgrading. The first and most important among these
studies is the work carried out by Robert Matthew. His study, which constitutes the basis of
the current building regulations enforced in the old city, includes a complete listing of the old
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city houses and a three level tier classification of the traditional buildings based on their
architectural and historic significance. Class A buildings were deemed of National Significance,
class B of Regional Significance and class C of Local Significance (Figure 2.25).

Figure 2.25: Historical buildings in the old city based on their architectural and historic significance. Class A
buildings were deemed of National Significance, class B of Regional Significance and class C of Local Significance.

The National Antiquities Regulation, in place since 1980, guaranteed state protection to
buildings classified as historically valuable. The regulation has apparently failed to protect the
historic buildings in Jeddah. Out of 557 historically important buildings, now only 312 remain,
including many heritage houses with their imposing facades and their wooden elements, and
many are likely to disappear if the current neglect continues, challenged by the harsh Red Sea
weather and the passage of time.

In the 1970s, the mayor of Jeddah took the initiative to restore and maintain the
architectural heritage of Jeddah's old city. He believed in the importance of maintaining
the character of the city in a time when a strong wave of modernism was changing the
country's urban face. This initiative involved engagement on different levels, starting from
the municipality of Jeddah to the home owner. The municipality was mostly concerned
about maintenance and restoration work to the city's buildings, which were designated as
having historical value and improvements to the historic neighbourhoods. The work
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included the restoration of entire building structures, facades and deteriorated wood
elements including roshans, depending on the building status. Other engagements
concerned modifications to contemporary buildings in the old district.

Figure 2.26: Robert Matthew’s study showed the survey areas and samples of classified historical buildings
(Matthew, 1979).

Figure 2.27: Samples of drawing and sketches in Matthew’s study presented proposals of buildings façades and
surrounding areas renovation (Matthew, 1979).

Part of this engagement was a municipal responsibility, which was made in the form of
regulations, incentives and suggestions to adapt contemporary buildings to their
traditional surroundings. However, the larger part of this engagement required a
contribution and response from the public's side, as it was mostly applied to their own
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shops, estates and residences. Those involved had to find their own way to express their
building's traditional appearance, which resulted in many interesting examples. With the
aid of an architectural firm, or sometimes a small carpenter workshop, they came up with
elements that they considered suitable to their building's requirements. Some elements
were made to resemble the roshans, to express originality and assist with privacy and
shade, although they lack the main function, right proportions, ornamental details and the
spirit of authenticity. Other elements were formed as a lattice to cover air-conditioning
units, and some were used to help to cover pipes and drainage work (Figure 2.28).

Another factor was the absence of local craftsmen and builders, which has allowed the
knowledge of traditional building techniques to dissolve and fade away. This has made the
revival of such experiences subject to a great deal of effort. However, traditional
architecture is still viewed by many to be efficient and a tool of originality and authenticity
that is worthy of revival.

Figure 2.28: Contemporary buildings including resembles of roshans elements.
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2.8 Discussion: architectural analysis
In order to analyse the formation of the historical buildings in Jeddah, several facades have
been studied. In general, the traditional architecture of Hejaz is mostly known for its facades
which contain wood-crafted elements. The two main categories of elements that formed these
facades are the wood work (wooden windows) and the brick work (shabura).The historical
buildings preserve the simplicity in their facades: the walls formed a box that represents the
main mass of the building, with a variety of openings in the walls which are covered with
different wooden features. They are important elements, giving an architectural identity to the
historical buildings in old Jeddah and to the Architectural Heritage (AH) in this region.
The observation of Jeddah’s old houses shows that wood covered over 50% of the wall
surfaces of the facades (Figure 2.29). On the one hand, structurally, this greatly reduces the
weight of the building's superstructure. On the other hand, this has allowed the maximum
possible number of openings to ensure natural light and ventilation to the inside of the
buildings. The most dominant architectural wooden projected window feature in the facades is
an intricately carved and decorated element, the roshan. The other wooden elements (doors
and windows) are featured less on the facades than the roshans. These elements are found
on the facades of the historical buildings, and the size and composition of roshans on facades,
and the level of decoration in wooden features, share similar characteristics. This variety
generates the uniqueness and presents the classifications of identity in the historical building
which translates the differences in the social and economic status of the residents as evident
in the houses of merchants and affluent families.

Figure 2.29: Wooden elements were found throughout the historical area of Jeddah and covered over 50% of the
façade.
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3.1 Introduction
The roshans are emblematic symbols of the architectural heritage of the historical city of
Jeddah, characterising the architecture of the Hejaz region. They are frequently found on the
facades of traditional buildings. From the exterior, old houses have large projected windows
that jut out to catch the breeze and provide light. In the interior, the roshans were a focal
point of the activities within the space; at least one of these wooden elements were found in
each living room in the old houses in the historical city of Jeddah.

This chapter introduces the roshan and contains its definition, description, main and sub-parts.
The definition covers most of the roshan-related terminology, history and similar architectural
elements found in the Muslim world. The description highlights the main notable features of
the roshan. Some aspects and features require further discussion, such as the functions, main
and sub-parts; illustrating its complexity and composition, preparation and installation, and
the structural benefits of the roshan. Furthermore, this chapter covers some of the roshans’
qualitative aspects by defining the element in situ, and discussing its relation to family and
social status.

This study is focused on the roshans in the historical city of Jeddah. Moreover, this chapter
presents the classification methods of roshan types using 3D matrix criteria, then continues
with a detailed study of the different components that comprise the roshan, and ends with an
analysis of the modules and proportions that shape the roshan.

The literature of architectural and cultural knowledge should be reviewed; it is related to the
main goals and specific objectives of this research. Definitions, descriptions and quantitative
and qualitative databases will be presented to enhance the understanding of the roshan as a
whole, giving specific details. Detailed descriptions are illustrated in this chapter.
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3.2 The Roshan's Origin, Definition and Terms
Characterising the traditional architecture of the Hejaz region in western Saudi Arabia,
considered an emblematic symbol, the roshan is clearly the most visual element included in
the facades of most (if not all) of the heritage buildings in the historical area of Jeddah (Figure
3.1). They cast light and shade on the facades in the old city. According to Salloum (1983), the
term roshan can be traced as far back as the fifth century of the Hejra, 1100 AD. The term is
old and was commonly used for identifying projected wooden windows in the Islamic world; it
was later replaced with other terms influenced by culture and the method in which the
element was locally adapted and improved. We note that each element has unique features
that correspond to local cultural, economic and climatic needs. For example, similar projected
windows in North Africa, Egypt and Yemen have come to be known as mashrabiya (Greenlaw,
1976). In Al-Sham, the term khrajah36 was used and in Iraq it was called shanashil37.

Figure 3.1: The roshans are clearly the most visual element on the facades in historical Jeddah.

36
37

Similar to the roshan, wood crafted projecting window
Similar to the roshans in Hejaz, more than elements in other regions.
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According to Greenlaw, in the Red Sea cities they are called roshan (plural: rawashin), a word
of Persian origin meaning “light”, which relates to the roshan’s function as a source of light and
air. This Persian word is used in Suakin and Jeddah due to the fact that the roshans’ carpenters
were from Bokhara38; they settled and lived in Jeddah for generations (Figure 3.2). In another
translation, according to Al-Salloum, the word is derived from the Indian word "rushaandan",
meaning the source of light, and is formed from two parts, "Rowshani-Dan" meaning “lightgiver”. In English literature, the roshan is sometimes referred to as a casement or projected
window. However, the term is also used in Hejaz, mostly in reference to two kinds of
treatments. Sometimes it can refer to non-projected roshans, which cannot accommodate any
seating. It can also refer to a part of the roshan, which is a wooden lattice that hangs over a
projected or non-projected roshan and may have an outer ledge to hold a clay pot.

Figure 3.2: (left) Wooden roshans in Suakin, (right) Front elevation of typical houses in Suakin and Hejaz
architecture — in Greenlaw, 1976.

38

The capital of the Bukhara Province (viloyat) of Uzbekistan (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bukhara)
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3.3 Description
In literature reviews, Greenlaw (1976) and Jomah (1992) described the roshan as a large
projecting three-sided wooden structure on a building facade, with a recognisable latticed
component. A normal roshan is about 2.4 - 2.8 m in width, 0.4 - 0.6 m in projection depth, and
2.7 - 3.5 m in height, but may be larger in height and width. However, due to the weight of the
wood used, they are limited to a projection depth of around 0.6 m, which is their average
dimension. On the inside, combining the projection depth with the wall thickness, the roshan
is usually wide enough for two people to sleep, which is about 1.2 m, and high enough for a
person to stand (Figure 3.3), which is about 2.4 - 2.7 m internal height. In some cases, there is
a groove on the top for placing an oil lamp. They can be found in larger roshans, hanging from
a hook in the centre or dangling at the top of the dividing arch (Jomah, 1992).

Figure 3.3: Typical roshan, section, elevation and side views and dimensions.

Constructionally, the roshan is built from large wooden frames, hidden with wooden manjor39
panels, and assembled with a fixed and adjustable sash of lattice and shish. It is intricately
adorned with components such as corbels and/or brackets called kabuli in Arabic, taaj 40, and

39
40

See chapter two, section 2.6.2, p 63.
For further details, see section 3.9.3, p 101.
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cornices. Another layer of shish, called the gula41, often hangs over the roshan to help provide
additional privacy. Although this description fits most roshans, it is nearly impossible to find
two identical roshans in the Hejaz region. According to Jomah, the varieties of sizes, shapes,
treatments and organisations are endless.

3.4 Functions
Theoretically, the roshan can be considered as a distinct open element, especially from
environmental and social aspects. Most authors have identified its functions. The architect
Hassan Fathy42 presented the roshan as an architectural element, as well as a device which
interacts with the environment according to different aspects to satisfy a variety of functions.
Fathy stated these functions as a light controller, air flow controller, air temperature reducer,
increasing the humidity in hot dry climates and ensuring privacy (Fathy, 1986). Hariri described
the function of the roshan from the interior, maintaining the view with a high level of privacy
and environmental protection and using louvers in opening parts, allowing the complete
control of the view, natural light intensity, glare, air penetration and air velocity (Hariri, 1991).
The roshan does not just work for architectural elements providing aesthetic functions, it also
has two main functions we must consider: environmental and social functions.

3.4.1 Environmental functions
The wooden projected window is one of most effective strategies for controlling the
environment in the traditional architecture of the Hejaz, controlling natural light, shade (AlShareef, 1996) and natural ventilation. These wooden structures as climate control elements
responded well to their local environment. However, this result was not achieved by the
roshan alone; it required a responsible response from all levels of the built environment,
adapted to work with each city's unique climatic and geophysical condition. This adaptation
might not be clearly seen on the city and cluster scale. Nevertheless, appropriate consideration
of climate control strategies on this level would greatly improve the roshan's role and provide
better conditions for its function.

41

For further details, see section 3.9.2, d, p100.
An Egyptian architect who pioneered appropriate technology for building in Egypt
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hassan_Fathy).

42
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a. Orientation and Wind Catcher
In Jeddah, the orientation of the roshan is important. Due to the hot humid climate, buildings
have to be turned into giant breezeways. They have to be taller and nearly freestanding, with
large exposed facades and openings to capture as much air as possible (Figure 3.4). Roshans
are largely influenced by the function of the interior room, orientation, air movement, and
facade design. With stairs in the back or centre, almost all rooms need to have more than two
facades. A larger roshan is used mostly on the front facade, oriented toward the dominant
wind direction, defined by the presence of positive wind pressure. These facades are oriented
to the north or to the west; roshans on these facades are usually arranged symmetrically.
Smaller roshans are usually used on the sides, while windows, small mashrabiyas, are normally
placed on either the sides or the back. In addition, walls facing prevailing dusty and hotter
winds, such as those from the south, are usually avoided. This direction is often found at the
back of the building and smaller window openings, mashrabiyas (small and non-projected
roshan), are often used. In addition, as a projecting feature, it helped to shade the building's
facade and visually reduce its mass; it also contributed to shading narrow surrounding alleys
(Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4: (left) Roshan as a wind catcher, (right) shading the building's facade and visually reducing its mass.

b. As a Source of Light
For lighting an indoor space, direct sunlight is usually avoided, and diffused light, such as sky
illumination and surface-reflected light, is considered desirable. However, in designing the
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roshan, direct sunlight can be an important factor to consider. The roshan's shish and louvers
are used to diffuse the incoming sunlight. The diffused light from the sky and reflected light
from the ground and surrounding buildings also make a very small contribution to the light
passing through the roshan (Figure 3.5). However, the amount of light can be controlled by
adjusting the shish and louvers of the roshan’s open section. Shish are fixed and can only
become adjustable if placed on a movable sash. Similar to the shish, louvers can be completely
fixed on a sash or they can have the advantage of being made adjustable. Adjustment of the
louvers' declination angle plays a significant role in the luminance level inside the room,
affecting how much light falls on the area where work can be done and how light is
distributed.

Figure 3.5: (left) The roshan as a light controller from the inside, (right) by changing the position of the blind to block
direct sunlight, the wind is redirected uselessly over the heads of the occupants. (Al-Shareef 1996).

In environmental studies, Maghrabi (2000) has presented the three forms of louvers,
horizontally, vertically or combined like a grid, and found that the horizontal louver systems
are preferable over the vertical and combined louvers due to several reasons:
1) The ability to adjust the louvers angle to the sun’s altitude, 2) the distribution of airflow to
the different levels in the room, 3) the protection from rain, and 4) a wider range of view
(Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.6: Horizontal louver systems are preferable over vertical systems for a number of functions.

3.4.2 Social Function
On the inside, the roshan forms a cool, alcove-like space directly in the path of refreshing
breezes (Jomah, 1992). In Jeddah, different roshans are more desirable for different times of
the day or year. Depending on the orientation and placement of the roshan on the facade, the
interior climate and comfort level may change. For example, an east-facing roshan can be very
desirable during the evening, compared to a west-facing roshan. Even when a west-facing
roshan is oriented in the direction of the sea breeze, the hot setting sun will still make the
west-facing roshan warmer than an east-facing one. This is the reason for referring to large
roshans according to their orientation.
We can describe a roshan from the inside: it has a platform, which is raised to a height of
about 0.5 - 0.7 m and is usually covered with a mattress. Stuffed cushions are placed on the
mattress to provide comfortable sitting and sleeping (Figure 3.7). Although the roshan
occupies a space outside the building's original mass, it can still be at the centre of family life in
the room.
The roshan is an in-between space. While a window is a separation between the inside and the
outside, a roshan is a place between the two. This element-formed space attracts house's
activities from the centre to the boundaries, forming a series of multiple elevated spaces with
multiple functions (Figure 3.7). Being inside it imparts a sense of freedom and at the same time
interaction with what is going on outside. It provides the necessary privacy required by the
culture and protection from the harsh climate. Moreover, it makes an important contribution
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to the inside space; it has the advantage of enhancing the function of any room in the house
and, when needed, provides an extension to support activities taking place in the main space.
For example, it can provide balcony seating for elder members of the household in front of the
ground-level seating in the room. It is the favourite spot for most family activities. It is here
that people can entertain close friends and relatives. In addition, as an area which provides
both seating space and thermal comfort, it is the perfect area for sleeping and spending time
in private, a place to escape from the house itself without ever leaving it.

Figure 3.7: From the inside, the roshan is usually wide enough to sleep in and high enough for a person to stand. It is
a special place for overlooking the streets, especially for female family members. Roshans offered additional elevated
seating to a room.

3.5 On-site Preparation and Installation
Similar to the construction process today, historical buildings were nearly finished before
installing fixed building elements such as doors and windows. This is the same for elements
such as the roshan and mashrabiya. Depending on the building's size and quantity of work
needed to finish, sufficient time would be allocated for the wooden elements to be assembled
and prepared to be installed. Moreover, the wood would be treated to withstand the weather
and termite damage. Also, nails and other items necessary for installation would be brought to
the site. Once the building’s masonry work was completed, both the internal and external
walls of the building were plastered with rahmaniya, plastering scaffolds, and the kabuli
corbels were installed on the walls. Once that was done, the wooden elements were installed.
Under the supervision of the chief builder and the carpenter, the builders gradually raised the
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assembled roshan into its position. With the support of corbels deeply embedded in the wall,
the roshan would then be permanently attached to the building (Figure 3.8).

Figure 3.8: Once the building is completed and plastered, the wooden elements can be installed.

3.6 Structural Benefits
The structure system used in historic houses is the bearing wall system; the wall supported the
entire weight of the building. The walls had to be thick and made out of a material that could
support the weight above them without collapsing. Generally, in Hejaz, the building material
used was coral stone. However, the problem with stone was its heavy weight. Therefore, in
order to construct taller buildings, the lower walls had to be thick enough to withstand the
load, but gradually decrease in thickness as they went higher. To reduce the building mass,
traditional builders only retained walls that supported the structure, so there were large gaps
left in the walls. Consequently, the roshan helped reduce the weight of the structure. The large
voids formed over 50% of the wall surfaces and created openings that were covered by
roshans (Figure 3.9). On the one hand, the areas covered by the wood of the roshans, instead
of the stone wall, greatly reduce the weight of the building's superstructure. On the other
hand, this meant that the building had the maximum number of openings to ensure cross
ventilation.
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Figure 3.9: Extracting from a typical historical building, the structure is reduced (void 50%), al Baghdadi house,
(demolished in 1959).

3.7 The Roshan and Colour
Traditionally, historical buildings in old Jeddah were always plastered and painted in bright
white coloured materials. The use of white resulted in a higher reflection of direct solar
radiation from the building's surface, which helped to reduce the heat gain in the building's
mass. However, having all of the city's walls white would create glare and irritate pedestrians.
The roshans, along with other exterior wooden elements, have played an important role in
preventing such problems. In general, the roshan's wood takes on a light silver grey tone due
to heat and humidity. However, in old Jeddah, the most common finishing colours used are
brown, light green and light blue (Figure 3.10). These moderately soft colours have a low level
of reflectance which helps to reduce the glare caused by the buildings’ white walls. In addition,
the reflection of the colours captures the light that will reflect on the roshan's louvers’ surfaces
and shish and be directed inside.

Figure 3.10: The most common finishing colours used in historical Jeddah are brown, light green and light blue.
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3.8 Roshan’s Types
3.8.1 Introduction
Roshans appear in many shapes and sizes. There are similarities and differences among the
different types. These similarities and differences depend on the variation in the roshan's
assembled parts. Some of the parts are standard and similar in all roshans. Other parts are
additional and optional and can differ from one roshan to another. However, each part has a
function, and its presence or absence can affect the roshan's performance.
In the historical city of Jeddah, it is not easy to immediately recognise the difference between
social classes in a neighbourhood. The concept of humility and social equality used to be wellrooted in the society. Even the house of a rich merchant or governor, although possibly larger
in size, is similar in style and mass proportion to other houses. This was especially true because
the trend was to spend the bulk of the final budget for the building on interiors instead of
exteriors, so wealth was more focused on details and quality rather than on size and quantity.
As for the roshan, it was clearly a costly element and a source of competition and comparison
among houses. The roshan's size, complexity of detail and type of material make all the
difference.
This section reviews the methods used to semantically classify the roshan types, continues
with a detailed study of the different components that comprise this wooden element, and
ends with an analysis of the modules and proportions that shape the roshan in the historical
city of Jeddah.

3.8.2 Types and Classification
There is no clear and complete classification available of the types of roshans. Several studies
led to the definition of classification methods for the roshan as an architectural element based
on levels of abstraction of the architectural geometry and space. Salloum (1983) has classified
the roshan according to size. The first is a simple window having a screen. The second is the
cantilevering roshan as an extension of the interior space with all the different shapes and
decorations. The third is a full room size on the top of the building where the residents slept
during hot days. As air velocity increases, it is cooler with height and freedom from
neighbouring structures.
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Hariri (1991) has also divided the roshan into two main types and then into many subtypes.
The first type is the vertical long roshan which extends from the ground level to the top of the
building. The second is split units where every unit is isolated from the others. Other
classifications depend on the visible assembled complexity of the roshan, classifying them as
either simple or complex. But all these classifications do not cover all the different types. In the
midst of this variety, one criterion was not sufficient to classify the roshan. As a result, while
analysing the roshans’ types and parts, we propose a new classification method we called
(TP_classification), and semantically annotate the parts of these architectural wooden
structures in the old city of Jeddah according to the 3D matrix criteria as follows:

a- Shape complexity- Simple (S) and Complex (C)
In this criterion we abstracted the roshan into two categories of boxy shapes, both
simple and complex detailed, illustrated in (Figure 3.11).

a1. Simple (S)
The simple roshan refers to the box-shaped roshan with minimal ornamentation and
decoration. In some cases, either the crown or the base can be absent, and in some
cases neither will be present. However, historically, the simple roshan was less costly
than the complex roshan. Because it was much more affordable, the majority of
roshans were of this kind. They are generally found in normal houses, placed on
facades where the functions of the roshan are most essential.

a2. Complex (C)
The complex roshan has the same detailed boxy shape but has several additional
observable features and sub-parts. It is composed of many fixed and movable parts
and components and is very richly ornamented with carved details which adorn and
embellish its cornices and crenellated ends and delicate workmanship in the
adjustable openings and shutters, in addition to the unusual use of glass. This type of
roshan evidently attracts more attention and is the focus of most documentation and
research. Moreover, the complex type is the pinnacle of roshan progress. Although
these elements can only be found in a few distinguished houses, this type is commonly
used to symbolise what a roshan can be.
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Figure 3.11: Simple and complex types of roshans.

b. The facade layout arrangement, unity and extensibility (single, horizontal,
vertical and corner)
Keeping in mind the variety of classes and types of roshans, and that there are no two
that are completely identical, the roshan's facade arrangement can provide even more
variety and uniqueness to a roshan as well as to the building. Both simple and complex
types can have a number of facade layout arrangements. For study purposes, the
roshan is abstracted into a boxy 3D shape that will illustrate four main facade layouts
for the roshan: single layout, linear horizontal layout, linear vertical layout and corner
layout (Figure 3.12). They are explained as follows:

b1. Single layout (SL)
The single roshan is the basic unit in forming all kinds of layout arrangements.
This means having all its basic fixed parts on a building facade without a clear
relation or connection to other roshans on the facade, in other words it is
isolated. In addition to the other layout arrangements, a single roshan has an
unlimited number of possible arrangements.
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b2. Linear horizontal layout (HL)
The linear horizontal layout is usually used in high-end homes or government
buildings. In reality, these roshans are not directly connected horizontally to
each other. This horizontal arrangement links the horizontal extension of some
of the roshan’s ornamental parts, such as the base and head. Linking these
extended parts of the roshans adjoining each other on the same level indicates
the horizontal layout. This applies to both projecting and non-projecting
roshans. This arrangement enlarges a building's width and shows size and
power.

b3. Linear vertical layout (VL)
The linear vertical layout shows the connection between two or more roshans
in the vertical direction. The connection appears to completely attach the
upper and lower elements. However, there are two kinds of connections: true
and false. A true connection means that both connecting roshans are joined
structurally; the upper one is supported on the lower one. This type requires a
higher degree of craftsmanship, and the roshan is usually created specifically
for a particular location. A false connection means that the two roshans were
originally independent. After they are attached on top of each other on a
building, the facade linkage is made. The linkage is formed with a belt covering
the gap between the two roshans, and the covered gap behind the belt is left
hollow. The belt is made out of a wood strip usually ornamented in a similar
style to match the roshan43. This vertical layout is used to exaggerate a
building's height, creating slimness and giving prestige.

b4. Corner layout (CL)
A corner layout means that a corner of building’s facade is covered with
roshans and other similar elements. This kind of arrangement is made to
express wealth and was mostly used at the top of the building’s facade.

43

Explained further in section 3.9.1, d, p 95.
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Figure 3.12: Facade layout arrangement, unity and extensibility (single, vertical, horizontal and corner layouts).

c. Height level on the facade (Ground (GH), Intermediate (IH) and Top (TH)).
Roshans are commonly placed at higher levels on the facade to prevent obstructing
the streets below and to avoid the possibility of someone gazing into the roshan. The
ground floor normally has openings such as flat roshans and windows, usually placed
above eye level. However, there are roshans placed on the ground floor. The ground
layout refers to any kind of projecting roshan placed on a ground floor. There are two
kinds of arrangements: a) a self-supported ground roshan hanging on a wall and b) a
roshan resting directly on the ground or on a stone platform. The intermediate layout
refers to any type of roshan placed in the area between the ground floor and the top
level (Figure 3.13).
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Figure 3.13: The diagram of three dimensional classification.

Based on the three criteria of roshan classification, we classified most of the elements located
in the historical city of Jeddah, and were guided in the surveying and modelling methods
explained in the next chapter. At the same time, other types are classified under two criteria
and, in exceptional cases, may be classified under two categories in the same criteria. For
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example, the roshans that cover the whole facade or extend in horizontal and vertical axis. The
examples of the 3D matrix classification are presented as follows:

Figure 3.14: Examples of roshans, three dimensional classification.
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Figure 3.15: Applying the classification to different samples of the roshans.
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3.9 Structural Parts and Assembly of the Roshan
In general, we observed the facades of buildings in the historical city of Jeddah, the large
variation of roshan types and the diversity of assembled parts. However, in analysing these
variations, it becomes obvious that four main aspects are responsible for this diversity. First,
the owner's economic status, which affects the choice of roshan type, particular material and
level of complexity and ornamental details. Second, the roshan's orientation and its position in
relation to the sun's angle and wind direction. Third, there are physical restraints such as the
facade structure and compositional requirements of the building's position within a city
cluster. Finally, the function and significance of the room from which these wooden structures
are protruded.
Despite the different variations, all types of roshans are ultimately composed of similar main
parts, so the absence or presence of other secondary parts decides the roshan's type. These
parts can be observed in a single roshan. A single complex roshan can generally be divided into
three separately made parts: from the bottom to the top, the “Base” is the lower part, the
“Body” is the middle part, and the “Head” is the upper part (Figure 3.16).

Figure 3.16: A single complex roshan divided into three separately made parts: from the bottom to the top, the
“Base” is the lower part; the “Body” is the middle part, and the “Head”.
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3.9.1 The Base
The base is the lowest part of the roshan. As a simple structure, the base is responsible for
supporting the total weight. The base can be found in two forms: supported directly on the
ground or supported by a wall.

1) In the first method, the base is supported directly on the ground foundation. The
foundation can be made out of a raised masonry platform which the roshan can rest
on, or it can be made out of simple wood footings. This kind of support is only used in
some ground roshans, as explained when describing the ground roshan layout. Aside
from that, this direct support is used in very rare cases of large projected roshans,
which extend in depth from a large cantilever which can no longer be supported by the
wall alone, so they require additional direct column support from the ground level.
2) The second method is the roshan supported by the wall. In projected roshans, the
base supports the roshan's entire weight by shifting the vertical load to the wall
underneath. This load shift is made using corbels and/or brackets, called kabuli in
Arabic. These parts are generally noticeable at the base, especially looking up at the
roshan from street level. However, the kabuli can sometimes be ornamented, covered
within the base or even hidden while connecting two roshans. That makes the kabuli
the main component that distinguishes it from other types of bases, which are
explained as follows (Figure 3.17).

a. Base with a simple kabuli
A simple kabuli base is formed by five or more round pieces of timber, 10 to 15 cm
thick. These logs are completely embedded in the masonry wall below and extend out
about 40 to 70 cm, depending on how far the roshan protrudes. This structural
technique was mostly used in roshans in the historical city of Jeddah. It is exposed in
its simplest form and can be seen in simple roshans.

b. Base with an ornamented kabuli
Ornamenting the kabuli was a key to improving the roshan element and, due to this, it
can be clearly observed from street level and noticed by pedestrians. These
improvements may start with simple triangular brackets. These brackets are often
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used along with simple kabuli as an additional support for shifting the load to the wall
below. There are also methods of ornamenting the kabuli element by adding some
carving to the exposed parts of the timber logs. The logs may be square or rectangular
instead of circular, which makes it easier to carve the sides and corners. The brackets
can be ornamented with ridges, grooves and scroll sections, as well as carved
decorations. In the complex type of roshan, analogous brackets are also used for
holding up mashrabiya and gula on the walls, for flat roshans or for those hanging over
other projecting roshans. This type of base was not commonly used in Jeddah,
however it can be found in Yemen.

c. An ornamented base
An ornamented base contains carved woodwork and usually includes a cornice-like,
wave-shaped section and a heavily ornamented front. The ornamented base
woodwork is often non-structural and conceals a real kabuli base structure within. This
kind of base is very prestigious and is used for complex, intricate roshans. This makes
these bases highly noticeable so that they have a very visible presence on the
building's facade.

d. Base with a hidden kabuli
A base with a concealed kabuli involves linking one roshan (or more) on top of
another. While the lower roshan provides support to the upper one, the kabuli of the
upper roshan is usually hidden behind a vertical ornamented wooden belt, called
hizam in Arabic. In addition, the same arrangement occurs if a roshan is vertically
expanded through more than one floor and supported with one combined structure,
which usually requires some kabuli support on each level.
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Figure 3.17: The types of roshan bases.
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3.9.2 The Body
This part is known as suddir al-roshan, a local term in Arabic meaning the roshan's chest. This is
because it is the most exposed part of the roshan, and from where the roshan as well as the
house breathes. The body is where the actual connection between indoors and outdoors
occurs. Starting from the ledge below to the forehead above, these body parts define the
roshan's enclosure of all living activities of the house, leaving the head and base for additional
structural support and aesthetic functions. The body structure is assembled from three
independent flat frames, a front and two sides, which can be assembled on site before
attaching them to the building, supported by the base from below, the head from above, and
small side reinforcements on the corners. The three body parts are further explained in detail,
followed with an illustration combining all of its parts (Figure 3.19).

a. The ledge
This part of the roshan’s body is designed for seating. A narrow shelf runs from directly
above the kabuli base and rises about 0.6 m. From the inside, it is usually topped and
surrounded with cotton-stuffed cushions. This part is typically solid and has no
opening. It is very plain on the inside because it is always covered with the cushions
and more ornamented on the outside as it is exposed to the exterior. Between these
two layers, complex roshans often use this small space to slide in the shutters and
windows for the openings above.

b. The openings
The opening section is a dynamic part of the roshan. It starts right from the top of the
ledge and raises to an approximate height of 1.2 m44. This permits maximum outward
vision. The opening section is raised to the eye level of a person standing in front of
the roshan, as well as someone sitting within it. It consists of several vertical sections
or modules. A typical roshan has 3 to 5 modules; the number of modules determines
the roshan's size. Each section should consist of one or more rectangular sashes,
movable or adjustable in a number of ways, which are designed to allow a complete
opening.

44

Depending on the roshan's proportions, as explained in section 3.10, p 103.
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1) The solid sash filled with manjor work, which is slidable. It is aligned with
grooves on the sides of the frames. This piece of sash in the opening part slides
up or down behind another fixed sash and rests on two small brackets. This
technique is very commonly used. However, it is mostly used in ground-floor
roshans where the opening section is usually barred for protection.
2) The solid sash can simply swing out while being attached to a rotating hinge.
In this movement, the opening section consists of two rows of sashes. The
ones on the bottom fold out downwards and are supported by protruding
brackets or gula45. The upper sash folds out upwards and is held in position by
long hooks. It helps provide additional shade for the body of the roshan.
3) Instead of having a solid sash, the frame can be filled with wooden shish or
louvers placed in sequence, with constant gaps between them. The shish lath
is about 1-2 cm thick and 4-6 cm wide. As for the louver, each louver piece
(slat) can vary from 4-8 cm in width, and about 1-4 cm in thickness. The
louvers are commonly horizontal and fixed, but it is much better if they can
function dynamically.

3a- Fixed louvers:
- Fixed swinging shish and louvers usually open out upwards in a
similar manner to the simple swinging sash, except that they only
swing upwards.
- Fixed sliding blinds can be adjusted by sliding them completely up or
down horizontally. This technique is usually better when used with a
larger number of louvers.

3b- Movable louvers:
Movable horizontal louvers are similar to Venetian blinds, except that
they are made of hard wood. Each sash contains about 12 to 18 louver
blades and can rotate around its axis until it closes the upper and
lower gaps when it connects with the upper and lower louvers.
4) In several advanced roshans, there may also be small glass casements and
screens that can open inwards.

45
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c. The forehead
This is the upper part of the solid body which, combined with the louvers, admits light and air,
using fixed parts that function similar to the mashrabiya. The forehead is also a place for solid
manjor woodwork and ornamentation that allow the shutters to slide up from the opening
section.

d. The additional part, the lattice:
The lattice is called gula in Arabic; it is the part of the roshan that projects outwards an
additional 0.3 to 0.6 m from the body. It is not an essential part of the roshan, however it has
several important functions.
1) It is mostly used to increase privacy, especially for houses facing each other on
narrow streets.
2) It also works as a support for the shutters that open out downwards.
3) It is a place to keep the clay pot for drinking.
4) For aesthetic purposes, it can display a variety of wood craft techniques.
Due to the fact that they project out farther than any other roshan element, the gula is usually
one of the first parts to fall off (Figure 3.18), which explains why most of the roshans today do
not have these additional parts.

Figure 3.18: The additional component of the lattice (gula) cover body part.
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Figure 3.19: Different treatments of the three components of the body.

3.9.3 The Head
The head (or the top) is the roshan cover (Figure 3.20). The head is the visible part that
projects the eaves from above and covers the roshan's entire body. It can be divided into three
main types: cap, crown and a combination of both. All three types vary in ornamentation;
however, the decorative part is a common visible treatment. An explanation of the three head
arrangements and their additional parts is included below.

a. The Cap
This is a hood horizontally covering the roshan's body descending outward at a slight angle. It
shades the roshan's body and diverts rainwater away from it. This part can either be a simple
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flat hood or can form an arched crest at the centre. Some large caps are supported with
additional brackets and can create more shade.

b. The Crown or the Tajj
This part is a cornice-like cap element. It is less effective for shading and for diverting
rainwater; it seems to be a later development to the roshan head.

c. Combined Cap and Crown
Combining the cap and the crown makes them into one element. This feature of the roshan
can only be found in very prestigious roshans and more often in recently renovated roshans
designed to show all of the roshan's strongest features.

d. Ahriys
This is a small vertically pointed denticulate crest, considered an important decorative
component often used in Muslim architecture. In addition, it can be found in the three types of
arrangements for the head. The ahriys can point up or point down and is used to stop birds
from landing and building their nests on the top surface (Figure 3.21).

Figure 3.20: Three types of head: (upper left) the cap, (upper right) the crown, (below) combined cap and crown.
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Figure 3.21: (Left) Roshan head exploded view. (Right) Pointing up ahriys— photographed by author, 2010.

3.10 The Roshan's Modules and Proportions
The roshan can be broken down into modules following vertical and horizontal axes. Usually,
the vertical axes are more consistent than the horizontal axes. Combining both axes results in
proportioned, rectangular frame modules. These frame modules offer a wide range of
flexibility for the roshan's structure, opening arrangement and ornamentation. The structure,
consisting of a series of rectangular frames, allows for easy resizing. The rectangular module
frames are either filled with solids or left empty to create openings. The openings are flexible
and can be adapted to different types of shutters or adjustable and movable panels. The solids
are filled with manjor work, which is the main component for the roshan's body
ornamentation. The module frame allows different styles of ornamentation to be applied. To
understand these ratios and proportions, it is important to understand the relation between
the axes and the modules.

3.10.1 Vertical Axis
The roshan follows a symmetrical vertical arrangement around a central axis which determines
its shape, parts and structural frame. Furthermore, this axis influences the ornamentation
down to the smallest detail. Parallel to the vertical axis, the roshan can be broken into vertical
modules that can vary from 50 to 70 cm in size. The modules are proportional to the roshan's
projection depth from the wall, which means that the side vertical modules are usually the
same as the vertical modules of the face. The simplest roshans are usually formed by the exact
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repetition of one vertical module for both the face and the sides. In terms of dimension, the
smallest roshan face is formed from three vertical modules next to each other, but can vary
from four to five for regular roshans, while any number greater than five is considered high. As
for the sides, most roshans normally have one vertical module for each side; only a few have
two modules, and are called double depth. However, there are also roshans that have more
than two vertical modules on the sides, and some unusual ones have none. Those that have
more than two are considered large and sophisticated and can contain an entire room. There
are other complex roshans that are unusual, rare and very monumental, but consist of the
same roshan parts assembled in almost the same manner. They do not, however, follow the
usual rectangular layout plan and do not strictly adhere to the same modules and proportions.
Both of the large, monumental, illustrated roshans are considered luxurious and prestigious.
Such roshans clearly reflect the status of the household, and they are carefully placed in
relation to the street, facade and interior layout.

3.10.2 Horizontal Axis
The head and the base are usually proportional to each other. The horizontal modules have
more influence on the structure and proportion of the body. It is important to understand the
relation between the horizontal module used for the head and that used for the ledge, as well
as that used for the body. The horizontal modules need to be explained separately.

3.10.3 Horizontal body modules
The body is constructed from frames and combined with smaller squares and rectangular
frames that form boundaries for manjor work and shish fillings. Each frame boundary can be
set as a module. The width of the boundary is defined by the vertical module, but the height
can vary widely following a horizontal module line. This horizontal module line is difficult to
determine. In general, most typical roshans have a horizontal module that varies in the same
range as the vertical module, 50 to 70 cm, except that the height, if it is not the same as the
width, always exceeds it. The horizontal modules divide the body into three assembled parts:
the ledge, openings and forehead. The ledge and the forehead usually have the same number
of horizontal units, while the opening part usually has more. Furthermore, the modules are
important for the opening part and its proportion in relation to the other parts in order to
facilitate the adjustable and sliding parts (Figure 3.22).
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Figure 3.22: The existent modules of the body part in the historical city of Jeddah.
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Reality-Based 3D Modelling for Architectural Heritage

4.1 Introduction
The obvious decrease in the cost of computer and mobile devices, coupled with the increase in
Internet bandwidth, is making the usability of complex 3D digital models accessible to a
greater number of users. Current technologies allow the generation of very realistic 3D model
results, which are used in many areas such as architectural and archaeological documentation,
digital conservation, restoration purposes, educational purposes, 3D catalogues, web
geographic systems and visualisation purposes. In fact, creating a 3D digital model is now
considered an easy job. Nevertheless, the generation of a precise and photo-realistic digital
model for real objects still requires considerable effort. Thus, reality-based modelling
approaches are critical components to permanently record the shapes of important objects so
that they can be passed down to future generations.
Basically, the reconstruction process of a 3D model has two decidedly different methods. In
the first method, the user can use the computer-aided design system (CAD) to generate 3D
models, in which the geometry is defined according to drawing operations, stratifying different
mathematical systems such as subdivision surfaces, B-splines, NURBS (non-uniform
rational basis spline) or drawings using polygonal CAD modelling. Recently, architects and
designers have been using this approach to produce their projects and ideas, or for
documentation purposes, in order to analyse and visualise the 3D data of physical objects. In
this case, the surveying process is indispensable in order to generate drawings in accordance
with the characteristics of the real object.
In the second method, the existing 2D architectural drawings are used to automatically
generate 3D models (Lewis and Séquin, 1998; Lu et al., 2005; Yin et al. 2009). On the other
hand, in our case the roshan element in the historical city of Jeddah, these 2D data do not exist
due to the complexity of these objects, which are difficult to measure manually. Thus, they can
be captured by using a digital sensor to extract the constructive points of their geometrical
elements and by connecting them with polygons to produce a 3D model result analogous to a
polygonal CAD model. In this case the difference is that the 3D model captured and generated
is an accurate representation of an object in a real environment.
The continuous development of 3D sensors and capturing techniques opens new possibilities
for the documentation and visualisation of architectural heritage artefacts. Nowadays, there
are several common techniques for generating 3D terrestrial models. Operating on the ground,
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passive sensors are called image-based modelling or photogrammetric techniques (Debevec et
al., 1996; Heuvel, 1998; Mikhail et al., 2001; Remondino and El-Hakim, 2006; Kraus, 2007),
there are also range-based techniques or laser scanner sensors (Blais, 2004; Shan and Toth,
2008; Vosselman and Maas, 2010), besides the classical surveying approach (e.g. total stations
or Global Navigation Satellite System - GNSS) or graphical and procedural modelling (Mueller
et al., 2006; Haegler et al., 2009), or an integration of these methods (Figure 4.1) (Guarnieri et
al., 2006; Guidi et al., 2009; Remondino, 2011). Several factors, depending on the
requirements of the heritage site, influence the choice between these aforementioned
methods.

Figure 4.1: Selection of appropriate surveying methods depending on object size and complexity (Boeheler, 2005).

Figure 4.2: Example of the integration of methodologies for the 3D modelling of large and complex archaeological
areas (Guidi et al., 2009).

In this chapter, the first section reviews requirements and motivations of the 3D
documentation in architectural heritage applications. The second section reviews the actual 3D
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surveying and modelling approaches, definitions and descriptions, as well as examining their
advantages, potentialities and weaknesses, in order to adopt and design the appropriate 3D
recording and modelling methods for the roshan elements in the historical city of Jeddah. The
third section focuses on the image-based 3D modelling approaches which constitute a large
part of the proposed strategy. The fourth part shows the application of the proposed strategy
on several cases of roshan structural parts and their ornamental details. Finally, the conclusion
includes a discussion of the results and data management.

4.2 Review - 3D documentation of Architectural Heritage
4.2.1 Characteristics and motives
Reviewing the literature related to Architectural Heritage (AH) documentation, it is obvious
that there is an increasing pressure to document and preserve this heritage in digital form. The
availability and use of 3D computer models of heritage sites opens a wide range of further
applications and allows new strategies, studies, analyses and conservation policies as well as
digital documentation and restoration. Thus, 3D virtual heritages should be used more
frequently due to the great advantages that digital technologies (surveying, modelling and
visualisation) offer to the architectural heritage in order to recognise the documentation needs
stated in the various charters and resolutions.
The incessant development of new sensors, data capture methodologies and multi-resolution
3D representations, and the improvement of existing techniques, can add significantly to the
documentation, conservation and presentation of architectural heritage sites and elements
which aid in the growth of education and research in this field. In addition, it is driven by the
increasing requirements and needs for digital documentation of architectural heritage sites at
different scales and resolutions.
Modelling methods based on laser-scanned data and more automated image-based
techniques have recently been made available, which allows us to focus on these methods.
Therefore, the recent developments in the image-based technologies and their potentialities
(Bitelli et al., 2007), automated and dense image matching techniques for non-experts, were
the focus of our attention in the present research.
The majority of the studies, digital documentation and 3D modelling of architectural heritage,
are based on reality-based techniques and consist of:
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Surveying and processing of a large amount of three dimensional multi-source, multiresolution and multi-content information;



Management and conservation of the achieved 3D (4D) models for further
applications;



Visualisation and presentation of the results to distribute the information to other
users allowing data recovery through the Internet or advanced online databases;



Digital catalogues and sharing for conservation, research, education, reconstruction,
entertainment and tourism walkthrough.

Generally, in most 3D reconstruction in architectural heritage documentation and recording
projects, many motives have been identified:


Documentation of historic buildings and objects for reconstruction or restoration in
case of fire, earthquake, human negligence, flood, war, erosion, and so on;



Creation of educational resources for architecture, history and culture students as well
as researchers;



Reconstructing historic monuments that no longer or only partially exist;



Visualising scenes from viewpoints impossible in the real world due to size or
accessibility issues;



Interacting with heritage objects without risk of damage; and



Providing virtual tourism and virtual museum exhibits.

In our case, in the roshan (one of a number of complex architectural heritage elements), most
of these motives are addressed.
Nowadays, architectural heritage documentation projects often combine different acquisition
methods such as range-based and image-based techniques. The classic approach to create a
3D model was to build it from scratch using CAD software, surveying data and 2D engineering
drawings. This is obviously time consuming, impractical and costly for complex heritage objects
and sites (El-Hakim et al., 2005). The models created were not photo-realistic and did not
include all the fine details. On the contrary, photogrammetry can produce accurate and photorealistic models while remaining highly interactive. In addition, the range-based approach, and
laser scanning technique, does not depend on the surface shape. It also has the ability to
generate a very dense 3D point cloud immediately with rather good accuracy in a single
process. It is an effective solution for 3D digitisation of complex heritage sites. After the
registration step, the complete model is available in the form of 3D points. The 3D data
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acquired is used to extract geometrical and dimensional information. Currently more efforts
are being made to increase automation and realism by using advanced image-based
techniques or by directly digitising the object with a laser scanner.

4.2.2 Discussion
According to Patias et al. (2008), in 3D reconstruction and documentation of architectural
heritage, choosing the appropriate methodology (sensor, hardware or software) and the
appropriate procedures, designing the workflow, and assuring that the final output is in
accordance with the set of technical specifications, is always a challenging task. Different
methods were developed and used to combine laser scanning with image-based techniques.
Several approaches use photogrammetry to model the main shapes while laser scanning
captures the details (El-Hakim et al., 2003). Therefore, the choice (Remondino et al., 2005) or
integration (Beraldin, 2004; Guarnieri et al., 2006; Yastikli, 2007) of the method depends on
different technique requirements. The order of importance of these requirements depends on
the project’s objective. For example, documentation or virtual tourism do not have the same
needs; there is currently no single system that can satisfy all the requirements. This topic has
been widely discussed in the literature, and comparisons have been made between
photogrammetry and laser scanning (Baltsavias, 1999; Lichti et al., 2002). Nevertheless,
discussions are still on-going as to which approach and technique is better in which situation.
The research addresses these requirements. This study refers to the problem of determining
the roshan elements’ requirements.

4.3 The current methods
4.3.1 Active approach (Laser scanning)
a. Definition
The range-based modelling method directly captures the 3D geometric information of a
physical object. It is based on costly (at least at present) active sensors and can provide a
highly detailed and accurate representation of most captured shapes and surfaces. The sensors
rely on artificial lights or pattern projection (Rioux et al., 1987; Besl, 1988). Simply put, a laser
scanner sweeps a laser ray over the object and times how long it takes to return, which
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provides the distance from the scanner to every sampled point. Over many years, structured
light (Maas, 1993; Gaertner et al., 1996; Sablatnig and Menard, 1997), coded light or laser light
(Sequeira et al., 1999) have been used for the measurement of objects. In the past 25 years,
many advances have been made in the field of solid-state electronics and photonics and many
active 3D sensors have been developed (Blais, 2004). Depending on the scene or object scale,
laser scanners have appeared in a number of forms: 1) tripod mounted larger units for site
work and large object/area scanning, 2) desktop units for smaller objects, and 3) hand-held
units, also for small objects but with manual sweeping of the ray (Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3: Examples of laser scanner technologies. From left, a) tripod mounted (http://www.faro.com/enus/products/3d-surveying);

b)

desktop

units

(http://www.makerbot.com/)

and

c)

hand-held

units

(http://www.creaform3d.com).

Currently, many commercial solutions and software are available (Breuckmann, Cyberware,
Cyrax, Leica, Optech, ShapeGrabber and Riegl), based on triangulation (with laser light or stripe
projection), time-of-flight, continuous wave, interferometry or reflectivity measurement
principles. They are becoming a very common tool in the scientific community and disciplines
but also for non-expert users such as architectural heritage professionals. These sensors are
still expensive and are designed for specific ranges or applications, and they are affected by
the reflective characteristics of the surface. They require some expertise based on the
knowledge of the capability of each different technology at the desired range, and the
captured data must be filtered and edited. Most of the techniques focus only on the
acquisition of the 3D geometry, only providing a monochrome intensity value for each range
measured. Some systems directly acquire colour information for each pixel (Blais, 2004) while
others have a colour camera attached to the instrument, in a known configuration, so that the
acquired texture is always registered with the geometry.
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b. Characteristics
Laser scanner devices are easy to use and quickly and directly provide the required 3D data
despite their high cost and heavy weight. This technique does not depend on the surface
shape. It also has the ability to generate a very dense 3D point cloud immediately with rather
good accuracy in just one step; digital cameras capture the object textures as well.

Figure 4.4: An example of a range-based modelling approach (El-Hakim et al., 2005).

These sensors have the advantage of acquiring dense 3D points automatically. Therefore,
points or edges must be visible in the image, which is not always possible; illumination or
ambient light problems can also affect the extraction of such points and edges. Laser scanners
avoid these limitations by creating features on the surface through controlled light projection
(El-Hakim et al., 2005), however, in the post processing of the point clouds, many manual
operations are required to represent a complex architectural object (Remondino, 2003).

c. In reference to the case study
Laser scanners have been used to acquire the entire geometry in some large-scale projects
(e.g. Allen et al, 2003). The scanners promise to provide the highly detailed and accurate
representation of any shape. Combined with colour information, either from the scanner itself
or from a digital camera, a realistic-looking model can be created. The accuracy at a given
range varies significantly from one type of scanner to another (Blais, 2004). Also, due to the
object’s size, shape, site constraints and occlusions, it is usually necessary to use multiple scans
from different locations to cover the entire surface of an object. Integrating the different scans
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will affect the final accuracy of the 3D model. For small and medium sized objects, up to the
size of an average adult person (such as small types of roshans, which are more than two
metres high), laser scanners are able to provide accurate and complete details with a high
degree of automation. Compared with the high level of portability and usability of the camera,
however, they are bulky, costly, affected by reflective surface properties, not portable enough
for one person to carry around, worthless for students at the early stages of architectural
education to capture a large number of roshans at different height levels on facades within the
site restrictions and limitations in accessibility, and they can be complicated to operate and
calibrate. Also, a laser scanner is intended for a specific range, thus one designed for close
range may not be appropriate for medium or long range. Furthermore, there are difficulties in
achieving fine 3D models, as well as the complicated post-processing process of extracting
profiles and defining geometry.

4.3.2 Passive approach: Image-based 3D modelling
a. Sensors
The sensors in the image-based modelling approach are called passive sensors. These sensors,
such as digital cameras, capture 2D images which need to be converted into 3D data. By using
projective geometry formulations, the 3D data can generally be derived (Sturm et al. 2011)
from at least two images. These images can be acquired using aerial, satellite or terrestrial
sensors depending on the scale and applications. There are different forms and format of
terrestrial digital cameras (Luhmann et al. 2006; Mass, 2008). Cameras are common terrestrial
devices; cameras with 10-14 megapixels are available at a very low price and integrated digital
cameras in mobile phones, with a high level of portability, could even be used for
photogrammetric purposes as they have up to 8 megapixels (Gruen and Akca, 2008). These
sensors are easy to use, low-cost and have great potential for use in several applications:
metric, visual and 3D modelling (Takahashi and Chikatsu 2009; Barazzetti et al., 2010).

b. Digital Close-Range Photogrammetry
Photogrammetry has been defined by the American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote
Sensing (ASPRS) as: “The art, science, and technology of obtaining reliable information about
physical objects and the environment through processes of recording, measuring and
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interpreting photographic images and patterns of recorded radiant electromagnetic energy
and other phenomena.” 46
Photogrammetry is the most well-known image-based technique that provides an accurate
measurement of the geometry and location of a real object from two or more images of the
same static scene captured from different points of view of that object. This technique turns a
2D data image into a 3D model in digital form (Figure 4.5) (geometric elements with their
coordinates), which is the primary purpose of a photogrammetric technique, and accurately
establishes the geometric relationship between the object surveyed and the 2D images
acquired (Luhmann et al. 2006).

Figure 4.5: The photogrammetric process: from object to model. (Luhmann et al., 2006).

There are different types of photogrammetry, such as aerial, satellite imaging, underwater or
terrestrial photogrammetry; the term has been applied to the system of surveying and
mapping from photographs taken at ground station. Terrestrial photogrammetry can be
classified as close-range photogrammetry if the camera-object distance is in the range of 0.1 m
to 100 m (Moffitt, 1980). This research focuses on the range used to survey the roshan
element. In addition, photogrammetry is used in several applications or specialised areas,
such as 3D city modelling, architecture, heritage conservation, archaeology, engineering
photogrammetry: general engineering (construction) applications (Jiang and Jauregui, 2010),
industrial (manufacturing) applications (Fraser and Brown, 1986; Luhmann, 2010) and video
games, movie production and medical applications (Mitchell and Newton, 2002; Malian et al.,
2004; Patias et al., 2006).
46

Manual of Photogrammetry, 4th Ed., ASPRS, 1980
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Figure 4.6: Using photogrammetry in industrial and manufacturing applications (Luhmann, 2010).

Figure 4.7: Photogrammetric application in the medical field. Left: (Patias et al., 2006), Right: (Malian et al., 2004).

c. Historical aspect
Architectural close-range photogrammetry is a valuable method for preserving, recording and
documenting architectural heritage. Photogrammetry has long been used as a tool to obtain
3D information from historical heritage objects. By using digital close-range photogrammetry
applications, we can easily prepare the 3D model generation and visualisation of architectural
heritage, which enables us to show future generations the lost treasures of history. Previously,
surveys were carried out using tools requiring direct contact with the measured object such as
a tape, a compass or a protractor. Albrecht Meydenbauer was a pioneer of cultural heritage
documentation. He was an architect who showed us how difficult the use of these tools was
before he commenced using images to measure architectural buildings (Albertz, 2001).
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Presently, photogrammetry allows measurements without any direct contact with the
measured element, as well as laser scanning. Since the 1980s, the use of electronic sensors has
been increasing. Computer technology is advancing exponentially and the processing of digital
images is becoming more common. Digital photogrammetry is expanding rapidly and
overriding the old photogrammetric methods, which were considered to be manual and timeconsuming procedures. Early on, digital cameras had low resolutions, being used in the same
way as scanned photographs. Higher resolution digital cameras, capable of processing a digital
image without an analogue image, have been available since 1990. In contrast, nowadays
photogrammetry with computer vision technology and many semi- or fully-automated
procedures are available, and the multi-image processing systems have a greater impact, are
low-priced and accessible. For example, EOS PhotoModeler, ImageModeler or iWitness from
Photometrix allow the reconstruction of an object and the creation of accurate 3D models
from digital images; they are discussed further in this chapter. Generally, the aim of using
photogrammetry is to recover metric and accurate results. On the other hand, other users aim
to acquire a simple 3D model for visualisation or virtual reality (VR) needs (Vergauwen and Van
Gool, 2006).

Figure 4.8: (Left) the first of Meydenbauers’s photogrammetric cameras (built in 1867), (middle) example of the new
generation of his cameras, ca. 1890, (right) one of his principal theories in photogrammetry. (Albertz, 2001).

d. Conceptual aspect of photogrammetry
The basic concept of photogrammetry is the use of multiple images (at least two) to establish
the correlation between the image and object space; each point on a photograph is related to
another relevant point in another photograph, which are defined by drawing a straight virtual
line through the centre of the camera to the first point on the object. Another line passes
through the centre of the camera becomes the second homologous point. These two virtual
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lines are converging; the third point must be real. Through the rule of perspective, it is possible
to calculate the actual coordinates of this point (Figure 4.9).

The photogrammetric process consists of a set of operations to derive metric and accurate 3D
information from an object:
1- Camera calibration and image orientation,
2- Scale and measurements,
3- Construing and modelling,
4- Texture mapping and visualisation.

Figure 4.9: Diagram of photogrammetry on the ground, with the two projection areas of the metric cameras, at a
known distance and focus and the collinearity principle recognised between the camera projection centre, a point in
the image and the corresponding point.

This mathematical calculation is formed in computer software in order to obtain the 3D model
of a physical object in 3D virtual space. The fundamental physical principle of photogrammetric
processing is the equation of collinear conditions. This equation forms the most important
analytical photogrammetry relation between image and object space in which a straight line is
defined between the camera perspective centre, the image point 2D coordinates P(x, y) and
the object point 3D coordinates P(X, Y, Z).
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The collinearity equation is formulated as:

where f is the focal length of the camera, x0, y0 are the image coordinates of the perspective
centre to the image plane; these values shape the interior orientation parameters and X0, Y0,
Z0 are the 3D coordinates of the camera’s perspective centre in the object, and rij is the
rotation matrix between the image and the object, deemed the exterior orientation
parameters.
Therefore, the bundle of rays is established in the interior orientation. However, the exterior
orientation establishes the position and orientation of the bundle of rays with respect to the
object space coordinate system, for each image point measured in at least two images by the
collinearity equation. All the equations form a system of equations and the solution is
generally obtained with an iterative least squares method (Gauss-Markov model), thus
requiring some good initial approximations of the unknown parameters. The method, called
bundle adjustment, provides a simultaneous determination of all system parameters along
with estimates of the precision and reliability of the unknowns. If the interior orientation
parameters are also unknowns, the method is called self-calibrating bundle adjustment. Each
bundle requires six independent parameters as previously monitored. Once the approximated
values for exterior orientation parameters are computed, a least square evaluation by means
of a bundle adjustment process (multi image orienting) is performed in order to improve the
accuracy. The accuracy factor was discussed in photogrammetric literature and communities.
The authors (Clarke et al., 1998; Fraser, 2001; Gruen and Beyer, 2001; Remondino and ElHakim, 2006; Wang et al., 2010) have confirmed and presented that:


The accuracy of a network of camera stations increases with the increase of the base
to depth ratio (B/D, where B is approximately the distance between two camera
stations and D is the distance to the object) and the use of convergent images rather
than images with parallel optical axes;

• The accuracy improves significantly with the number of images in which a point appears;
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• The accuracy increases with the number of measured points per image. However, the
increase is not significant if the geometric configuration is strong and the measured points
are well defined (like targets) and well distributed in the image;
• The accuracy is influenced by the image resolution (number of pixels) of the computed
object coordinates. On natural features, the accuracy improves significantly with image
resolution, while the improvement is less significant on well-defined targets.
Digital close-range photogrammetry is an effective, accurate technique and low-cost solution
for capturing 3D data and measurements of physical objects directly from 2D images. This
process utilises digital images to obtain accurate measurements and geometric data from the
surveyed object in order to provide spatial 3D data for 3D modelling.

e. Geometric calibration of cameras
The calibration of a camera is a fundamental aspect of photogrammetry, since all geomatics
applications rely on the calibration for the extraction of accurate 3D geometric information
from 2D images. Remondino and Fraser (2006) defined this process as “the determination of
deviations of the physical reality from a geometrically ideal imaging system based on the
collinearity principle: the pinhole camera”. In other words, it is an accurate method for
determining the camera parameter values. Many theories and formulations of orientation and
calibration operations were developed years ago and today there is a great number of
algorithms available related to the computer vision community (Gruen and Huang, 2001). With
calibration, the coordinates are obtained from the principal point, distortion parameters and
principal distance, thus the possible distortion caused by lenses can be corrected; the
radiometric aspect and photometric calibration behaviour should also be considered. Today,
this calibration process can be operated and managed using the photogrammetric software in
semi- or fully-automated procedures. In the present research we used PhotoModeler®
software, which includes precision calibration targets and is able to determine lens distortion,
principal point and focal length; these data are saved for surveyed objects. This tool has been
tested and an accuracy investigation has been done by Hanke and Ebrahim (1996).

Generally, in terrestrial close-range photogrammetry, there are two basic types of cameras
used: metric and non-metric cameras. The metric camera is designed and calibrated
specifically for photogrammetric measurements with stable and known interior orientation
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and is usually a fixed-focus camera. On the other hand, the non-metric camera is not fixedfocus and is represented by a variety of high quality digital cameras used by professionals or
amateurs in which the main objective is to capture good picture quality. The literature
(Remondino and El-Hakim, 2006) reported a number of factors concerning the camera
calibration, such as the following:
1) Self-calibration (with or without known control points) is reliable only when the
geometric configuration is favourable, mainly highly convergent images of a large
number of (3D) targets spatially well distributed;
2) A flat (2D) test field could be employed for camera calibration if the images are
acquired at many different distances, to allow the recovery of the correct focal length;
3) At least two or three images should be rotated by 90 degrees to allow the recovery
of the principal point, that is, to break any projective coupling between the principal
point offset and the camera station coordinates, and to provide a different variation of
scale within the image;
4) A complete camera calibration should be performed, in particular for the lens
distortions. In most cases, particularly in modern digital cameras and for unedited
images, the camera focal length can be found, albeit with less accuracy, in the header
of the digital images. This can be used on un-calibrated cameras if self-calibration is
not possible or is unreliable.

Each camera has different parameters and must be calibrated to compensate for internal and
optical distortions before the image processing stage. Calibration was used in unknown nonmetric cameras in the terrestrial photogrammetry of close range objects. Photographic images
are taken by convergence and from multiple positions. The calibration is performed
simultaneously with the photogrammetric work itself. The correction of internal orientation
parameters is made according to the focus. This process helped to increase the accuracy when
using images from an unknown or un-calibrated camera. This approach is no longer restricted
to metric or even calibrated cameras, which makes the application of photogrammetric
techniques a lot more flexible.
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Figure 4.10: Camera calibration process in PhotoModeler software (a) calibration sheet (b) camera positions (c) the
intersection bundle of rays.

f. Image orientation
In the set of images acquired to survey the object to be modelled in 3D, at least two images
need to be visible. Therefore, the orientation process is used to position the object in 3D space
and the acquired images. This method can be processed using a manual or automatic
procedure to define a set of points in the images. In PhotoModeler software, after making the
point process, the images are then automatically oriented and computed by some other
algorithm, so that the marked points appear in the 3D viewer.

4.3.3 Image-based modelling approaches: the typology
According to the research activities in terrestrial image-based modelling (Remondino and ElHakim, 2006), the approaches related to data processing were classified into three types as
follows:
1. Semi-automated approach of 3D reconstruction of the object from calibrated
and oriented images.
2. Automated approaches that try to obtain 3D models of the object from noncalibrated and calibrated cameras, which the results automatically generated.

1. Semi-automated approach
This approach presents a semi-automated 3D reconstruction of the scene from oriented and
calibrated images in interactive or automatic mode. This process directly relies on the human
operator. Semi-automated approaches are much more common in the case of simple or
complex geometric objects and are reported in several studies (Debevec et al., 1996; Poulin et
al., 1998; Gruen, 1998; El-Hakim, 2002). Several commercial packages offer this workflow
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method. From a small number of photographs and by using the interactive method, the basic
geometric shape of a structure is defined by marking the corner boundaries of the
architectural element, followed by the editing and post-processing of 3D data.

Figure 4.11: Example of a semi-automated photogrammetric approach used in architectural heritage modelling, above
(Debevec et al., 1996), below (El-Hakim, 2002).

The main idea of this approach is to determine the object’s constructive elements, such as
edges and surfaces, and to model them on one, two or more corresponding oriented images.
The number of oriented photos and the complexity of the studied object’s geometry are two
factors used to determine the growth in working time. Lines and points, as well as geometric
constraints, were used to recover the 3D polyhedral regular geometric shapes of architectural
objects (cube, cylinder, pyramid, etc.) by manually measuring a number of sparse points in
multiple images. Moreover, occluded points or objects can be modelled. A number of 3D
points can be added automatically within these measured boundaries. Adding more details to
the geometry of the 3D model can be accomplished interactively by the user by providing
shape information such as height, width and radius, and then the shape is calculated and
completed automatically. The texture map can be applied directly to the model from the
oriented images. Moreover, the ortho-images can be extracted directly from a texture-mapped
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3D model. In the case of roshan elements, this approach was used to define the basic
structured shape. This process was applied to construct the roshans and is explained further in
detail.

2. Automated approaches
In the last decade, the convergence of powerful computer technologies, high-quality images
and efficient algorithms for tie point matching, reported in the computer vision community,
has become a major topic of research (Fitzgibbon and Zisserman, 1998; Sequeira et al., 1999;
Pollefeys et al., 2000; Werner and Zisserman, 2002). Thus, new image-based methods were
developed which were able to automatically produce dense 3D point clouds, with realistic and
precise colours, such as Scale-Invariant Feature Transform, or SIFT, (Lowe, 2004) and dense
matching, e.g. Semi-Global Matching, or SGM, (Hirschmüller 2008).

As part of this development, open source and free software started to appear on the web,
such as “MicMac”, a multi-resolution and optimisation-based image matching software
designed by IGN France (Pierrot-Deseilligny and Paparoditis 2006), and Patch-based Multi-view
Stereo (PMVS) (Furukawa, Ponce 2010), and Bundler (Snavely et al. 2006), and automatic tools
to register the images were also produced, such as Apero (Deseilligny and Cléry, 2011), and
more recently 123D Catch by Autodesk®. This development in fully automatic programs,
running on standard computers, has started to reach new communities of users such as
architects, art historians and archaeologists who employ these digital technologies and
photogrammetry to document and preserve architectural heritage elements. Range-based
technologies (hardware and software) are still generally expensive and require the
intervention of expert operators both during the survey phase and during the post-processing
of data. These techniques were tested on the examples of architectural and ornamental
elements in the historical city of Jeddah and on a number of features in the city of Barcelona.

a. Dense Surface Model (DSM)
One automated procedure is presented in several terms: photo-based scanning (Walford,
2010), image matching or dense stereo matching (Koch et al., 1998; Wang, 1998; El-Hakim,
2006; Yang and Wu, 2008; Hullo et al., 2009) or Dense Surface Model (DSM) in other studies
(Hutton et al., 2001). This algorithm is used in cases where the object or scene is complex and
a high level of surface detail is required, creating the 3D digital model using point-based
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measurement methods. This new technology uses a digital camera in combination with
specific photogrammetry software that analyses the digital images; there is no additional
hardware required.

Figure 4.12: The application of a dense stereo matching approach in different architectural scales (El-Hakim, 2006).

In the 1970s, the technology of stereo matching in computer vision was started by Marr and
Poggio and their study of human stereo vision. They proposed that an analogous method could
be developed for computer-based methods. Since then, their research has concentrated on
improving the expansion and efficiency of matching two images. Terrestrial stereo matching
was presented in (Zhang et al., 1995; Scharstein and Szeliski, 2002; Brown et al. 2003), and
these multi-view techniques were compared in (Seitz et al., 2006).

Currently, the continuous development in computers and techniques has brought us
affordable close-range photo-based 3D scanning. This method is based on the research and
development of two fields, bringing the accurate measurement mentality from the
photogrammetrists, and the improved matching algorithm techniques from the computer
vision community. Based on robust photogrammetric roots, image matching technique
scanning is capable of calibrating cameras, and is able to accurately solve the position and
orientation of the camera when it captures the images. This software then compares two
images on a small patch-by-patch basis. It compares the patches across the images to locate
the best matches. When these optimal matches are set up, the already-computed position and
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orientation information for the photographs is used to calculate the location of that patch in
3D virtual space. The final result is a dense cloud of 3D points. In order to obtain a good
matching process, the scanned surfaces must have a texture and should have a random
pattern (wood, gravel, concrete, etc.).

Dense surface measurements and reconstructions are generally used to generate a DSM to
document detailed and complex objects such as reliefs, motifs, statues, excavations areas, etc.
In this technique, a camera calibration process was necessary. A set of homologous points on
two or more images is interactively established, in order to automatically extract dense points
from the images. Over the past few years, this approach has received a lot of attention and a
wide variety of approaches for close range applications have been developed (Zhang,2005;
Hirschmuller, 2008; Remondino et al., 2008). Stereo-photogrammetry allows the 3D position of
homologous points to be located on both images. In DSM, photogrammetry maintains all its
flexibility and cost advantages, with dense point clouds as output, only offered by laser
scanner techniques until now.

Compared to other techniques, a high level of knowledge of photogrammetry is not required
in data acquisition and it is impossible to say if DSM will fully replace laser scanners or other
traditional measurement and representation methods. At the same time, however, users from
different fields are interested in the geometrical and visual properties of an object that was
modelled as DSM. Generally they are an easy to use, cheap, fast and accurate method for
documentation. The Fassi (2007) study compares DSM and point clouds derived using activerange sensor technologies and it is now clear that DSM offers more than an alternative. Lately,
several commercial solutions such as PhotoModeler scanner®, Shapecapture® and Clorama®
have been developed and first experiences have been made in cultural heritage, e.g. (Reznicek
and Pavelka 2008; Remondino and Menna, 2008; Hullo et al., 2009; Alby et al., 2009).

The full automation of the process of image orientation and matching was presented to
facilitate and speed up the data processing task that, in some cases, could be a neverending process if performed manually. The dense cloud of 3D points as a result by itself is
typically not very useful. In this regard, a number of post-processing steps are usually
carried out. This post processing often involves filling holes, filtering, smoothing,
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meshing/triangulation and sometimes NURBS patch conversion. These functions are
usually carried out by a separate 3D software program.

Figure 4.13: Examples of a DSM approach, generating 3D models from 2D images, above (Remondino et al, 2008),
below (Remondino and Menna, 2008).

Figure 4.14: Examples of a DSM approach, the application of 3D documentation of medium scale objects, above
(Hullo et al., 2009), and small complex objects, below (Alby et al., 2009).
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b. Structure from Motion approach (SfM)
A different type of automated approach is called Structure or Surface from Motion (SfM)
technology. In the field of computer vision, there is a possibility of reconstructing 3D physical
objects and camera motion through sets of 2D images. Overviews of the Structure from
Motion technique can be found in several studies (Dellaert et al. 2000; Zhang et al. 2003;
Pollefeys et al., 2004; Vergauwen and Van Gool, 2006; Agarwal et al., 2009). The recent
widespread use of open-source algorithms has led to the development of a number of
software and tools used for the reconstruction of 3D scenes from 2D images such as MicMac,
optimisation-based image matching software (Pierrot-Deseilligny and Paparoditis 2006), PMVS
(Furukawa and Ponce, 2010), Apero (Deseilligny, Cléry, 2011), and Bundler (Snavely et al.
2006). In addition, there are other well-known tools on the web such as Microsoft
Photosynth®, Insight3d, Hypr3D®, VisualSfM, ARC 3D, SFMToolkit, ETHV3D, V3DSfMToolkit,
Agisoft PhotoScan and Autodesk 123D Catch®.

Figure 4.15: Sample results from the application of multi-view stereo on different scale objects (Furukawa and
Ponce, 2010).

Figure 4.16: Sample results of MicMac and Apero software, extracting motifs and building (Pierrot-Deseilligny,
Cléry, 2011).

Autodesk 123D Catch is a free software application that was developed by a multi-view stereo
algorithm. It simply requires the user to capture a minimum of three images (varying in focal
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length and illumination) of an object from a non-calibrated camera and automatic orientation
process (Barazzetti and Scaioni, 2009), which are then uploaded to the Autodesk server for
processing, in order to create the 3D dense mesh. A large number of high-resolution
overlapped images (10 megapixels or more), un-oriented and unordered, are captured in order
to recover the 3D geometry which would allow the recovery of the fine details of an object and
would also avoid smoothing results for ornamental objects. Subsequently, we can export the
results to CAD software in order to correctly define the profiles and geometry. Another aspect
that can greatly impact these low-cost survey approaches is operator learning in different
disciplines. As a consequence, these approaches can play an important role in the architecture
education process, providing shorter time consuming, improving the further decrease in costs
compared to other approaches and therefore expanding the digitisation of architectural
heritage sites and artefacts.

c. The evaluation- SfM examples
This part of the feasibility study presents the application of the PMSV approach in several
examples of architectural, sculptural and ornamental objects. (Figure 4.17) shows four
examples which are automatically modelled to the 3D mesh surface by using the Autodesk
123D Catch software. In each project, 4-8 images were acquired from an un-calibrated camera.
Roughly speaking, the models obtained were oriented and the scaled images were then
exported to Rhino software in order to extract the constrictive lines and profiles, which
assisted in the reconstruction process (Figure 4.18). Thus, this technique was adopted to be
applied on the roshans as an alternative solution of the DSM approach.
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Figure 4.17: Examples of the application of the SfM approach using Autodesk 123D Catch software on several
architectural and ornamental parts.

Figure 4.18: An example of the reconstruction process of a column base from the extracted profile using Rhinoceros©
software.
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4.4 Conclusion
4.4.1 Selection Criteria
The choice of method depends on several criteria; it is the procedure of reading and analysing
the project requirements and connecting them with the appropriate techniques, advantages
and potentialities. Different methods were developed, compared (Boehler and Marbs, 2004;
Remondino et al., 2005; Kadobayashi et al., 2004; Grussenmeyer et al., 2008), integrated
(Beraldin, 2004; El-Hakim et al., 2004; Lambers et al., 2007; Guidi et al.,2009) and used to
combine

laser

scanning

with

image-based

techniques.

Several

approaches

use

photogrammetry to model the main shapes while using laser scanning to capture the details
(El-Hakim et al., 2003). Therefore, the choice or integration depends on the heritage object
and site, requiring a technique with the following criteria: high geometric accuracy, resolution,
capture of all details, photorealism, automation level, low cost, portability, application
usability, object and its surface characteristics, working team experience, the architectural
element’s scale, site constraints and final goal. The order of importance of these requirements
depends on the project’s objective, for example, documentation and virtual tourism do not
have the same needs; there is no single system that can satisfy all eleven requirements, which
is still in the future. This topic has been widely discussed in the literature and different
comparisons have been made between photogrammetry and laser scanning. Discussions are
still taking place about which approach and technique is better in which situation.
In our case, the site of the historical city of Jeddah and the roshan element require a technique
that consists of six main factors (Figure 4.19):


Accuracy: one of the important factors in surveying and 3D modelling results.



Low cost: a limited budget project, using inexpensive tools and educational
software versions.



Portability: a high level of portability is needed due to the difficulties in
accessibility, site limitations and absence of power supply.



Usability: the methodology should be learnable and applicable in educational
purposes.



Time: the site allows limited time for surveying; it is crowded, and it is best to
avoid disturbing pedestrians and residents and to be quick during the overall
process from data acquisition to obtaining the 3D model results.
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Flexibility: due to the large number of roshans, and the variety in sizes and shapes,
the approach should permit different scales and be applicable in several
conditions.

Figure 4.19: The eleven most important (main and secondary) criteria regarding the choice of technique requirements.

4.4.2 Advantages and potentialities
In reviewing the aforementioned methods, the image-based approach and its recent
developments offer advantages and potentialities and were adopted in the proposed
methodology for 3D modelling of the roshan element. Image-based approaches can potentially
capture a wide range of objects and scenes, and are also capable of producing realistic models,
based on photogrammetry, and have high geometric accuracy. In order to select a suitable
technique for the roshan element, it was necessary to make a comparative study between
these current 3D capturing methods. This comparison included a number of important criteria
which identified the strengths and weaknesses of each approach.
The cooperation with other scientific disciplines has helped popularise photogrammetric
techniques by developing user-friendly processes. The importance of architectural
photogrammetry has been recognised by architects as a method for the 3D modelling of an
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object’s surface geometry in remote sensing mode. From an architectural perspective, this
value has been enhanced by several advantages, such as the following:


Improvement in the visualisation and architectural representation of historical
elements.



Hand-held digital image acquisition approach.



3D object modelling and virtual environments.



Integration with CAD/CAM technologies.



Documentation in architectural heritage.



Measurements and accuracy (geometrical and dimensional).



High level of usability and mobility.



Data management.



Less time: time to set up, capture time, and processing time.

In objects such as roshans in their normal settings, there are certain restrictions due to their
location in limited areas and the existence of other objects, such as shadows and uncontrolled
illumination. Using image-based techniques can overcome these limitations, which are
preferred when a short amount of time is required for recording on site and when the stable
recording platform is not available. Photogrammetry is generally used to capture basic
architectural shapes and large regularly-shaped details, such as columns, blocks, windows and
archways, from high-resolution digital images. It is normally preferred in cases of lost objects,
monuments or architectures. These characteristics are present in the roshan elements. In
addition, this approach is the perfect solution when an element can be described
predominantly by point- or line-based structures, and especially when the object has distinct
textures. The result of ortho-images is a good solution for the documentation in 2D format,
regular objects such as the roshan surfaces and entire facades.
Generally, based on the feasibility and comparative study, in addition to the advantages
reviewed, we can conclude that the image-based modelling techniques (photogrammetry and
computer vision), both semi-automated and automated approaches, are suitable for the
roshan elements’ criteria, requirements and conditions for several reasons:
1) The fact that the images contain all the data (geometry and texture) required for 3D
modelling and accurate documentation;
2) Photogrammetric approaches (cameras and software) are generally low cost
solutions (including on-going costs and maintenance), and offer high mobility, a high
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level of usability for non-experts, are easy to learn, do not require a lot of experience
to derive accurate and detailed 3D models from images, architects (experts and
students) are familiar with the camera, visual analysis and image editing and are
familiar with using the CAD modelling computer applications which are not as easy to
use compared with photogrammetric software;
3) The potentials of the high accuracy of the measures;
4) An architectural element can be modelled even if it has disappeared or has been
extremely deformed or changed by using archived images, if they exist;
5) The automated approach delivers dense and detailed 3D point clouds with no user
processing and are metrically defined in order to model the small and complex details;
6) A very good tool if we have limited access time to the object to be captured and
modelled, since the image capture process can be carried out quickly;
7) The models obtained in different resolutions are able to be integrated with
CAD/CAM, BIM, VR and AR technologies.
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5.1 Introduction
Our objective is to establish a new strategy for the integration of 3D acquisition and modelling
technologies which can be applied in the documentation, architecture education and
reconstruction of the roshan, an important element of architectural heritage in the old city of
Jeddah and in the traditional architecture of the Hejaz region. The main concept is to build
accurate and detailed 3D models in the correct proportions and to extract the 2D information
acquired directly from the 3D model information. One of the objectives is to reconstruct the
roshan correctly as it was built in the past. The proposed documentation process is not for
surveying the element as it is now, often deformed and destroyed in some parts, but rather for
capturing valid remaining geometrical data which is later used to redefine lost information for
supporting the surveying and modelling process of the virtual model. Afterwards, these 3D
data models are used for several purposes such as architectural documentation, restoration,
reconstruction of physical features using CAD/CAM technologies and for educational purposes.

A precise workflow is needed to check the accuracy during the surveying and modelling
phases. As far as this strategy is concerned, it is important to stress that this approach was
planned to be the first step in the 3D surveying process of the roshan elements in the
education of architecture students in Saudi Arabia.

5.2 The strategy
Based on the aforementioned advantages and disadvantages of each technique, in most
architectural surveying projects, the better choice is to satisfy the object’s criteria and
requirements in integration mode, providing an accurate 3D virtual model of the object. Land
survey (total stations), manual measurements and photogrammetry were used to integrate
data and complete the model of the entire intended object. Within image-based modelling
techniques (digital close-range photogrammetry and computer vision), the use of
PhotoModeler Scanner© (PMS) as a photogrammetric tool and surface modelling tool, using
Rhinoceros© modelling software with the help of architectural knowledge, forms the strategy
proposed. Theoretically, the proposed approach used a hybrid registration based on
architectural knowledge of the roshans’ objects and digital information (images) in order to
offer complete support for the 3D modelling stage. This is later supported by the CAD surface
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modelling tool to allow surface reconstruction starting from extracted points and lines using
photogrammetric approaches in order to shape relevant profiles and surfaces. This data is then
used in merging the component process in order to complete the entire model.

The low-cost and easy-to-use acquisition sensors and open-source algorithms were chosen
based on three factors: first, their characteristics and advantages; second, the geometrical
complexity of the roshan’s parts; and third, the site obstacles and limitations. In this case,
architectural knowledge (or architectural know-how) was an efficient way to manage the
different data sources, also serving to reduce the complexity of the modelling process and to
simplify the geometry. Thus, we studied the integration of data according to increasing levels
of detail (LOD), as well as its utilisation as a support for interpreting and forming shapes. In
addition, the captured digital images were used for several functions: first, as a source of
architectural data; second, as a dimensional data source; and finally, in several cases they were
used for texture mapping.

A basic geometric model of the architecture is recovered interactively with easy-to-use
methods, and geometric detail can be recovered automatically through stereo
correspondence. This section explains the application of the strategy to various case studies of
the roshans and includes a discussion of the special cases and detailed parts, which covers
most types found in the historical city of Jeddah.
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The new strategy for the 3D documentation of the roshan elements was divided into eight
stages as follows (Figure 5.1):

Figure 5.1: The diagram shows the process of the strategy proposed in eight stages.
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1) Reconnaissance stage;
2) Pre-surveying: planning and preparation;
3) Surveying and data acquisition process;
4) Acquired data registration: extracting parts and/or matching images;
5) Accuracy assessment;
6) 3D model reconstruction;
7) 3D data merging: main structure with details;
8) Visualisation and data management.
The following is the sequential description of each stage of the strategy.

5.2.1 Reconnaissance
In this stage, a specific technique is chosen that best fits according to the identified research
solution. This stage also includes the appropriate technology to be chosen and to which part of
the roshan it will be applied. The reconnaissance stage is an important step before starting the
fieldwork. Each roshan element surveyed has been chosen based on the historical significance
of the building which is projected on its facade. The selection was confined to class (A) and (B)
buildings, deemed of national and regional significance (Matthew, 1972). According to our
classification of the roshans presented in the third chapter, ten different types of these
elements and detailed parts were selected in different locations of historic buildings in the
historical city of Jeddah (Figure 5.2).
In addition, all the information about the selected buildings and their wooden components
with site analysis was collected and recorded for proper fieldwork observation and planning.
Table 1 shows the information related to each roshan and its building. During the surveying
and documentation process, we added an identification code related to the building owner’s
name, the house name (e.g. Norwaly House=NOR), the Robert Matthew (RM) building
classification, the new classification of the roshan’s type (TP) and the condition of the roshan
which is categorised into a three point scale, which goes from 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent).
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Figure 5.2: The map shows the locations of the historic buildings in the historical city of Jeddah and the images of the
roshans surveyed, which are categorised by an identification code related to the building owner’s name.

Table 5.1: Information related to the house conjoined to the roshan surveyed, identification code related to the
building owner’s name, house name, Robert Matthew (RM) building classification, classification of the element’s
type (TP) and the condition of the roshan from 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent). (*See chapter 3, 3.8.2 Types and
Classification).
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a. Architectural Analysis
In this part of the reconnaissance stage, based on architectural knowledge related to the
roshans, the analysis of the architectural geometry on the site was guided by the identification
of the assembling process of these components, which later aided in the 3D modelling process.
However, drawing schematic sketches also helped in this analysis process, remaining the most
difficult phase of element reconstruction. This observation study can be made for each main
part of the roshan object.
Therefore, the study of architectural shape has a double finality: the first is the surveying of
the object; the second is related to its modelling and representation. The modelling of the
architectural object requires identifying its shape. In order to carry out the identification
process, the object should be surveyed and measured by deciphering its geometrical nature in
order to accomplish the measurement process. The existing roshan elements, along with a few
previous studies, helped rediscover this knowledge. In general, the surveying process is a
reverse process which starts with the measurement of an existing object, on one hand
reforming the assembling process of its construction, and on the other hand interpreting the
design concept which comes before its construction. Even if the acquired dimensional data are
numerous and very precise, some of the information about the roshan’s parts was missed,
mainly due to the projection parts covering other parts of the object itself. This missing
information from hidden parts can always be recovered by the process of architectural
analysis, which enables its reformulation according to the proportion and geometrical logic
that was used in the design process. Thus, this logic was used in the construction process
which reused it in 3D modelling. These constructive logics, along with the knowledge of design
principles, were used to break down the object into independent parts, for example the
Symmetry, Rhythm, Repetition and Parallelism.

b. The Analysis of Roshan Characteristics
Three main issues were observed in architectural analysis stage. First, the roshan is highly
complex constructed item and is composed of many fixed and movable parts and components
and it is very rich ornamented with carving details which adorned embellishes cornices and
crenellated ends. Second and due to nature of wood and its aging process many roshans if not
all are structurally deformed or were placed on it additional external wooden pieces, pipes or
A/C window type unites, and shapeless in some parts which that makes manual measurement
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tasks very hard if not impossible (Figure 5.3) . The third challenge faced the proposed strategy
is the typical scattering of the roshan along the vertical and horizontal axes on the heritage
building’s façade from the street level to higher levels. This poses a challenge to accurate
documentations given by the varieties of roshan’s sizes, shapes, treatments and endless
compositions on the facades. By far these challenges make conventional methods
inappropriate and insufficient for accurate documentation of these authentic and highly
valued heritage elements.

Figure 5.3: Examples of deformed and damaged roshan elements in the historical city of Jeddah.

Most roshans have ornamented parts which are complicated to measure and draw and may be
deformed and shapeless. Therefore, conventional methods used to document the roshans’
parts and sub-components are deemed insufficient, very laborious and time consuming. In
addition, these complex and dense geometric parts, coupled with the loss of originality or lost
right proportions on their geometry, make the accuracy factor highly complicated. In such
applications, sensitive documentation is needed despite the sheer quantity and variety of
roshan types.
Based on architectural knowledge obtained during the observation of the facades of traditional
buildings, the large variation of roshan types and the diversity of assembled parts can clearly
be seen. Despite the different variations, all types of roshans are ultimately composed out of
similar main parts, so the absence or presence of certain secondary parts decides the roshan's
type. Based on the assembling process, these parts can be observed in a single roshan. In the
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third chapter, we divided a single complex roshan into three main separately made parts: from
bottom to top, the base, body, and head. In our strategy, these three parts were measured
and modelled separately and then merged to form the complete 3D model.

Figure 5.4: 3D exploded view of the three main and sub-parts of a complex type of roshan: base, body, and head.
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5.2.2 Pre-surveying: planning and preparation
A visit to the site was essential. Before the image acquisition of the objects, we had to take
into account three issues in the planning phase. First, the study of the roshan’s constraints, the
location of the roshan on the building’s facade and the identification of obstacles at the site
(trees, wires, people, etc.) (Figure 5.5) which disturb the images acquisition process. This stage
also includes the site limitations and difficulties described in the next section.

Figure 5.5: Examples of the site limitations and difficulties which disturb the image acquisition.

Second, the identification process of the roshan type and composition is carried out, applying
an architectural analysis, studying components and diagnosing details in order to form the
architectural knowledge. Third, in several cases, we adopted the use of equipment and
techniques, such as when we used the scissor lift machine in five different locations to reach
the roshans located at higher levels on the historical facades for the surveying and image
capturing processes (Table 5.1). This lift machine required a route design for its movement in
the city alleys between the fieldwork locations and storage and power supply area (Figure 5.2).
In addition, we used a tape measure or laser distance measuring device for manual reference
measurements; the laser distance measuring device is a true time saver and is very accurate.
We also used coded targets on objects in order to reinforce the surveying procedure and the
geo-referencing for control points that support the image orientation process.
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Table 5.2: Scissor lift machine table specifications.

Figure 5.6: Examples of the locations where the scissor lift machine was used in the surveying process of the roshans.

a. Limitations and difficulties
Surveying projects and data collection in Saudi Arabia is very restricted. The author is used to
such procedures as he was an undergraduate student in the Faculty of Environmental Design
at King Abdulaziz University, Jeddah, and afterwards he became a teaching assistant at the
Department of Architecture in the same faculty; the procedures were the same. Thus, an
official permit form from King Abdulaziz University was essential in order for the researcher to
start the work process. A permit is a letter from the chairman of the Department of
Architecture for the mayor of the municipality of historical Jeddah and related organisations
which may be contacted to help the researcher by providing him with the data needed and
facilitating the surveying process. In addition, the Architectural Department financially
supported the researcher by hiring the lift machine and providing a space to carry out office
work.
Several difficulties and limitations were identified and solutions were proposed. The difficulties
were as follows:

Accessibility and mobility: These were the main obstacles we faced at the site. The
employees of the municipality helped us gain access to the site for the scissor lift machine and
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facilitated the movement between the locations of the roshans surveyed. Likewise, they
provided security and a parking space for storing the lift machine during the week of surveying
work. One of the limitations that could not be overcome was the surveying work for the
roshans from inside the buildings, due to limited access for two reasons. First, it is traditionally
and socially unacceptable to enter inhabited houses and capture images. Second, some of the
buildings are structurally damaged and unsuitable for internal surveying work and also have
insufficient illumination for photography. Thus, the surveying work relied on exterior
measurements and identified the depth of the wooden frames.

Time limitation: The old city is the arena for the city's public, social and commercial life. It is
the place where people meet (tourists and visitors), and includes retail shops, traditional
souks, street food, goods sellers and semi-legal fruit market stalls. It is not easy, therefore, to
carry out the surveying process at any time during working hours. The researcher then decided
to carry out this process between 2-5 PM, when shops are closed and there are few
pedestrians around the site. It was also an appropriate time for capturing images in good
lighting conditions.

Registration in the coordinate system: due to the lack of an official and accurate coordinate
system related to the historical city—the mayor of the municipality declared that this system is
still a work in progress—the surveyed data is not registered in the coordinate system, and will
be an objective of future research.

5.2.3 Workflow design
Within this stage, the design of a suitable workflow was needed along with the definition of
the appropriate methodology (sensor, hardware and software).
Two aspects were considered in the initial stages of the strategy: first, the selection of the
most suitable method according to the current image-based approaches and 3D modelling
techniques in the existing architectural heritage documentation; second, the appreciation of
the variety and complexity of the roshan element. In our strategy, for greater operability, the
whole object is divided into two different macro-areas, which are surveyed and modelled
separately and later merged in a separate process. We divided the surveying and modelling
procedures into three work scales in order to facilitate capturing all the geometric details.
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1) The main structural parts: head (H), body (B) and base (S) which form the entire
mass. In this scale we used the semi-automated digital close-range photogrammetry
approach using a calibrated camera and PhotoModeler Scanner© (PMS©).
2) Complex detailed sub-components, which are correlated to the main parts, are
carved and ornamented. In this scale we used the Dense Stereo Matching (DSM)
approach with calibrated cameras and the open-source algorithm related to the
Structure from Motion (SfM) approach, in this case the camera calibration process was
not required. In this project, these two procedures are offered in several commercial
solutions including PhotoModeler Scanner© (PMS) and free for non-commercial use
Autodesk 123D Catch©. These two computer applications have been tested on the
roshan elements, are low-priced, flexible and accurate solutions to get textured mesh
surfaces and 3D point clouds.
3) Interpretation and merging process of the main structural parts with ornamented
details, in order to obtain the final model of the roshan; in this process we used the
Rhinoceros© 3D modelling tool software. In (Figure 5.7) the full process is described in
schematic form.
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Figure 5.7: Schematic diagram of the surveying and modelling process.
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5.2.4 Surveying: data acquisition process
In the data acquisition stage, the digital photogrammetric survey was an effective solution to
capture the different parts of the roshans. In accordance with the previous stage, this
surveying process was divided into two surveying scales: the main structural parts survey and
sub-parts (complex ornamented details) survey. Before the image acquisition procedures of a
roshan, we must take into account the study of the roshan’s constraints and site obstructions
as described in the previous planning and preparation stage. The method describes the
complete progress of an experiment from the early stage, from capturing the images to the
final model processing. During the image acquisition of roshan parts, we needed to keep in
mind several parameters. First, the location and the orientation of the images have to respect
a geometric constraint. Second, even if it is obvious in a single case, it is actually important to
ensure an overlay for each corner point and detail that needs to be covered and measured,
and all the important control points on the roshan must appear in adjacent images. The images
taken side by side contain many of the same roshan features and control points. Many points
referenced across images are needed as this is required in PMS image processing. Third, the
environmental conditions of the site (weather, lighting, etc.) have to be considered in order to
generate optimum results, so as to ensure accurate matching and textured images. Several
guidelines during the image capturing process were presented in different studies, including:
a. Capturing at least three images,
b. Whenever possible, ensuring that the angles between the shots are as close to right
angles (90 degrees) as possible,
c. Ensuring, as much as possible, to get the overlap between adjacent images,
d. Ensuring that all important reference points are covered on at least three images,
e. It is essential to take additional sets of images in order to avoid images of the object
errors during the acquisition process, and
f. Measuring the distance between two clearly visible reference points.

In order to obtain a high level of accuracy, the camera calibration process was required. By
photographing the calibration sheet, the camera defects can be managed and calculated
through PMS©. The accuracy of the final results is related to the corrected basic parameters of
the camera (focal length, sensor resolution, optical distortions and point coordinates). Once
the calibration process was complete, we captured a pair of images of the ornamented parts
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with low angles; in this case, good photography skills were needed. In some cases, to ensure
the total coverage of the object, we used multi-stereo pairs in order to model the entire
structure. A points-based approach from 3-8 images covered the total structural shape of ten
cases of different types of roshans and we followed the 3x3 CIPA rules (Waldhaeusl and
Ogleby, 1994; Hanke and Grussenmeyer, 2002).

Figure 5.8: Example of coded targets used to speed up the DMS process and then used as reference measurements
which assist the orientation process and project validity.

The photographic coverage of the object and the distribution and number of control points
were used. All important control points on the roshan had to appear in at least every three
adjacent images taken. It is recommended to use the camera with a fixed (non-zoom) lens in
good lighting conditions while using coded targets to speed up the DMS process.
In addition, these codes can be used as reference measurements which assist the orientation
process and project validity (Figure 5.8). Moreover, it is essential to take additional sets in
order to avoid errors during the acquisition process. In the photogrammetric survey we used a
NIKON D3100 camera with several focal lengths and an 18-30 mm lens.
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Table 5.3 : The locations and technical information related to the surveying process of ten cases of the roshans, the
street or square width the roshan overlooks, number of images, the camera station distance from the object, surveying
time, camera focal length, camera base on the ground or scissor lift platform and image size in pixels.

Table 5.4: The technical specifications and calibration parameters of the NIKON D3100 digital camera and the
NIKON VR Kit 18-55 mm lens.

In several ornamented details, at least two images are required in DSM projects; thus the
survey time is quite short. In the photogrammetric survey we used the NIKON D3100 camera
with several focal lengths and an 18 mm lens. The next table shows the three cases of
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ornamented parts and technical information related to the surveying process, which are then
prepared to be processed by the DSM approach.

Table 5.5: The technical information related to the surveying process of three cases of ornamented parts using the
DSM approach, number of images, the camera station distance from the object, surveying time, camera focal length,
camera base on the ground or scissor lift platform and image size in pixels.

During the stage of acquiring complex ornamented details, depending on the kind of material
(stone, wood, etc.), the size of the projection of the pixel on the object has to be adjusted by
varying the distance to the object and/or focal length. The result was a noisy point cloud. It is
important to pay special attention to the illumination aspect, since it can be a source of
texture, in order to avoid sharp shadows and marked radiometric differences within a
sequence depending on the form and the granularity. However, the SfM approach includes
fully automated camera calibration, offering more speed and flexibility when capturing details
such as using mobile phone devices. It simply requires the user to supply a minimum of three
images. Turning around the object and capturing a large number of images in sequence, in
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which the angle between one shot and the other is about 5-10 degrees, in order to recover the
3D geometry which would allow the recovery of the fine details of an object and would also
avoid smoothing results. This method needed some preliminary evaluations of the survey
procedures, such as ensuring a 70 % overlap of areas among adjacent images, in order to allow
the manual stitching of photographs in case of errors during the camera orientation step. By
using the iPhone, iPad, web or desktop app to upload the photos to the Autodesk cloud, the
user can decide whether to wait for the 3D reconstruction or to be advised by email. The next
table 5.6 shows the six cases of ornamented parts and technical information related to the
surveying process which are then prepared to be processed using the SfM approach.

Table 5.6: The technical information related to the surveying process of three cases of ornamented parts, which
depend on the SfM approach, number of images, the camera station distance from the object, surveying time, camera
focal length, camera base on the ground or scissor lift platform and image size in pixels.
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Figure 5.9: Four examples of different ornamented and complex parts of the roshans processed by using the
SfMapproach in Autodesk 123D Catch software.

The SFM approach was used in cases where the DSM approach was hard to apply due to the
location of the roshan on higher levels of the building’s facade, where placing targets and
applying manual measurements was either difficult or impossible. Furthermore, in some cases,
the narrowness of the alleys at the site raised difficulties in both the acquisition stage, while
planning and implementing the appropriate techniques for capturing the geometry, and the
photogrammetric image registration phase. However, the selection of the right images is
required for orientation and getting an accurate result, in both the adjustment and the image
modelling phase. Thus, the main issue is to have more than two images available for a single
object with an optimal relative viewing angle. Also, in other roshan cases, the acquisition work
was divided according to the roshan’s main parts, which required more images, the acquisition
of more control points and orienting the same images several times.
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5.2.5 Acquired data registration
This stage explains the acquired data registration and processing in the semi-automatic
photogrammetric approach following the process of software applied to the roshans’ two main
scales. In PhotoModeler scanner© (PMS©) software, a new project is first set up by creating a
new measurement project in order to extract constrictive points, edges and lines which form
the whole roshan structure. The software allows the measurement process to be saved in a
point-based project file and allows work to be resumed with the saved data. During the data
acquisition phase, a lot of images are acquired to avoid repeating the data acquisition process.
The camera was calibrated, added to the calibrated camera library and the selected images of
the roshan structure were then imported and used in the project. Afterwards, in PMS©, we
applied the idealize project tool for assessing and correcting lens distortion on a selected set of
images. Wiggenhagen (2002) reported that PhotoModeler© uses a lens distortion correction
formula with four parameters, which is a subsample of the parameter set provided by (Duane,
1971). The idealised images are then prepared for the matching process (Figure 5.10). We
manually marked the spread points on the object, such as the main edges and corners, and the
coded targets were recognised in automatic mode. Marking is the next process for creating
and positioning the structure on an image. Points, edges and lines are marked for their
position on an image. In most cases, due to the repetitive module in the roshans, we marked
and extracted only the main frame and one constructive module. After this we will move on to
the referencing step in order to illustrate the same point that appears in different images. This
is the key step to ensuring that the structural parts can be processed to produce 3D positions.
The images are then automatically oriented and the 3D data are calculated. After a project has
been processed properly, the 3D model’s proportions will be correct. In other words, if the
width of a roshan is half its height, PM will calculate a value for the model roshan width which
is half of its calculated height. On the other hand, the absolute value assigned to the width of
the roshan may not be its actual value. The known distance between two points in a model
was entered in order to correct the roshan’s scale. Moreover, the 3D data were rotated and
defined in the coordinate system. The 3D viewer will show the main structural 3D points of the
roshan object in the project which has valid 3D locations. Subsequently, matching was
processed by adjusting a number of parameters. As a result, the 3D point cloud is created. The
best stereo pairs were chosen to apply DSM separately for each part. After the post processing
step, we merged all the point clouds in the merge option. We were then able to adjust our
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model using triangle decimation, filling holes in the mesh, smoothing the mesh and removing
useless points. To improve the model and complete it, profiles and surfaces were added from
the surfaces menu which will appear in the 3D viewer; this reconstruction process is explained
in the next 3D modelling section.

Figure 5.10: Distortion correction of an “idealised project”, processed for all the projects in PMS©.

For the second work scale, the registration process of the DSM approach is used for
ornamented details. In this scale, at least two images were needed. The selected images of a
detail were imported and used in an automated approach.

Figure 5.11: Example of the main structural project registration, marking points and calculating the images'
orientation.

In several cases we used coded targets that reinforced the accuracy and assisted us in
orienting and scaling the model. These coded circles and base points have been marked. Then,
the orientation may be processed. The algorithm searches along a row of the destination
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image. The search range is controlled by the depth range parameters in the DSM setting. The
matched positions are used to create 3D points using camera station information (Figure 5.11,
5.12).

Figure 5.12: Example of the ornamented parts project registration using two images, marking the coded targets and
calculating the images’ orientation.

Once the extracted three-dimensional data of the constrictive features have been created in
PMS, they can be saved and exported into modelling software in order to refine and complete
the models. The application is able to export data into the following 3D file formats: DXF, 3DS
(3D Studio), OBJ (Wavefront), IGES, RAW (raw coordinate data) and 3DM (Rhinoceros format)
which are used in the next modelling stage. It can also export the 3D data model projected
onto 2D ortho-images. In relation to time, the duration of a single stereo pair process from
data acquisition to exporting the 3D result is less than one hour using PCs or laptops. Likewise,
extracting the main structure of the simple roshan with the creation of baselines of the main
structural parts only requires 10 to 15 minutes for processing.

5.2.6 Accuracy assessment
Before starting the modelling process, it is necessary to ensure that the data measured and
registered is accurate. In order to assess the accuracy of our surveying projects related to the
roshans, we used the "check distances" method; it is a comparison between the
measurements obtained for several parts of the objects in a site with the corresponding
measurements obtained in the PMS project. We used these manual measurements and the
distances between coded targets on site as reference points for scaling and in the orientation
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of the main structural shapes and ornamented details. In addition, in PMS©, the marking
accuracy of the acquired models was assessed by marking residual values between the image
coordinates marked on the images and the image coordinates calculated through the
calibration of the cameras. Marking residual values are the best indicators of project marking
accuracy and should always be checked after processing in PMS© software. According to the
software guidelines, in order to obtain an accurate photogrammetric project, the RMS residual
value should be less than 1.0 pixel for projects with coded targets and for projects with known
and calibrated cameras the largest residual should be less than 3 pixels. In reviewing the
acquisition process and analysing several generated models of roshans using PMS©, the 3D
data was interpreted semi-automatically to define the main structural parts by marking points,
edges and corners.
The following pages show the tables, related to the distances checked and the RMS residual
values points marked, which represent the accuracy achieved in each 3D modelled data
surveyed and registered for nine examples of the main structural parts, which form all the
elements, and three examples of the ornamented parts of the roshans.
In the process of checking the distances of the main structural parts, due to the deformation of
most edges of the roshans’ parts, we determined 3-5 clear measurements by using a manual
tape measure and, for the unreachable roshans, we used the laser distance measuring device.
These measurements were classified into three types: first, the main measurements such as
the total width, length or depth of the entire roshan element; second, the semi-main
measurements such as the distance between two targets or the length of the main edges of
the opening part or base part, etc.; and third, the small dimensions related to the small details
and the width of the wooden beams. These measurements were then compared with the
projected measurements obtained in the PMS© projects.
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Table 5.7: Points quality and accuracy tables for the roshan R-SH1; the image illustrates the 27 marked points and
four dimensions measured and compared D1, D2, D3 and D4. The largest residual value is 0.4 pixels marked in point
number 5.

For the quality assessment of the main structural part projects in PMS©, the RMS residual
values marked on images between 20-40 points were related to the roshans’ calculated 3D
objects. The tables present the RMS residual values, the largest marking residual and X, Y, Z
point precision values. The points with the largest precision values are the worst and these
values verify that the processing has not flagged any points as low accuracy. Starting in the
main structural examples, first related to roshan R-SH1, four manual measurements were
determined on the roshan and compared with the projected points in PMS shown in the image
in (Table 5.7). The points table shows that the largest residual acceptable value is 0.4 pixels
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and the accuracy table shows that the largest error obtained at 2.55 mm was in distance D2,
likely within 0.43 % of its actual value, and that the minimum error obtained in distance D4 is
0.53 mm.
In relation to the second roshan example (R-HAZ), the point table shows that the largest
residual value is 1.08 pixels and the minimum residual marked is 0.17 pixels in point number
15. The accuracy table defined an error at 12.87 mm, which was the highest error obtained in
D3 within 0.28 % of its actual measured dimension; the lower error obtained in D2 is 3.54 mm.

Table 5.8: Marking points quality and accuracy tables for the roshan R-HAZ; the image illustrates the 22 marked
points and three dimensions measured and compared D1, D2 and D3. The largest residual value is 1.08 pixels marked
in point number 6.

Related to the accuracy assessment of the third roshan (R-JAM), the point table shows that the
largest residual acceptable value is 0.8 pixels in point 7, and the minimum residual marked is
0.002 pixels in point 18. The accuracy table (5.9) defined an error at 7.49 mm which was the
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largest error obtained in D1 within 0.26 % of its actual measured dimension; the lower error
obtained in D3 is 2.17 mm.

Table 5.9: Points quality and accuracy tables for the roshan R-JAM; the image illustrates the 31 marked points and
four dimensions measured and compared. The maximum residual value is 0.8 pixels marked in point 7 and the
minimum residual value is 0.002 pixels in point 18.

Related to the fourth roshan (R-NOR), the point table shows that the maximum residual
marked value is 0.69 pixels and the minimum residual obtained is 0.16 pixels in point 8. The
accuracy table defined an error at 7.69 mm, which was the highest error obtained in D1 within
0.26 % of its actual measured dimension; the lowest error obtained in D2 is 1.07 mm.
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Table 5.10: Points quality and accuracy tables for the roshan R-NOR; the image illustrates the 22 marked points and
four dimensions measured and compared. The largest residual value is 0.69 pixels marked in point 16 and the
minimum residual value is 0.1 pixels in point 8.

For the roshan (R-GOK), the point table shows that the maximum residual marked value is 0.44
pixels and the minimum residual marked is 0.06 pixels in point 6. The accuracy table (5.11)
defined an error at 4.85 mm, which was the largest error obtained in D1 within 0.12 % of its
actual measured dimension; the lowest error obtained in D3 is 2.40 mm.
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Table 5.11: Points quality and accuracy tables for the roshan R-GOK; the image illustrates the 19 marked points and
four dimensions measured and compared. The maximum residual value is 0.4 pixels marked in point 9 and the
minimum residual value is 0.06 pixels in point 6.

In the accuracy assessment related to the sixth roshan (R-BL1), the point table shows that the
maximum residual marked value is 0.7 pixels in point 4 and the minimum residual marked is
0.02 pixels in point 12. The accuracy table defined an error at 5.4 mm, which was the largest
error obtained in D3 within 1.09 % of its actual measured dimension; the lowest error obtained
in D5 is 1.07 mm within 1.79 %.
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Table 5.12: Points quality and accuracy tables for the roshan R-BL1; the image illustrates the 41 marked points and
five dimensions measured and compared. The maximum residual value is 0.7 pixels marked in point 4.

For the seventh roshan (R-NAS) surveyed, the point table shows that the maximum residual
marked value is 0.7 pixels in point 38 and the minimum residual marked is 0.04 pixels in point
37. The accuracy table (5.13) defined an error at 4.3 mm, which was the largest error obtained
in D3 within 0.72 % of its actual measured dimension; the minimum error obtained in D4 is 1.7
mm within 0.33 %.
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Table 5.13: Points quality and accuracy tables for the roshan R-NAS; the image illustrates the 41 marked points and
four dimensions measured and compared. The maximum residual value is 0.7 pixels marked in point 38.

Related to the accuracy assessment of the eighth roshan (R-BAN) surveyed, the point table
shows that the maximum residual marked value is 0.73 pixels in point 1003 and the minimum
residual marked is 0.002 pixels in point 2. The accuracy table defined the highest error at 2.98
mm on D4. The minimum error obtained in D2 is 0.613 mm within 0.4 %.
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Table 5.14: Points quality and accuracy tables for the roshan R-BAN; the image illustrates the 22 marked points and
five dimensions measured and compared. The maximum residual value is 0.8 pixels marked in point 1003.

Related to the accuracy assessment of the last example of roshan (R-SHR) surveyed, the point
table shows that the maximum residual marked value is 0.5 pixels in point 12 and the
minimum residual marked is 0.004 pixels in point 18. The accuracy table (5.15) defined an
error at 8.33 mm, which was the maximum error obtained in D1; the minimum error obtained
in D4 is 5.66 mm within 0.99 %.
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Table 5.15: Marking points quality and accuracy tables for the roshan R-SHR; the image illustrates the 22 marked
points and four dimensions measured and compared. The maximum residual value is 0.5 pixels marked in point 12.

With regards to the accuracy assessment of the ornamented details examples, the process of
checking the distances relied on the distances between the coded targets. These targets were
printed in the lab and then distributed on site around the ornamented parts. Among the three
to five groups, with each group containing 3 targets, about 12 -15 targets were used in this
process. In all the examples surveyed, the distance between two targets in the same group
equals SR=77 mm. One of these distances was selected and scaled in PMS© and then used as a
reference to assess the accuracy of the other distances between the points marked.
For the accuracy assessment of the three ornamented detail projects in PMS©, the RMS
residual values were marked in 12-15 points on two or three images. The tables present the
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RMS marking residual values, the maximum and minimum residual and X, Y, Z point precision
values.
The first example is formalising the lower decorative opening part of the roshan OR1(R-BAN).
Four manual measurements were determined on the roshan and compared with the projected
points in PMS shown in the image in (table 5.16). The points table shows fifteen coded points
marked; the maximum residual acceptable value is 0.018 pixels marked in point 1004 and the
accuracy table showed that the highest error obtained at 0.367 mm was in distance D6, likely
within 0.47 % of its actual value; the lowest error obtained in distance D1 is 0.012 mm.

Table 5.16: Marking points quality and accuracy tables for the first ornamented part related to the roshan OR1(RBAN); the image illustrates the 15 marked points and nine distances measured and compared. The maximum residual
value is 0.018 pixels marked in point 1004 and the minimum residual value is 0.0015 pixels in point 19.

Related to the accuracy assessment of the second example of ornamented details (OR2)
surveyed, the points table shows twelve coded points marked. The maximum residual value is
0.4 pixels in marked point 1 and the minimum residual marked is 0.15 pixels in point 17. The
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accuracy table showed that an error at 0.139 mm was the maximum error obtained in D7; the
minimum error obtained in D6 is 0.01 mm within 0.012 %.

Table 5.17: Marking points quality and accuracy tables for the second ornamented part related to the roshan (OR2);
the image illustrates the 12 marked points and seven distances measured and compared. The maximum residual value
is 0.403 pixels marked in point 1 and the minimum residual value is 0.153 pixels in point 17.

Related to the accuracy assessment of the third example of ornamented details (OR3)
surveyed, the points table shows twelve coded points marked; the maximum residual value is
0.83 pixels in marked point 20 and the minimum residual marked is 0.26 pixels in point 15. The
accuracy table defined an error at 0.526 mm, which was the maximum error obtained in (D6).
The minimum error obtained in (D1) is 0.061 mm within 0.079 %.
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Table 5.18: Marking points quality and accuracy tables for the third ornamented part related to the roshan (OR3); the
image illustrates the 12 marked points and seven distances measured and compared. The maximum residual value is
0.83 pixels marked in point 20 and the minimum residual value is 0.26 pixels in point 15.

For the conclusion of the accuracy archived, the results demonstrate the use of close-range
photogrammetry in the accurate data registration process. Related to the accuracy obtained in
cases of main structural parts, the highest errors archived is 12.873 mm in roshan R-HAZ, 8.33
mm in R-SHR, 7.69 mm in R-NOR and 7.49 mm in R-JAM. In contrast, the lower error archived
is 0.53 mm marked in roshan R-SH1, 0.61 mm in R-BAN and 1.07 mm in roshans R-BL1 and RNOR. From an analytical aspect, the lower errors obtained in the cases where we used the
coded targets added more precision to the marking points process. Thus, for the RMS residual
values, the minimum residual marked in the project concerning roshan R-SH1 is 0.0008 pixels
and in R-BAN 0.0024 pixels.
Likewise, in the accuracy archived in projects concerning ornamented parts, the maximum
error obtained is 0.526 mm in OR3 and the minimum error archived is 0.012 mm in OR1 and
0.01 mm in OR2. Related to the RMS marking residual values, the minimum value archived in
OR1 is 0.0015 pixels, in which the best values were scored in the ornamented part and the
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maximum value was 0.018 pixels. On the contrary, the maximum value marked in the OR3
ornamented part is 0.83 pixels.

In general, the accuracy obtained in the 3D data corresponds perfectly, which is required for
the next stages of the 3D reconstruction process. Overall, in the roshans’ projects, accuracy
was achieved when PMS software could accurately extract 3D data from the main structural
parts and details from images using digital close-range photogrammetric techniques.

5.2.7 3D model reconstruction process
Beyond the characteristics related to the roshans’ architectural elements, two scales are
identified in a modelling approach. Thus, this stage is divided into two main scales of the
modelling process: first, the three main structural parts that form the entire roshan element;
and second, the complex and detailed ornamented part. Due to the nature of the object,
within these two scales, five different approaches are used in modelling the roshans’
architectural elements, as follows:

1. Main structural parts: the geometric basis
a. Surface reconstruction method from extracted profiles by photogrammetric approach.
b. Architectural knowledge-based aided modelling process.
c. Surface modelling using Rhinoceros software.
d. Rectified image-based modelling, extracted by photogrammetric approach.

2. Ornamented complex parts
e. Dense stereo matching (DSM): 3D points extracted from images automatically.
f. Structure from Motion (SfM): free open-source software using Autodesk 123D Catch.

a. Surface reconstruction method working from relevant profiles extracted by
photogrammetric approach
This method is used to reconstruct 3D geometry directly from the oriented images. With this
method, geometric details such as points, lines, profiles and surfaces can be extracted in threedimensional space using geometric constraints in a manual and semi-automatic manner.
Photogrammetry uses photography to accurately measure places that are difficult to reach.
PMS© software was used in this phase; this process is based on the images captured. During
the modelling process, the geometrical model was reconstructed using the information
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resulting from the surveying phase. Effectively, an image offers an ideal support to identify the
relevant information (points, contours, profiles, etc.) of the analysed roshan shapes. From the
oriented images, the roshans’ geometric basis data was extracted in three hierarchical
structuring levels:

3D constructive points (vertices)
The process started from points, which was the key for modelling the main
constructive parts of a roshan. Geometrical analysis and identification of the parts and
features of the wooden element helped during the points determination phase. Thus,
the 3D constructive points of the main parts were recovered. Moreover, in these main
parts, these points shape the corners and edges of the body and form the openings’
sub-parts. In addition, in the head and base, these main frames of points were
extracted and defined in 3D space.

Profile: line or paths and edge structural lines and curves
Two functions of the extracted line were addressed: the structural line or path. We can
obtain a line by connecting two points; however, in several parts, the line obtained
was used as a structural path in the surface modelling phase. The identified point sets
describing the profiles are characteristic of the parts. In most cases of the roshans, the
extraction profile process was applied in the head and base parts due to their
geometrical nature.

Surface
The surface extraction level has been used on some parts and features of the roshans.
The basic surface of the object is built interactively using the extracted profiles. In
several cases it was necessary to extract surfaces without needing these profiles and
points. One advantage provided by using the photogrammetric application is that the
surface was extracted and utilised as a plane, which projected the texture map on it
that was later used in the modelling process of the complex ornamental details (Figure
5.13).
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Figure 5.13: Examples of the results of the surface reconstruction method from relevant profiles extracted by using
the photogrammetric approach, in roshans R-SH1, R-GOK and R-NAS starting with constructive points then lines,
profiles and surfaces.

b. Architectural knowledge-aided modelling process
In the aforementioned approaches, the 3D acquisition methodologies for the documentation
of architectural elements such as the roshan could not be summarised by only the acquisition
geometry of an object. In addition, the dimensional data could not describe the geometrical
model in detail. Thus, integrating the acquisition of the organisation and management of
different types of data has a great ability to generate architectural documentation work. The
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architectural knowledge method offered the efficient management of different data sources.
In fact, architectural surveying is a reverse process which reconstructs a 3D digital model of a
real object and is produced to be similar to its reality. Consequently, two points are
considered: first, it is related to the understanding of the design concept; and second, it is
related to the imperfection of the construction process compared with the accuracy of
architectural drawings. As a result, the architectural knowledge is adopted in the proposed
approach to enhance and organise the modelling process of measured roshan objects. The
proposed modelling process of the roshans has been enriched by adding architectural
knowledge to its measured information. These 3D data acquired, produced from acquisition
techniques, are parts of a scope. Concurrently, the information related to an architectural
object is not only technical and dimensional; historical and constructive information also aid in
visualising and representing the roshan element.

On the topic of the architectural knowledge extraction problem, De Luca et al. (2006) defined
“…identifying the genesis of the element shape in order to define both the appropriate way for
its measurement and for its representation”. They described the architectural knowledge
system as “a collection of structured objects, identified through a precise vocabulary”.
According to De Luca et al. (2006), each architectural element is expressed by three levels.
Each part of the element was defined by a geometrical description level (lines, curves, etc.) to
figure the profiles, a topological relations level (parallelism, concentricity, etc.) and a spatial
relations level (proportions, harmony, etc.). The extract operation of these three stages was
applied to the roshan element. The entire object was extracted from the 3D data acquired.
Therefore, the form analysis was led by the identification of its geometrical nature allowing its
reconstruction.

The roshan as an architectural work is the result of a number of design steps in which certain
logic is required to complete its construction. Many rules have been used by architects
regarding principle layout, proportions and construction systems, such as symmetry,
parallelism and repetition. In the strategy, we used this architectural knowledge to break down
the roshans’ elements with semantic descriptions, in other words, using a kind of reverse
design process. In the 3D modelling process of a roshan, the profusion of dimensional
measurement data results in a complex process. Thus, the use of this knowledge could reduce
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the complexity and simplify the geometry. The constructive point acquired was not only a 3D
point but was also a part of the edge or line intersection, and a group of connected points
defined the geometry of a part of a roshan element. A logical relation among these points was
established in order to define the constitutive parts.
A geometrical analysis study was applied on the roshans’ elements. The proposed method
using knowledge-based modelling consists of two steps. First, the roshan and its parts are
described as an architectural element in a theoretical approach; understanding the design
elements’ rules and defining its geometrical genesis. Second, the terms of the sub-components
are identified in order to link them within the main three-part framework. Therefore, our
modelling approach was based on four different rules:


Define the main parts and classify them into three groups, each group consists of its
sub-components.



Connect the architectural knowledge to the element’s geometry.



Define the appropriate geometrical construction methods for the parts modelling
process.



Illustrate the relation between the main parts and their sub-components organised
semantically.

An architectural analysis study of the roshans explained several aspects. The head and the
base parts were for structural or decoration purposes and were constructed from a solid piece
of wood covered with complex geometric or botanical patterns. In general, the body includes a
void wooden panel or, in some types, louvers made of small wooden pieces. These middle
parts move either vertically or horizontally. Several rules affect the spatial arrangement of
wooden parts and treatments on roshans.

Due to the variation of roshan types, several unique elements require a special modelling
method, and similar elements may share a related modelling method. Analysing the various
parts of the roshans requires an understanding of how these parts were constructed, and
finding similarities between the roshan types. This analytical step made the modelling process
of similar objects faster and easier. First, we classified the parts into major categories. This
primary step suggested that all similar parts require related modelling methods. This step
includes classifying the parts into the three main basic categories: head (H), body (B) and base
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(S). Second, we classified the parts belonging to a similar family. Third, bridging parts from
different categories can facilitate faster modelling. Defining these components and
understanding these variations organised semantically saves time and makes modelling easier
than modelling each element separately.

The analytical study included the knowledge of design principles. Understanding ordering
principles such as the axis, the proportion of subdivisions of the element, symmetry, hierarchy,
rhythm, and transformation, guided the modelling process. This knowledge is presented in the
next step; the modelling tool provides a variety of commands that assist in modelling repeated
elements, and analysing and defining repeated parts in the element, which helped the process.
For example, during the modelling process, the body part is divided into equal subdivisions:
one subdivision was modelled and the others were repeated equally. In addition, these
operations played a significant role in cases of destroyed and deformed parts which were later
modelled in the correct proportions and completed or repeated based on the proper existing
parts.

c. Surface modelling
The preliminary phase of 3D extracted data by photogrammetric approach was imported,
optimised and completed using Rhinoceros© modelling software, an educational application
allowing the generation of complex surfaces. This edits and translates NURBS (Non-Uniform
Rational B -Splines), curves, surfaces and solids with no limits regarding the complexity, degree
or size. In Rhinoceros© we can create, edit, analyse, document and interpret curves, surfaces,
and solids with no limits on complexity, degree or size. This modelling software also supports
polygon, mesh and point cloud data. Particularly from the three-dimensional lines, curves and
ortho-images that were extracted previously, the surface model was created by generating
NURBS surfaces. Although Rhino is modelling software, it is close to CAD’s logic software and
way of operating and it is also easy to use and learn. It allows work to be carried out with
different types of 3D formats, which can be useful for merging and integrating different parts
of a roshan model.

Accurate positions of the roshan’s corners points and its major structural elements were
defined based on the generated 3D data of the control points and targets in PMS © with
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topographic support and measured dimensions. Due to the limited modelling ability, and to
the hidden parts and narrow spaces that could not be captured by the photogrammetric
techniques, these main parts could not be defined and modelled completely. Thus, this
modelling process is a complementary stage in order to construct the main assembled parts
(Figure 5.14).

Figure 5.14: Surface modelling process in Rhinoceros© software, starting from points and baselines extracted by the
photogrammetric approach.

In this modelling phase, the model was optimised for documentation purposes. Specifically, it
was modelled and divided into three constructive parts. By splitting the continuous model,
each part was reconstructed individually. The idea is to divide the main parts into subcomponents, following the geometry of each piece that was extracted from the images into
points and lines. In this way, virtually, the roshan can be disassembled, preserving the
topological continuity of the entire object. This enabled each component to be used, analysed
and presented separately. For the roshan, in the architectural modelling process, five
commands for surface generation have been used and customised to cover the cases
encountered in Rhino: Linear Extrusion (LE), Profile and path Extrusion (PE) or Surface
Extrusion (SE), Planar Surface generation (PS) and Surface Revolution (SR) (Figure 5.15).
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Figure 5.15: The five commands of surface generation have been used in Rhino: Linear Extrusion (LE), Profile and
path Extrusion (PE) or Surface Extrusion (SE), Planar Surface generation (PS) and Surface Revolution (SR).

Figure 5.16: The surface modelling process results of structural parts of the roshan in Rhinoceros© software.
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d. Rectified image-based modelling
In this strategy, using the photogrammetric approach offers the exportation of the acquired 3D
data as 2D ortho-images. In some cases of the roshans’ details, modelling these 2D information
were adopted. Consequently, these rectified images can be imported and scaled by the
modelling tool as a background in order to trace the base lines, curves and profiles. These
structural lines were later used in defining the surfaces and details in the modelling process.
The ortho-image based modelling technique was generally used in cases where the other
techniques failed to define the parts and components. In most of the surveyed elements, we
applied this approach in the head details such as the Ahriys, the detailed bases, and in some of
the carved Manjor works encountered in the roshans (Figure 5.17).

Figure 5.17: Using the 2D ortho-images in modelling the different parts and details of the roshans.
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2. Ornamented complex parts
In this second part of the method, each ornamented and complex detail or sub-component
was modelled individually and then inserted into the entire object and topologically merged
with the other parts in the roshan’s main structure. It was difficult to model these components
using the previous methods that have been applied on the structural parts. Two methods of
dense surface modelling from images were applied on small and ornamented detailed parts
modelling by using two different approaches.

e. Dense stereo matching (DSM)
In general, in the theoretical aspect of dense stereo matching (DSM), a single pair of images of
the roshan element is considered; if using more than one stereo-pair, we can match and
combine them to generate point clouds for the entire part. The generation of point clouds is
discussed in this section. From the oriented images, the 3D points are extracted automatically
using PhotoModeler© scanner software PMS©.
The main idea of stereo photogrammetry is to allow getting the 3D position of homologous
points located on both images. In other words, in each pixel in a reference image we can find
the homologous position in the other one. The simplest idea would be to take the intensity
value of one pixel in an image and locate a pixel with the same value in the other one. Dense
surface modelling is a set of tools for extracting and manipulating a dense pattern of point
clouds from photographs. The surfaces in the photographs should have a visible random
and/or natural texture and the photographs should ideally be taken in a paired stereo
configuration. DSM can be thought of as a camera-based 3D laser-scanner that can obtain
detailed surface measurements and models which would otherwise not be practical with
point-based photogrammetry.
The main processing algorithm in PMS is called a bundle adjustment. “Bundle” comes from the
bundle of light rays from 3D points in the scene to images on the photos. “Adjustment” comes
from the process of adjusting camera positions and 3D point positions given the defined
bundle of light rays to minimise the overall error, i.e. to find the best 3D positions for the light
ray bundle. This type of algorithm is used to search for the best fit for the bundle of light rays,
searching for the minimum or lowest error. PMS provides the creation of accurate, high quality
3D models and measurements from the images. It is capable of performing many modelling
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and measuring tasks and has the ability to scan photo pairs to produce dense point clouds and
meshed surfaces. To acquire good PointMesh results, there are some recommendations that
must be followed:


Utilising a digital camera with a fixed (non-zoom) lens or keeping a stable zoom.



Ensuring a very good camera calibration at a distance similar to the one being used in
the project (calibration project total error less than 1.0 and highest residual less than
0.5 pixels).



The DSM project should have a mixture of angles for the photos but use only low
angle, shifted photos (stereo pairs) for DSM creation.



To obtain high quality in the DSM project, the total error should be less than 1.0 and
the highest residual should be less than 1.0 pixels.



Ensuring good lighting, which is strong enough so that there is a good depth of field
and no camera blur and the images are taken without using a camera-mounted flash.



Using coded targets speeds up the DMS process. Using the sub-pixel targets in the
scene where it is possible to assist the camera orientation process and project
strength.

Once we find good settings in the DSM options dialogue which appear to capture the shape
well, then we can increase the density to generate a more detailed point cloud. Finally, the
meshing steps are used to create a surface. These steps decrease the overall processing time
since the potentially long point cloud generation and meshing steps are done less often. From
another aspect, in some ornamented details the models can be noisy, due to many reasons
such as an inaccurate calibration process and picking the wrong radius value. To obtain more
precise results, these problems must first be resolved.
To ensure accurate matching, textured images were needed. Depending on the kind of
material (stone, wood, etc.), the size of the projection of the pixel on the object has to be
adjusted by varying the distance to the object and/or focal length. Occasionally, the result was
a noisy point cloud. Therefore, these dense results can be decimated, segmented, triangulated
and textured. The main advantages of the DSM approach is that only two captured images are
necessary; thus the survey time is really short, and the creation of a 3D model does not exceed
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15 to 20 minutes for the processing phase. The next part presents our work with the results for
both the single and multi-stereo pairs in various parts of the roshan element.
e1. In ornamented parts: single stereo-pair applications
First, the calibration of the camera is needed before the acquisition of the images on the site.
Keeping in mind the basic parameters of the camera (resolution, focal length and optical
distortions), it is important to ensure the correct values of the parameters during the
acquisition of the stereo-pair: recovery of the targets in both images and good lighting. Figure
5.18 shows the solutions based on DSM which have been tested on ornamented parts in the
roshan element (OR1, OR2, OR3 and OR4).
Once we have created these new “idealised” images, and the corresponding camera
parameters and epipolar lines are straight, then, in PMS, we can adjust the parameters
(sampling rate, depth range above and below global model, sub-pixel factor, matching region
radius and texture type) and the base to depth ratio B/D (a good ratio is between 0.2 to 1.0)
and then we can apply the matching process. The epipolar rectification is the next step in DSM
computation. Now the 3D points are triangulated and the point clouds are created. For the
length of the process, from data acquisition to export, a single stereo-pair does not generally
require more than one hour of computation on recent workstations or laptops; it only takes 15
to 20 minutes to create the 3D model. In the next step, the post processing was applied to the
point cloud: denoising, segmenting, meshing, filling holes in meshes, smoothing and texturing.
Finally, the result of 3D dense data is exported in Rhino file format (.3dm) and in the other
cases as 2D ortho-images in order to merge them with the main parts.

Table 5.19: The DSM process characteristics used in three projects of ornamented parts.
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Figure 5.18: The four mesh surface model results of ornamented parts triangulated from point clouds processed by a
single stereo-pair in the DSM approach.

e2. Multi stereo-pair application
In this method, we used extract profiles for several parts of the roshans. Total coverage of the
targeted parts of the roshan was needed. Thus, we had to multiply the stereo-pairs in order to
model the entire part; additional images were required and the coded targets were used.
Then, to scale the object, we needed to use the total station to determine the control points.
The obtained result of point clouds was exported to the modelling tool with the aim of
extracting the desired profiles (Figure 5.19).
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Figure 5.19: Examples of point clouds processed in multi stereo-pair applications by PMS©.

f. Structure from motion (SfM)
In this approach, we adopted the open-source SfM tool Autodesk® 123D Catch® software beta
version, which is currently free for non-commercial use. A minimum three-image sequence
taken with an uncalibrated camera, which recovered the geometry of a component, is
required, which is then uploaded to a server for processing using the PMVS approach (Patchbased Multi-view Stereo).
This application provided free and simple to use computer software for creating 3D meshes
from user-supplied digital images using a photogrammetric method. The complex and rich
ornamented sub-components were modelled and visualised using this automatic approach.
During the image acquisition process, camera type and focus setting were not restricted, so
some form of camera calibration is being conducted. We used a NIKON D3100 digital camera
with several focal lengths. The same location and consistent natural lighting conditions were
required to generate optimum results. The fully automated camera calibration is included. In
the processing strategy, minimal user input is required other than providing the images. In
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most cases, applied on the ornamented components of the roshan, 8-20 images were
uploaded to the Autodesk cloud server and resituated successfully and automatically within
approximately 10-15 minutes. This stage required 15-30 minutes for data-processing; a high
level of experience is not required. As a result, it is one of the most effective methods available
to architecture students, an aspect that will be discussed in the next chapter.

This type of web-based tool is considered as a ‘black-box’ (Nguyen et al., 2012) due to the
limitations of application functionality. In other words, provides no opportunity to constrain
individual frames in the manner required for this particular configuration, although it
facilitates the processing stage for a non-specialist in photogrammetry. Thus, the selection of
this tool involves several factors: 1) it is an automatic approach for reconstructing triangular
meshes from point clouds which are extracted using 2D digital images; 2) using the input
images as a texture map; 3) it has a simple interface with a high level of usability; 4) it provides
different levels of detail of the 3D information; 5) its ability to export the reconstructed data in
different 3D formats is commonly used.

Generally, the conversion process of acquired 2D images into 3D geometrical data was divided
into two steps: first, the automatic reconstruction processes of the 3D mesh; and second, the
post-processing of produced data. In order to calculate the 3D mesh automatically, the
acquired images of a detail were selected and imported into Autodesk 123D Catch. This tool
does not allow the customisation of commands and parameters, and therefore the control of
the entire process. In various cases, the presence of poor overlapping areas in images
determines gaps in the polygonal mesh. This problem can be solved by using the manual
stitching tool provided in the software, which allows the images to be oriented by recognising
four homologous points within the selected images. From another aspect, in a few locations at
high levels, the presence of the occlusions of wires and the inaccessibility of ornamented parts
of the roshan produced mesh surface results with holes. This problem can be fixed by using the
hole filling tool that is available in most commonly used 3D modelling tools (e.g. MeshLab). In
the ornamented parts, the accuracy and levels of detail were critical to capturing the correct
proportion and defining the geometry. Therefore, during the survey stage, the reliable
measurement of the dimension using a direct measurement methodology for each detail is
indispensable in order to assign the correct proportion and scale to generated 3D models. For
each surveyed detail, this reference dimension was acquired on long and sharp edges. In fact,
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the accuracy of 3D reconstructions in this SfM approach is determined by the number of input
images.

Within our roshan digital documentation project, another critical aspect is represented by the
level of detail of the geometric information. Autodesk 123D Catch allows the reconstruction of
only three levels of detail of information, which are: mobile, standard and maximum. In order
to generate 3D models with fine details of geometry, we used the maximum levels of detail
option. The mobile and standard options are considered for quick and analytical visualisations
on computer monitors and mobile devices. In our case studies, for example, the number of
faces of polygonal meshes is 173.106 polygons, and 90.371 vertices with an acceptable
accuracy.

Figure 5.20: The results of the SfM approach applications in detailed ornamented parts by Autodesk 123D Catch©.

The generated final result of 3D meshes and 3D fly-through visualisation suggested a far wider
perspective of successful measurement. The control points were then measured individually as
"reference points" and the model was optimised and scaled using a known distance and the
"define reference distance" command. The model and measured data were then exported as
an .obj file, the file containing the texture map.
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Another critical aspect is the location of the 3D modelled details in the digital environment,
which requires the definition of a reference system within the 3D virtual space. In most of the
surveyed details of the roshans the geo-location is not required. In this case, the most
important information to be assigned to the geometry within a relative reference system is the
orientation of the Z axis, besides the determination of a reference point. These last
measurements determine the location of the ornamented details on which the entire 3D
model of the roshan are placed and merged.
In the cases of excessively protruding components, the results of generated models in
Autodesk 123D Catch are deformed and their geometry undefined correctly, thus these parts
are exported to Rhino software in order to remodel and optimise the geometry in an accurate
manner, by extracting the baselines and edges of the geometries using cross sections
projected on the mesh surfaces (Figure 5.21).

Related to the accuracy assessment of this approach, due to the difficulties in precisely
measuring the reference points on the mesh surface, we tested the accuracy by the
comparison between the horizontal and vertical cross sections projected on the mesh in Rhino
software and the manual measurements of the control points carried out by a reliable site
survey.

In this approach, the accuracy was significantly affected by the mesh quality. Therefore, two
parameters are controlled in the quality: resolution of the dataset and number of images. The
number of images must be appropriately selected depending on the size and level of detail and
according to the parameters that regulate photogrammetry.
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Figure 5.21: In Rhino, the extraction of the baselines and edges of the geometries using cross sections projected on
the mesh surfaces generated in Autodesk 123D Catch.

In order to assess the accuracy of the 123D Catch projects, one example of an ornamented
part was tested. Table 5.20 shows that the error at 12.5 mm is the largest error obtained in D1
within 23.8 % of its actual measured dimension. The minimum error obtained in D3 and D4 is 9
mm. The number of faces of polygonal meshes is 173.106 polygons, and 90.371 vertices.
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Table 5.20: The accuracy assessment, checking the distances between manual measurements and cross section
measurements in Rhino; the maximum error obtained in D1 is 15.5 mm and the minimum error is 9 mm in D3 and
D4.

5.2.8 Merging of modelled parts stage
After the 3D modelling stage of the main structural and ornamented and complex detailed
parts of the roshan elements, these multiple data must be integrated in order to complete the
final 3D model of the roshan element, which will be appropriate for documentation,
visualisation and reconstruction. Using Rhino software allowed us to work with different kinds
of 3D model formats, which was useful for subsequent model merging and integration, where
the extracted 3D data of the main parts were exported as .3dm (Rhino format); the complex
components were exported in .obj format.
This method is relatively easy to use and works with many formats, which is useful for the
merging and integration of the different parts of the model. Accurate positions of the roshans’
corners points and their major structural elements were defined based on the generated 3D
data of the control points and targets in PMS© with reference points support and measured
dimensions. In this way different surfaces were generated. Merging partial components was
also performed in Rhinoceros© due to the various advantages outlined above and based on the
criteria and standard roshan composition. This manual process is not easy because we had to
combine different types of 3D models and images with different resolutions. This requires
removing the redundant parts of various objects and merging models based on initial
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reference points, which then export the results to a visual simulation application that allows
the appearance of the roshan model to be shown.

Figure 5.22: The merging process of three examples of the roshans, from left: R-GOK, R-SH1 and R-NOR, and RBan below.
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5.2.9 The results
In this chapter we have presented the new strategy for integrating and applying image-based
3D modelling technologies, digital close-range photogrammetry, computer vision and DSM and
SfM approaches using photogrammetric and 3D modelling software (PMS©, Rhinoceros© and
Autodesk® 123D Catch®) for documentation. A 3D database was created of the roshan
elements, which are considered the most important architectural heritage elements in Jeddah
as well as in the traditional architecture of the Hejaz region as a whole. In this part, we have
demonstrated that the data acquisition stage is easy to process for the roshans; few
recommendations are needed and it does not require a high level of knowledge in
photogrammetry. The sensor and software are reasonably low cost and easy to use and can be
learned, without too much difficulty, by anyone who already has a basic knowledge of
modelling and representing these architectural heritage elements.

The strategy proposed is presented in eight stages for the 3D documentation and
reconstruction of the roshans using an integration of new technologies of image-based
modelling and 3D reconstruction. Before starting the surveying stage, the reconnaissance and
planning stages were required, selecting the roshan samples, the architectural analysis study,
facing the limitations and difficulties on site and designing the workflow. The site data
acquisition process was carried out by capturing the images of the main structural parts and
ornamented complex details of the roshans. In this process, camera calibrations are required
to achieve high accuracy results of the main structural parts, besides the reference points,
which were determined and measured for data registration and accuracy assessment. By using
the camera, the images captured the main parts of the roshans with a different angle and all
the important points overlapped; for the details, the images captured in sequence covered the
object. In data registration, the images were imported and processed in two computer
applications: PhotoModeler Scanner software (PMS) for structural parts and Autodesk 123D
Catch for ornamental parts. The 3D reconstruction stage includes: first, modelling the main
structural parts by using photogrammetry; second, complex ornamented details using DSM
and SfM approaches; and finally, the surface modelling and merging processes. These solutions
are perfectly feasible, accurate, inexpensive, flexible and fast despite the logistical difficulties
on site and the roshans’ complexity, ornamental details and intricacies of location. The length
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of the entire process depends on the complexity of the roshan. It takes 2-3 hours to create a
complete model of a normal roshan.
Related to the accuracy archived in the roshans’ projects, excellent and acceptable accuracy
results are presented. First, in the main structural parts, the highest error archived is 12.873
mm in roshan R-HAZ, 8.33 mm in R-SHR, 7.69 mm in R-NOR and 7.49 mm in R-JAM. Second,
concerning ornamented part projects using DMS, the maximum error obtained is 0.526 mm in
part OR3. In projects where the SfM tool is used, the accuracy is affected by mesh surface
quality and controlled by resolution and number of images, in which the maximum error
obtained is 15-20 mm.

The final results demonstrate the capability of the strategy proposed, integrating new
technologies of image-based modelling in the accurate 3D reconstruction of the roshan
elements. The precision obtained in the 3D models corresponds perfectly, which is required for
any further work such as GIS, reconstruction using CAD/CAM technology, BIM and using Virtual
Reality (VR) or Augmented Reality (AR) for visualisation, research and educational purposes. To
conclude, the application and integration of different measurement and 3D modelling
techniques are useful in effective cultural heritage preservation and documentation.

a. Visualisation and data management
After the merging process of 3D models of the roshan parts, this geometric and radiometric
extracted information is ready to be used in different applications. In the proposed approach,
we used the level of detail (LOD) concept applied to the entire model and the parts in order to
be used in different areas. These 3D data were divided into three levels: 1) low detailed model
used in architectural and urban visualisation studies and education or research purposes, using
Virtual Reality (VR) or Augmented Reality (AR) technologies; 2) medium level used in
parametric design applied in parametric BIM system; 3) high level of detail model used for
documentation and reconstruction purposes by using computer-aided manufacturing
technology (CAM).
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a1. Low level of detail models – visualization
The obtained models of the roshan elements were simplified. Therefore, the number of faces
and the total size of the model file were decreased by using Autodesk 3D MAX modelling
software; however, the model was exported from the Rhino software in 3Ds format. In 3DMax
software, we started with the simplification of the roshan model by merging faces into a
simple mass. The next step is applying the texture maps. However, due to some deformations
and unclean parts in the roshans, the acquired ortho-images were not used as a texture map in
this visualisation step. Thus, we created new texture maps for rendering, which simulate the
roshan materials in texture and colour. In contrast, in order to simplify the ornamented subcomponents, the rectified images of these parts were employed as a texture data .
Consequently, the simple model gained a good level of reality and lighting conditions. The
detailed front and one side of the roshan were rendered in order to be applied into the simple
mass copy. These simple models are able to be used for visualisation and educational
purposes. In the next chapter, these virtual models are presented as a part of an architectural
education experiment.

Figure 5.23: Examples of roshans’ 3D textured models for visualisation purposes.
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a2. Medium level models
The exportation process of produced parts of the roshan relies only on geometric information.
These 3D data were employed to be a parametric component in building information
modelling (BIM) systems. In Autodesk® Revit® software, the roshans’ parts or modules were
imported into DWG or IFC file format. These vector lines were defined as parametric values. By
using these values, we can create an endless number of designs. Thus, these parametric
components can be used in the design, construction and post-construction process and for
management information purposes (Figure 5.24).

Figure 5.24: In BIM, the 3D models are transformed into parametric models, used in projects and to generate new
designs.

a3. High level
By using the CAM technology, the accurate modelled parts of a roshan can be manufactured
by pieces and assembled as if real. In the ornamented parts we used the CNC machine. The 3D
modelled data was exported to the machine software in .SLT format.
Using 3D roshans models is extremely helpful in the future throughout the architecture
engineering and construction (AEC) industry in Hedjaz region. Such models let designers and
architects through a project to get a more intuitive perspective on their work, producing a new
line of roshans manufacturing using digital fabrication. They can also check and adjust designs
as needed before construction process begins.
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The next pages illustrate the final architectural data acquired of the ten roshans
documented in historical city of Jeddah.
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6.1 Introduction
This chapter investigates the potential of using the documentation strategy proposed for the
roshans by the integration of image-based surveying and 3D modelling technologies as a new
academic experiment in architectural heritage education. Different from most educational
technology studies related to learning and teaching architecture, this part of the research
focuses on 3D technology as a tool for documentation and learning architectural heritage;
recent studies have concentrated on using this technology as a drafting or designing tool. The
goal of the strategy was not only to integrate 3D modelling and visualisation technologies but
also to identify, design and evaluate an effective educational experiment in which the students
learn and understand the roshan elements while learning new 3D modelling and visualisation
techniques. These technologies alone cannot improve education; thus, it is essential to
incorporate them in an educational framework that is in line with the educational ethos of the
academic discipline, as well as the degree of implementation of these technologies in
heterogeneous frameworks and professional training. Recently, these technologies have been
successfully employed in education and other disciplines but may not directly coincide with
traditional architectural teaching, which raises challenges for academics when developing new
educational solutions and approaches.

Apart from traditional methods, the 3D technique stream can support the students'
motivation, attention and mentality. Although the use of personal computers has spread to all
levels of education, the same has not happened with other devices such as next generation
mobiles (smartphones) or tablets, which are devices that, due to their high performance, allow
students to work and be educated in different environments, even when using complex
applications such as computer aided design (CAD) or building information modelling (BIM).
These devices, associated with personal use or free time, offer teaching possibilities that have
recently begun to be studied and may even be linked to better academic performance
(Callaway, 2009).

On the other hand, one of the largest obstacles when implementing the use of information and
communication technologies (ICTs) in teaching comes directly from the same environment,
either at the administrative level due to a lack of resources (Hu, 2006; Milliken and PhilipBarnes, 2002), the lack of faculty training in order to later provide the necessary support to the
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student (Georgina and Olson, 2007; Champeny et al., 2004), or simply due to the documented
"digital breach" in which the educational poles are located: the student as a "digital native"
who regularly uses different types of technology, and the teacher who in many cases (due to
their age or training) is at the opposite end of the spectrum and is highly opposed to the use of
technology and supports more traditional systems.

For the reasons discussed above, it is necessary to clarify that the technologies cannot be
implemented in any academic experiment without previous design research work and
adaptation to the students who must use it, since its mere presence does not imply better
academic performance (Rodriguez-Izquierdo, 2010). An efficient technological implementation
(Rogers, 2000; Bates and Pole, 2003) must obtain: an increase in the students' motivation in
the contents (currently one of the most studied aspects which is highly relevant in educational
innovation projects), an increase in the satisfaction level with the progress of the course (Jung
et al., 2002), and therefore an improvement in their academic progress.

This chapter is divided into two parts. The first part identifies the limits of using the 3D
modelling and visualisation technologies employed in the strategy in architecture education,
presents the literature review and analyses teaching experiences within a theoretical context.
Likewise, it presents the adopted visualisation technology, augmented realty (AR), its
definition, types and utilisation for educational purposes. Used as a tool to visualise the roshan
models’ results, AR technology gives students the opportunity to improve their spatial and
graphical skills and evaluate their virtual models superimposed on the real environment.
Finally, this first part discusses how the ICTs support architectural heritage education in
architecture schools in Saudi Arabia as a case study.

The second part shows the application of the strategy proposed as a new academic
experiment in architecture education, designing the application of a new teaching approach
using the integration of ICT. The experiment required students to engage with a new
integration of ICT-Hybrid technologies that incorporate dynamic and fast processes for 3D
documentation and modelling of the roshan elements in the historical city of Jeddah. This part
presents the evaluation of the usability of the strategy and investigates ideas that may bring us
closer to the goal of effective heritage documentation. There is an immediate need for training
new technicians and architects who could ensure the documentation and conservation of
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remaining roshans. Students will be helped to improve their spatial and graphical skills and
improve their academic performance in learning traditional architecture and heritage.

6.2 Theoretical framework
6.2.1 3D modelling and visualisation of architectural heritage: an educational
approach
Before proposing any educational change based on the premise of the use of technology, we
believe that it is important to analyse the sector so that any research proposal has a
methodological design that meets the defined needs. In the field of architecture, construction,
design or engineering teaching, usually described as the architecture, engineering and
construction (AEC) sector, the use of any technology which visually enhances the students'
spatial understanding is an extremely important factor. At the end of the 20th century, with
the popularisation of CAD environments, and more recently with their technological evolution
represented by BIM systems, the AEC sector was already one of the main consumers of 3D
technology, for the management, design and visualisation of any project element.

In addition, understanding the architectural heritage elements can be widely improved by
using the 3D modelling and visualisation technologies. Many sectors, such as architectural
surveying, made use of modelling techniques in architectural heritage documentation and
supported its extensions for education (digital pedagogy). These techniques are able to
provide a database of heritage elements for their reconstruction, restoration and renovation
(Kalay, 2004; Boeykens et al., 2008; Rajala and Penttilä, 2006) and to create educational
resources especially for architecture students and researchers in order to analyse their
geometrical aspects and historical evolutions. In other words, the educational aspect is one of
the documentation features; the reconstructed information is passed on to future generations
by using ICT.

The documentation of architectural heritage using traditional methods such as writing,
photographing, video recording, sketching and physical modelling is useful; however,
documenting this culture in a digital way is not just about moving architectural knowledge
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from books to digital device screens, it is about changing the quantity of information that can
be seen, accessed and presented (Tambu, 2002).

In regards to the aspect of the integration of teaching architectural conservation and computer
technology, Kepczynska and Walczak (2003) identified widespread ICT use within the
curriculum in two major different approaches (Mark et al., 2003), presented as follows:
1- Isolated course focused on computer-based drafting skills;
2- Integration of computer technology within design studios.

These two methods are the most commonly used in architecture schools. Often the focus is on
the design studio, but the other educational subjects in theoretical courses related to
architectural heritage documentation and conservation courses were ignored (KepczynskaWalczak et al., 2003). Ashton (1995) emphasised the controversial role of ICT in the field of
architectural conservation; this field and its applications in education were stressed. The use of
new technologies such as CAD, BIM, VR and AR has introduced innovative methods in
architectural teaching, learning and research. It is clear that new impulses need to be
developed by adding a value to ICT, not only for the subjects related to design studios but also
for the architectural heritage documentation and conservation subjects.

In other cases, the 3D models are created to support rehabilitation work, as a tool for
observing details in structures, to assist decisions based on visual analysis and to comprehend
the architectural design solutions. The application of these 3D methods in the design,
rehabilitation and documentation allow a better perception of volumetric integration which
will facilitate the understanding of the architectural heritage elements such as the roshan.
On the other hand, the 3D database extracted from the roshans not only contains spatial
information or accurate geometries but also provides historical and semantic information
along with the constructive theory and ‘know-how’ knowledge. Quite simply, the students
interact in this transition process from a physical model to a digital one, assisting them in
learning the traditional architecture and heritage of the historical city of Jeddah.
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6.2.2 CAAD and VR technologies: architectural education assisting
During the last decade, CAAD (computer aided architectural design) was incorporated into
education and into various disciplines, as well as into most architecture schools’ curricula
(Asperl, 2005; Duarte, 2007; Khiati, 2010). It presents a new set of techniques for modelling,
representation and analysis; models of any chosen time period can be reconstructed and
merged visually inside their original context, using a hybrid of resources and methodologies
(digital photogrammetry, 3D modelling and augmented reality). The contact architecture
students have with these new technologies in the early steps of their learning and teaching
process is important; it provides them with new modelling and visualisation techniques and
improves their academic performance, thus opening a variety of new career opportunities for
the graduates (Fuchs and Wrona, 1994). The introduction of CAAD, VR (Byrne, 1996;
Youngblut, 1998; Sala, 2006) and AR (Dunleavy et al., 2009; Kaufmann and Meyer, 2008;
Navarro et al., 2012) techniques in architectural education is helpful to students in order to
prepare them to consider these technologies as important supports later in their professional
careers.
Since its development, the educational sector has recognised ICT as an important tool for the
enhancement and improvement of the learning process in geometric modelling, parametric
design, visual simulation and interactive animation techniques. The adaptation of these
technologies in the architectural education process allows teachers to generate a new
collaborative e-learning environment (Koschmann et al., 1994; Achten, 2002) in visual
communication and enables creative design thinking.

a. Modelling: CAAD and Photogrammetry
a1 . CAAD
The use of computers in architecture leads to its development in many aspects. According to
Steele (2001), “computers have revolutionised architecture”; a number of architects have
revolutionised the design process by letting computers lead it, particularly in the case of
resolving complicated geometries.
Early pioneers successfully used computers for the design of buildings, which showed that
using new technology was integral to the design solution. Thus, CAAD has been used mainly as
a tool to improve the design by producing graphically defined concepts and working drawings.
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Until now, most architects have relied on free-hand sketches and physical models as important
conventional tools which are integrated with digital ones during their design process.
In the eighties, CAAD was used only as a drafting tool. In the nineties, architects had released a
new architecture that was born as a result of the interaction between the designer and the
digital media technologies. Architect Frank Gehry used the CATIA© computer program
(developed by Dassault Systems©) for the first time in order to produce a smooth and welldimensioned steel structure part for his fish sculpture in Barcelona (Gehry and Van Bruggen,
1997). Peter Eisenman was the second; he used the computer in the Aronoff Centre for Design
and Art project in Cincinnati, Ohio (Jencks, 2002). Consequently, the success of these projects
created by pioneers who used computers in the design process showed that using computer
technology was essential to innovative design solutions. In the last 10 years, most architecture
schools have added CAD courses to their curriculum. CAD software is mostly used as a drafting
tool in the last phases of the design process to construct accurate drawings and the 3D virtual
model. Likewise, other schools used the computer as a conception tool (Duarte, 2007) besides
its representation function.
According to the aforementioned cases, CAD could be used in different areas. One of our
objectives in this research is the development of a method by adapting a set of digital tools
that provide users (students and professionals) with the means to learn surveying, history,
design and representation of the heritage in a new approach, in order to conserve it and make
it accessible.
Most of these educational experiences were improved by the application of CAD technology in
architecture education, which:


Support architectural teaching in different aspects and research;



Investigate how computers and ICT can be integrated in the design process;



In design teaching and practice, create a research environment that supports
creative and innovative thought;



Develop new knowledge oriented towards new architectural and building
solutions;



Produce digital documentation and conservation methods in architectural
surveying missions.

The field of architectural heritage documentation should be addressed within the architecture
education process; it must, therefore, keep up with new technology which could lead to
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innovations in teaching, learning and research. When we use CAD as a tool for architectural
heritage recording, i.e. modelling a heritage object, we are constructing a digital database of
this object at the same time. The potential of CAD technology in the context of recording
architectural heritage has already been explored in specific experiences (Streilein, 1994;
Koshak and Gross, 1998; El-Hakim et al., 2003; Vilbrandt et al., 2004; Styliadis and Sechidis,
2011). In the proposed methodology, the 3D modelling in CAD was used as a tool for
education, instruction and also for documentation. An educational approach showed the
advantages of these technologies during the reconstruction and visualisation processes,
starting with 3D data acquisition to obtaining the final model, applied to the architectural
heritage element: the roshan.

Figure 6.1: Examples of generating Romanesque churches: from the digital model to the 3D physical model produced
by students (Duarte, 2007).

a2. Digital photogrammetry
The development of innovative technologies for 3D data acquisition, data processing and
information management, with their visualisation techniques and the integration of improved
CAD/CAM systems, is providing new low-cost and user-friendly tools. New photogrammetric
systems produce an oriented object with measurements that support the transfer of these
data to other sectors such as architecture, engineering and manufacturing (professionals and
students). This integration has helped the photogrammetric society to attract the attention of
architects dealing mainly with the visualisation of the digital photogrammetric data output.
Recently, these methodologies have been widely integrated with architectural disciplines,
mostly in architectural heritage surveying and documentation. This relation was developed
and provided new knowledge. Therefore, in education, the basics of this knowledge should be
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provided to architecture students, instead of the traditional survey methods, in order to
improve their spatial and documentation awareness and to open new futuristic prospects
related to architectural heritage preservation. In architecture schools, students have a good
working knowledge of computers, including CAD software and image treatments which are
used extensively today. However, in most of these schools, the lack of use of photogrammetric
approaches in educational courses was obvious, despite the fact that they are low in cost, easy
to use, applicable to the course materials and do not require a high level of knowledge in
photogrammetry. Remarkably, CAD software is more complex to use than any other type of
photogrammetric software (Almagro, 1999). The availability of these systems offers a great
opportunity in the field of architectural heritage education.

b. Visualisation: VR and AR
b1. Virtual Reality (VR)
The term “virtual reality“ (VR) has many definitions; in general, it is an environment that is
simulated by a computer. The origin of the term “virtual reality“ has been accredited to The
Judas Mandala, a 1982 novel by Damien Broderick, where the context of use is somewhat
different from that defined now (Sala, 2006). Whyte (2002) defined VR as a medium in her
book Virtual Reality and the Built Environment in three definitions:

1. Interactive, users can interact with models;
2. Spatial, models are represented in three spatial dimensions; and
3. Real-time, feedback from actions is given without noticeable pause.

VR can be classified according to its methods of display: first, immersive systems that totally
surround the user, such as head-mounted and wall-mounted displays; and second, nonimmersive systems such as desktop VR, which is in the form of a window into a virtual world
displayed on a computer’s monitor (Whyte, 2002).
Architecture is one field where VR is widely applied, and plays an important role in better
understanding architecture. As an educational approach, 3D virtual objects have been created
to explain 3D models and the structure of the buildings in a virtual environment.
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Figure 6.2: Examples of virtual reality systems. Left: 3D laser scan. Right: historic city centre (Whyte, 2002).

Recent studies have recognised that virtual reality offers benefits that can support education
and architectural heritage documentation, in particular in the Faculty of Architecture. VR offers
students a visual experience, virtual three-dimensional forms and spaces (virtual world) in an
interactive method equal to the visual experience in the real world. Moreover, it allows
additional possibilities that are not obtainable in physical architecture and supports the
conventional methods of its teaching including photographs, plans, elevations, 3D drawings
and videos. Besides the increasing development of VR technologies, interfaces, interaction
techniques and devices, efficiency and usability have greatly improved in educational fields,
providing more accepted and obvious methods of interaction and motivational elements.
As a visual experience in architectural education, 3D virtual worlds facilitate a level of
communication and collaboration to the educators and incorporate many levels of thought
and courses not available in conventional CAD approaches. Virtual environments are attractive
platforms for learning about the built environment; they can provide opportunities for new
kinds of experiences which enable students to interact with objects and navigate in 3D space in
ways not possible in the physical world, in an effort to make the learning process more
enjoyable. This tool has created a new method for teaching architectural heritage. Since VR
can be used to see numerous buildings in different locations, students can observe
architectural forms and materials across geographic boundaries without having to visit the
actual sites.

In literature review, pedagogically, VR is introduced as a new approach of teaching
architectural design collaboratively within a 3D virtual environment in a virtual design studio
(Reffat, 2005). The applications of multimedia and VR technologies in the educational fields
were described. Mantovani (2003) and Dickey (2003) point out the potential and challenges of
using VR, and that the graphically rich, three-dimensional environment promotes learning
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activities. Kvan (2000) asserts that the virtual design allows opportunities for new methods for
teaching design.

On the other hand, VR technology is applied in architectural heritage documentation. In the
architectural heritage and history fields, the use of VR is for interpretation, conservation and
digital documentation. The utilisation of three-dimensional virtual models of heritage objects,
visualised through a monitor, offer some degree of immersion and/or interaction with it.
Yaghan (2001) presented a new teaching method by using VR applied to muqarnas, to
facilitate understanding and explain this kind of complicated geometry.

According to Addison (2000), there are three major domains in virtual heritage: 3D
documentation, representation and academic education. Several advantages are reported in
the field of heritage and architecture education, which aids students in the education process,
can move them into the virtual world, make them feel as if they walked at the site, and allows
them to interact with details and history (Addison and Gaiani, 2000; Maver, 2001).

Figure 6.3: Muqarnas example, using a virtual reality system in teaching architectural elements (Yaghan, 2001).
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Virtual heritage took place in the world heritage, the best work being done around the world
in the reconstruction of historical sites and objects using virtual reality techniques. Virtual
reality has a lot of advantages in the field of heritage and architecture, such as the following:
1. To document, record and conserve the international heritage all over the world.
2. It is the main tool in the virtual recovery of the lost heritage.
3. It helps in the education process for students, especially for architecture students. It
can transfer them to another world and make them feel as if they walked at the site
with its details and history.
4. It makes a rich library for architects to help them when they are going to build in
historical sites.
5. It spreads the national culture, heritage and tradition, helping the field of tourism to
attract tourists to the country.
The research assumes and concentrates on the first four advantages since the following ones
are not of our concern.

Virtual Heritage: Virtual heritage is the utilisation of technology for the interpretation,
conservation and preservation of natural, cultural and world heritage. To ‘virtualise’ heritage
means to actualise it digitally; to simulate it using computer graphics technology. Practically,
virtual archaeology refers to the use of three-dimensional computer models of ancient
buildings and artefacts visualised through digital interface technologies that offer some degree
of immersion and/or interaction with the content (Peral et al., 2005).

Figure 6.4: Example of virtual restoration of cultural heritage through real-time 3D model projection (Peral et al.,
2005).

In this sense, virtual heritage involves the synthesis, conservation, reproduction,
representation, digital reprocessing and display with the use of advanced imaging technology
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(Vlahakis et al., 2002). Well-conceived and well-directed programming and presentation of the
cultural heritage in VR may create tastes that persist for a long time as a pattern of social
behaviour (Gaitatzes et al., 2001).

Figure 6.5: Using VR technology in education and entertainment. Left: the virtual reconstruction of the "Temple of
Zeus at Olympia". Right: children exploring heritage sites (Gaitatzes et al., 2001).

6.3 The adopted technology: Augmented Reality (AR)
Augmented reality (AR) is a powerful area in the VR field and is a combination of a virtual
scene in which virtual objects are coherently integrated in order to complete the view of the
real environment. In augmented reality applications, the virtual scenes are merged with the
real view of the user, and two sources have to be coordinated correctly in order to present a
coherent superposition.
Augmented reality is a variation of the virtual environment (VE), or virtual reality as it is more
commonly called. Virtual environment technologies completely immerse a user in a synthetic
environment. The users cannot observe the real world around them. In contrast, augmented
reality allows the user to see the world, with virtual objects superimposed upon or composited
with the real setting. Therefore, augmented reality supplements reality rather than completely
replacing it. It would appear to the user that the virtual and real objects cohabit the same
space (Milgram and Kishino, 1994). AR is interactive and combines the real environment and
the virtual environment, whereas augmented reality and augmented virtuality (AV) fall in
between both the real and virtual environment. AR is closer to the real world and AV is closer
to a pure virtual environment as presented in (Figure 6.6).
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Figure 6.6: Positioning augmented reality within Milgram’s reality-virtualty continuum (Milgram and Kishino, 1994).

Furthermore, AR improves user perception and interaction with the real environment. The
virtual objects display information that users cannot directly detect with their senses. The
information conveyed by the virtual objects helps a user to perform real-world tasks. AR aims
at simplifying the user’s life by bringing virtual information not only to their immediate
surroundings, but also to any indirect view of the real-world environment. AR should not be
restricted to a particular type of display technology such as a head-mounted display (HMD),
nor should it be applied to all senses, augmenting smell, touch and hearing. AR can also be
used to augment or substitute users’ missing senses by sensory substitution, such as
augmenting the sight of blind users or users with poor vision by the use of audio cues, or
augmenting hearing for deaf users by the use of visual cues (Azuma et al., 2001). Azuma (1997)
defines AR as systems that have the following three characteristics:
1) Combine real and virtual,
2) Interactive in real time,
3) Registered in 3-D.
Accordingly, AR technologies are proposed as solutions in many fields, in which the possibility
of having many different types of information at the same time is very useful. The areas of
development range from the military field to medicine (Grimson et al., 1995; Fischer et al.,
2004; Shamir et al., 2011; Ashab et al., 2012), truism (Linaza et al., 2008; Hsu 2011), advertising
and marketing (De Sa et al., 2011; Honken et al., 2012), education (Pan et al., 2006; Chen and
Wang, 2008; Kaufmann and Meyer, 2008), learning architecture, urban planning and design
and construction (Redondo Domínguez et al., 2012; Riera et al., 2013). Augmented reality can
be used for predicting the impact of a building on the site.
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Figure 6.7: Examples of the applications of AR technology in medicine; left and middle from Grimson et al. (1995),
right adapted from Fischer et al. (2004).

Figure 6.8: Examples of the applications of AR systems in several scientific disciplines. Left: in educational physical
experiments (Kaufmann and Meyer, 2008). Right: in urban design learning (Chen and Wang, 2008).

Figure 6.9: Visual impact of integration of virtual 3D models of buildings in a city (Sánchez and Borro, 2007).
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Figure 6.10: Example of using AR technology in construction and renovation projects (Donath et al., 2001).

A 3D virtual model of the building that will be built will be constructed on the site. The
building’s rehabilitation and construction (Donath et al., 2001) is also one of the objectives of
the application of this technology. A tool such as AR is helpful for architects, enables real-scale
representations of the existing situation by using mobile devices, determines the final
appearance of the project and supports urban design and planning decisions (Broll et al.,
2004). We can also change materials, colours and textures (Sánchez and Borro, 2007; Tonn et
al., 2008; Redondo et al., 2012).
AR is also used in architectural heritage for documentation and education (Vlahakis et al.,
2001; Alonso et al., 2001; Dahne and Karigiannis, 2002; Pace et al., 2008; Zoellner et al., 2009;
Redondo Domínguez et al., 2012), which will be discussed further in this chapter.

6.3.1 Devices and Interfaces
The main devices for augmented reality are categorised into four types: displays, input devices,
tracking and computers. There are three main types of displays used in augmented reality, as
illustrated in (Figure 6.11):

1) Head-mounted displays (HMD),
2) Handheld displays, and
3) Spatial displays.
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Figure 6.11: Classification scheme of augmented reality systems (Bimber and Raskar, 2006).

HMD is a display device worn on the head, or as part of a helmet, which places both images of
the real and virtual environment over the user’s view of the world (Caudell and Mizell, 1992;
Janin et al., 1993). HMD can either be video see-through (VST) or optical see-through (OST)
(Azuma, 1997) and can have a monocular or binocular display optic. Handheld displays employ
small computing devices with a display that the user can hold in their hands (Wagner, 2007;
Jung et al., 2007; Mulloni et al., 2011). They use video see-through techniques to overlay
graphics onto the real environment and use sensors such as digital compasses and GPS units
for their six degree of freedom tracking sensors, marker systems and/or computer vision
methods. There are currently three different classes of commercially available handheld
displays being used for augmented reality systems: smartphones, PDAs (personal digital
assistants) and tablet PCs (personal computers). This is the type of configuration used in our
academic experience and is the most affordable method. Spatial augmented reality (SAR)
makes use of video-projectors, optical elements, holograms, radio frequency tags and other
tracking technologies to display graphical information directly onto physical objects without
requiring the user to wear or carry the display (Bimber et al., 2005). Spatial displays separate
most of the technology from the user and integrate it into the environment. This permits SAR
to naturally scale up to groups of users, which allows collaboration between users and
increases the interest for such augmented reality systems in classrooms, labs and museums.
There are three different approaches to SAR which mainly differ in the way they augment the
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environment: video see-through, optical see-through and direct augmentation. There are
many types of input devices for AR systems including gloves, gaze interaction and wireless
wristband.

Figure 6.12: Conceptual diagrams of systems. Left: OST. Right: VST (Azuma, 1997).

In the case of smartphones, the phone itself can be used as a pointing device. The input
devices chosen depend greatly upon the type of application the system is being developed for
and/or the display chosen. Tracking devices consist of digital cameras and/or other optical
sensors, solid state compasses, wireless sensors, etc. Each of these technologies has a different
level of accuracy and depends greatly on the type of system being developed. AR systems
require a powerful CPU (central processing unit) and a considerable amount of RAM (randomaccess memory) to process camera images (Carmigniani and Furht, 2011).

Figure 6.13: Examples of collaborative AR systems, from left: in education (Kaufmann and Schmalstieg, 2002);
(Broll et al., 2004); and in entertainment (Knoerlein et al., 2007).

One of the most important aspects of augmented reality is to create appropriate techniques
for intuitive interaction between the user and the virtual content of AR applications. There are
four main types of interaction in AR applications: tangible AR interfaces (Cheok et al., 2002;
Chen and Wang, 2008; Chien et al., 2010); collaborative AR interfaces in different fields
(Knoerlein et al., 2007; Yasojima et al., 2011; Dong and Kamat, 2011) and in education
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(Kaufmann and Schmalstieg, 2002; Broll et al., 2004; Behzadan et al., 2011); hybrid AR
interfaces (Azuma et al., 2006); and the emerging multimodal interfaces.
Tangible interfaces support direct interaction with the real world by exploiting the use of real,
physical objects and tools, e.g. physical paddle, gloves, wristband. Collaborative AR interfaces
include the use of multiple displays to support remote and co-located activities. Co-located
sharing uses 3D interfaces to improve the physical collaborative workspace. In remote sharing,
AR is able to effortlessly integrate multiple devices with multiple locations to enhance
teleconferences. Hybrid interfaces combine an assortment of different but complementary
interfaces and allow the possibility of interacting through a wide range of interaction devices,
e.g. head-tracked, see-through and head-worn display. Multimodal interfaces combine real
object input with naturally occurring forms of language and behaviours such as speech, touch,
natural hand gestures or gaze. These types of interfaces have been emerging more recently,
e.g. MIT’s sixth sense wearable gestural interface (Zhou et al., 2004; Mistry et al., 2009;
Carmigniani and Furht, 2011). Some AR prototypes that supported interaction based their
interfaces on desktop metaphors or adapted designs from virtual environments research (such
as using gesture recognition or tracking 6D pointers).
The trends in AR interaction include: (a) using heterogeneous devices to leverage the
advantages of different displays, and (b) integrating with the physical world through tangible
interfaces. Different devices best suit different interaction techniques, so using more than one
device lets an appropriate device be used for each interaction task. AR systems can also
simulate the benefits of multiple devices. Tangible interfaces support direct interaction with
the physical world emphasising the use of real, physical objects and tools (Azuma et al., 2001).
We have seen that it is not easy to establish a clear classification of the types of systems, and
any of them can be valid to locate a certain configuration. In any case, the categories shown
are not unique to the classification criteria and can be found, for example, in individual or
collaborative systems, open or closed, or based on fixed and mobile systems in which the
information is displayed using video see-through or optical see-through.
Various categories have been covered, in different spaces, with different record types,
promoting individual and collaborative experiences. The use of mobile handheld devices,
excluding other devices, where the scene is displayed on a screen of the device itself, can be
considered a variation of VST, less immersive, but without using HMD. Most systems used a
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system based on optical image recording and individual and collaborative experiences on site
or in the lab.

6.3.2 Applications of Augmented Reality in Architectural Heritage
Augmented reality systems offer various opportunities for enriching the experience with
architectural heritage including (Huang et al., 2011):
1) Better feel of immersion that simulates the human senses via constructing virtual
worlds that have objects which seem like real ones in the real world;
2) Maintaining the real world by keeping it in augmented reality without any change as
a background; and
3) Appealing and unique experience for users by offering a mixed view of both real and
virtual worlds. This provides a new experience which enhances one’s current
perception of reality.
Accordingly, augmented reality is suitable for architectural heritage by combining real scene
and virtual information in an appealing way, and offering an interesting and unusual means of
immersion. Augmented reality offers a great opportunity and opens a huge potential use in
architectural heritage for the student through different communication media including
computer terminals, portable and wearable computer devices, mobile phones and PDAs. An
ideal AR system for digital reconstruction should allow users to walk around the architectural
heritage elements and see and learn some relevant and hidden information with a vivid AR
view. Allowing users to do such activities is remarkably meaningful for both design study and
evaluation.
One example is the ARCHEOGUIDE, which is an AR navigation system used by the ancient
Greek Parthenon and funded by the European Union (Vlahakis et al., 2002a; Dahne and
Karigiannis, 2002) that exemplifies the usefulness of AR. The ARCHEOGUIDE (Augmented
Reality-based Cultural Heritage On-site Guide) system presents its user with augmented reality
views of reconstructed monuments which are rendered on the video or still image to construct
augmented images like the ones shown in (Figure 6.14). In archaeological sites, for example,
Alonso et al. (2001) designed a future scene for an Iberian fort through an AR system as a tour
guide.
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Figure 6.14: Using AR as a guide and tour assistant to archaeological site visitors. Left: ruins of the temple of Hera in
their present state. Right: augmented temple with rendered model on top of live video, ARCHEOGUIDE project by
Vlahakis et al. (2002).

Figure 6.15: Using AR in archaeological sites (left), by Alonso et al. (2001).

Other approaches to adopting AR technology in architectural heritage include: an interactive
fruition of historical and artistic content on a wireless multi-technology platform (Pace et al.,
2008), visualising and preserving archaeological sites using digital modelling (Allen et al., 2004),
and wearable learning systems for history education (Nakasugi and Yamauchi, 2002). The
Cultural Heritage Layers project (Zoellner et al., 2009) is an example of utilising existing historic
content for archives and superimposing them seamlessly and realistically at the right spot.
These locative layers are context sensitive and create the impression of a journey through
time. The project used a vision-based tracking technology for registration while all
computations are displayed on ultra-mobile PCs. An illustration of an augmented reality view
in the Cultural Heritage Layers project is shown in (Figure 6.16).
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Figure 6.16: The Cultural Heritage Layers project (Zoellner et al., 2009).

6.3.3 Potential and Benefits of AR in the Roshans’ Elements
As we discussed before, the historical city of Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, is an important cultural
centre. It has also witnessed rapid development in recent decades and many historic buildings
have been destroyed and many of its wooden elements have been damaged and deformed.
These elements showed complexity in shapes and variance in types. Thus, it is hard for
students or even visitors to understand the complexity of the wooden structure and to
recognise its parts and components. Some of the potential applications of augmented reality
systems in architectural heritage sites in Jeddah offer strategies and mechanisms for enriching
the architectural heritage by educating students via interactive virtual 3D digital models
developed to record the remaining architectural heritage and to reconstruct it from existing
documents or descriptions for the heritage sites and places that no longer exist. Examples are
presented for possible applications of AR to enrich the students’ experiences of the roshans in
the historical city of Jeddah.

6.3.4 AR as a Display Tool for Documentation, Restoration and Design Evaluation
The 3D acquired data for the roshans are commonly used for the production of animations,
interactive visualisations or virtual reality applications. A much more exciting opportunity is to
use these data in the restoration or evaluation of new design proposals of these architectural
heritage elements. The availability of an accurate digital representation opens several
possibilities of utilisation to experts (architects, restorers, researchers, etc.) or to ordinary
people (students, visitors, etc.).
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The integration between 3D graphics and documentation or restoration represents an open
research field where many new supporting tools are required. The acquired digital 3D models
can be used in two different approaches: 1) as a tool for the implementation of specific
research and, 2) as a supporting media for the archiving and integration of all the restorationrelated information. The need to restore an object, such as a roshan, to preserve cultural
heritage can lead to full restoration. Using augmented reality can solve this issue by achieving
virtual restoration. This can be done by projecting the rendered image of a 3D virtual model of
the heritage object in the real time over the original project or using mobile devices using a
video see-through approach. This will make the object appear as if it had the same form,
details and rendering as it did in the past; without touching the object, we will be able to show
that its details are restored. Furthermore, the augmented reality system can be used for the
physical restoration as a display tool for restoration workers and can provide an alternative
source of information without referring to traditional sources such as paper sheets or
electronic manuals.
From another aspect, AR systems can be used in the evaluation of new designs of roshan
elements, visualising the proposed models superimposed on the real buildings’ facades on site.
The use of mobile devices and AR technologies allows us to understand virtual spaces
superimposed on their actual location, providing information, details and visual aspects that
help with the evaluating of the architectural elements.

6.3.5 Benefits and Challenges
We can conclude that the use of AR in architectural heritage, such as the roshans, helps to
visualise and restore these elements in a virtual environment and integrate them with the real
environment that users can use to immerse and understand this heritage. It provides a link
between users, especially students, and the architectural heritage and makes them more
informed and aware. Some benefits of utilising augmented reality in virtual heritage
reconstruction are reported in Noh and Sunar (2009) and Vlahakis et al. (2002b):


Contribution in documenting historic buildings and objects for restoration and
reconstruction in case of disaster.



Creating educational resources for heritage elements. This opens up intriguing
possibilities for site interpretation. For example, an AR application and markers
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used can be a new form of self-guided tour and can help users understand how a
location has changed over time.


Reconstructing historic elements that no longer or only partially exist. This includes
visualising 3D virtual models from viewpoints impossible in the real environment,
due to size or accessibility issues, and interacting with objects without risk of
damage.



Supporting an interest in place-based history. People often feel strongly about a
place that figures in their personal or community history. This connection to a
place can be enhanced through an AR app by encouraging people to link the past
and present of a particular location and think about the events or people
associated with that location.



Providing access via handheld devices such as smartphones and tablets. As the use
of smart devices grows, AR apps provide opportunities for users (student and
experts) to access an organisation’s information, images or collections when they
have time during their daily tasks.

6.3.6 As an Architectural Teaching Tool
In architectural education, the visual component is one of the most relevant aspects the
student must understand and interpret correctly (Boeykens et al., 2008). Due to technological
progress, especially in computer science, the generation of realistic three-dimensional models
and their management and visualisation has been simplified in such a way that professionals of
the sector, teachers and students see their necessity and use as commonplace (Bouchlaghem
et al., 2005). When interactive visual information is required at any location, the use of mobile
devices and technologies such as AR allows us to understand virtual spaces superimposed on
their actual location, providing information, details and visual aspects that help with the
understanding of the architectural space and elements in terms of the project. Their use at the
educational level in the field of architecture is allowing visual information to be expanded to
include various studies, such as the coordination of projects, excavation, building services,
environmental impact, rehabilitation, etc. (Sánchez and Borro, 2007; Shin and Dunston, 2008).
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The AR applications Juanio®, Layar® and Augment®, compatible with iOS and Android, are
probably the most widely-used free applications. The problem arises when we have to change
the models from the initial CAD/BIM environment to the AR visualisation system, if the
import/export formats are not compatible or if we need new intermediate applications such as
Autodesk 3D Max© or Google Sketchup©, which allow models to be generated that are
compatible with all working solutions.

AR applications, while increasingly common, still suffer from usability issues, which is often
very frustrating. The requisite use of a smartphone to view an AR app also serves as an
inherent barrier to access, an issue that can be problematic for many academic institutions.
One of the larger challenges of using augmented reality is going beyond the initial excitement
the app generates to encourage a more thorough examination of the collection upon which it
draws. Experimenting with new outreach, engagement, and collections management activities
is absolutely essential, but if AR is to be more than just a flashy, one-time experiment,
academic institutions must use it and other new technologies in ways that further their
mission and goals. Organisations should consider how they might build a relationship between
the institution and the new audience of students attracted by the app (Boyer, 2011).
This part of the research provides a new teaching experiment which is based on the use of AR
in the visualisation of the roshans’ elements phase. The main objective of this part is to design
and define the evaluation of the usability of this strategy for educational use using AR
technologies related to the visualisation of these heritage elements.

6.4 ICT in Architectural Heritage and History Education: the case study of
Architecture Schools in Saudi Arabia
The improvement of computers and ICT was found in all aspects of architectural education,
challenging the traditional methods that architects have used for years in architecture schools
worldwide. This was gradually reflected in the architecture schools in Saudi Arabia. There were
several experiments carried out using ICT in the faculties of architecture in Saudi Arabia. CAD
software has become sufficiently user friendly, and computer hardware reasonably priced,
which enables architecture schools to include compulsory CAD courses in their curricula. Since
then, the spread of digital media has been rapid, and in fact much faster than the innovation of
CAD. Therefore, the emphasis has changed towards not only using CAD in the studio as a tool
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to improve design conception and creativity, but also to support interactive processes through
communication and databases. To clarify this part, however, it is necessary to give a brief
description of the existing situation of computer support at various architectural faculties in
Saudi Arabia.

In general, most architectural curricula are five-year programmes. Courses were organised into
categories: basic sciences, design support, building technology, history and theory, and
architectural design. This knowledge was implemented in the design studio and the majority of
the programmes included two computer-related courses. CAD or BIM was used as a drafting
tool in the last phases of the design process to construct an accurate drawing and to present
the 3D model rendered in the design studio. The links with other theoretical courses are not
visible to the student, and are ideally supposed to be ‘built-in’ in the curriculum. In fact, few
studies in Saudi universities discussed the application of 3D computer modelling in theoretical
courses in learning heritage and history.

The rigidity of theory courses is a negative aspect of the course structure, as well as the course
delivery system. The students’ knowledge and skills continue to develop independently in each
field and are weakly connected to design studio courses. Thus, the students used their own
initiative to integrate the knowledge acquired in different courses as their studies progress,
and apply that knowledge in studio design courses. In theory courses, for example,
memorisation did not form an effective knowledge base for designing tasks.

Recently, the main topic in the literature dealing with the implementation of CAD/ICT in
architectural education has shifted from concentrating on the computer as a tool, which assists
the development of design drawings, towards considering these technologies as media for the
overall design process. In addition, the integration of architectural theory into design studio
courses was discussed in the literature. Agabani (2007) suggested that the utilisation of
computer assisted learning (CAL) could be the solution and could link the theoretical
disciplines into studio design in the College of Architecture and Planning in King Saud
University (KSU). He studied the potentials of CAL and established a digital library of
architectural heritage to maximise the benefits of ICT. He presented the critical areas for the
implementation of ICT in architectural education: 1) integrating CAD/ICT into studio design
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courses; 2) integrating theoretical courses into studio design; 3) utilisation of computer
assisted learning (CAL); and 4) building a database of architectural heritage.
In most schools of architecture, the architectural history and traditional heritage courses
provide a historical description of architectural forms, features and spaces. Generally, the
course materials contain historical textbooks and images. Text material presents different
information about cultural background, materials, construction methods and the impact of
climatic factors. Additional visual materials such as photographs, slides, drawings and models
play a very important part in the architectural heritage education process. These two tools
provide the required information to understand forms and features. Nevertheless, these
media cannot offer full knowledge of three-dimensional objects and spaces. Therefore, many
architecture schools offer study-abroad courses at historical sites to offer students direct
access to the original source. In some cases, the original historical objects have been
demolished by time and other factors or have been remodelled, such as in the historical city of
Jeddah. The utilisation of CAD and ICT by using the 3D techniques can overcome these
barriers.

The use of 3D modelling techniques is one of the approaches that was strongly reinforced in
teaching history of architecture courses. In King Fahd University of Petroleum and
Minerals (KFUPM), Garba (2002) utilised the computer aided instruction (CAI) method in
teaching the history of architecture. He stressed the visual character of the bulkiness of the
materials of architectural history courses and the need for enhanced communication with the
contents to support the objective of teaching history in the architecture education process,
which were the main factors for using computers in their instruction. This instructional method
supported the ability to reach the objectives of teaching history by ensuring a more engaged
knowledge of historical material. This provides a new approach to interact with the historical
knowledge and to improve learning skills.

In the Department of Architecture at the Faculty of Environmental Design (FED) at King
Abdulaziz University (KAU), Jenaidab and Eissa (2009) presented an experimentation of a
technique of creating 3D digital modelling in teaching the vocabulary of traditional
architecture applied to Al-Shafi house, a historical building in the old city of Jeddah. This
experiment was applied in architecture presentations by CAD and BIM courses. The
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information collected was from visiting the site and photographs; they did not apply any type
of surveying methodologies and the accuracy assessment was not addressed. Thus, the
objective of this learning technique is to understand the value of the local vernacular
architecture vocabulary without any consideration of the accuracy factor in collected data.

Figure 6.17: The experimentation of creating 3D digital modelling in teaching traditional architecture applied in AlShafi house, a historical building in the old city of Jeddah (Jenaidab and Eissa, 2009).

They showed a successful approach to improving the quality of the students’ learning of the
history of architecture and heritage and understanding it and allowed them the opportunity to
appreciate the details of traditional architecture while learning 3D digital modelling
techniques.

The experiences of architecture faculties in Saudi universities in the application of ICTs and 3D
digital modelling, as a methodology in learning the history of architecture and heritage, were
presented. On the positive side, CAD presents a set of new potentials and the increasing
experiments show that new computer technologies support and transform the architecture
education process. These experiments proved successful in improving the quality of student
learning in architectural heritage while also supporting their computing skills. The examples
presented led us to develop and introduce the evaluation of the proposed strategy in
academic education.

From another perspective, the architecture students did not obtain sufficient practical training
through the courses taught. Therefore, we used the 3D digital modelling technique as a
method of learning by doing. In architecture courses, the students’ work should be evaluated
by the teachers, not only on the basis of how much is learned from theory or history but also
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how well it is applied in the studio courses. This was achieved by the collaboration of the
architectural heritage academic staff with CAD units and design studio courses.

Based on the previous statement, this technique is clearly important in architectural heritage
education. Therefore, these technological systems can indeed be the solution to unlock the full
potential of computer applications in architectural heritage education as well as for
documentation purposes, focusing on 3D modelling, surveying and visualisation techniques
used in architectural heritage reconstruction.

As a result, a new vision of the creative use of ICTs has developed. A new approach has been
proposed by using the new computer technology which allows shaping the link between the
history of architecture courses and design studio. They could also be applied to different
modules in the architecture curriculum. This link has been reinforced by the development of
the curriculum through the use of new 3D acquisition methodologies for documentation and
reconstruction of architectural heritage such as image-based modelling approaches. Digital
photogrammetry as a tool has aided in teaching history and heritage. This gateway to
computer applications could result in the growth of efficiency in the education process
(students and educators) on one hand and in improved access to documents and preserving
important historical objects of our architectural heritage on the other.
One of the most effective ways to enhance students’ performance in the design studio is
through establishing a database of architectural precedents and history. Occasionally, details
of a component or interrelated components are modelled for a better understanding of their
construction. This technique helps students to visualise the design much easier than two
dimensional drawings and reduces the instructor’s effort in pinpointing relations between
design and construction. The ability to scale, change colours and render the material and level
of details clearly help in visualising issues of concern and in relating them to design decisions.
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6.5 Academic Experiment
This academic experiment goes on to demonstrate the usefulness and advantages of new ICTs
in several aspects of architecture education. We present a new approach to teaching
architectural heritage, at the same time improving the students’ graphical and spatial skills and
their academic performance via portable devices (camera smartphones, tablets, laptops, etc.)
using photogrammetry, 3D modelling and augmented reality (AR). These low cost and
educational use license computer applications are applied to architectural heritage elements,
in our case the roshans.
The use of different technologies with the constant increase in applications and formats
complicates the work, making the knowledge and exchange of formats between different
applications necessary. However, the need to use different applications directly affects the
methodological design of any teaching experiment, since it becomes necessary to plan for
more time to explain the applications, reducing the time for other topics related directly to the
predefined syllabus. The problem arises, for example, when we have to change the models
from the initial CAD environment to the AR visualisation system, if the import/export formats
are not compatible or if we need new intermediate applications such as Autodesk® 3ds Max®
software or Google Sketchup© which allow models to be generated that are compatible with
all working solutions. Due to this variety, the workflow of the experiment is designed into four
sequential parts. Each part is implemented independently in the exercises which are
commonly performed as follows:

1. Theoretical explanation: in each part, information was given about the application
of the technology, in which theory, software, systems and devices the technology was
introduced, and included an adequate description of the technology and method
applied to the roshans’ elements.

2. Practical application: introduction of the exercises performed in class or on site;
each student should be able to capture and create their own roshan model using free
or educational licensed software. This knowledge, and skills in modelling virtual
objects, is assumed to have already been acquired from previous courses in the
subjects studied regarding the use of computer graphics tools to represent and
manipulate images and virtual models.
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3. Model results validity: an important step in the methodology, which plays a key
role in the exercises. The data obtained in each part of the experiment were revised,
starting from the captured 3D data to visualising the final models, checking the
validation of models to be exported and used in the next stage and verifying the
accuracy of the captured data, models’ geometry, texture and illumination related in
the visualisation part. The duration of each exercise varies in each case depending on
the complexity of the system used and the type of virtual information that students
should generate.

4. Usability evaluation and analysis: in order to validate the degree of satisfaction,
motivation, efficiency and effectiveness of the exercises, usability surveys were
designed for each part of the experiment.

Figure 6.18: The four common steps in the workflow of the academic experiment designed.

It is clear that the workflow is not simple and that it becomes more complicated, since the only
way to make any experience involving the use of a series of computer applications in the
educational system a success is for these applications to be free. We will see the compromise
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adopted as a solution in our case for the problems that arise during the interaction of formats
and applications.

The strategy was tested on a sample of twenty five undergraduate students of architecture in
the Faculty of Environmental Design (FED) in King Abdulaziz University (KAU) during the second
semester of 2012-2013 in the workshop called “SMV- Surveying, Modelling & Visualisation- A
case study of the roshan element in the old city of Jeddah”, where we worked with various
viewpoints according to their complexity. Five types of roshan elements were selected for the
application of the experiment47. Based on the differences in technologies used, applications
and formats, the experiment is designed in three parts: 1) surveying, using photogrammetry
and computer vision technologies, capturing structural lines and details; 2) modelling,
reconstructing the 3D data based on reality and merging parts; and 3) visualisation, which is an
additional part to visualise the final textured models using AR technology. In three weeks, the
students were involved in these three experiment activities. The first part is acquiring data
from the roshans’ elements in the real environment using image-based techniques. The
second part is reconstructing it as a 3D virtual model by using 3D modelling and
photogrammetric software. In the third part, we create a virtual model and interactive
photomontage using AR technology, which was very useful for interacting with the geometrical
knowledge of architectural details of heritage elements and the evaluation of the visual impact
of their projects without wasting extra time having to use complex computer applications.

47

See chapter 5 , figure 5.2 and table5.1 page 140.
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Figure 6.19: Schematic diagram explaining the strategy used in “SMV: Surveying, Modelling & Visualisation of the
Roshans’ Elements” workshop.

6.5.1 Surveying
After the theoretical introduction of the roshans’ elements and the technology used, this
exercise of image acquisition and acquired data registration was divided into two phases: first,
the pre-training in the lab for the next phase; and second, the activities conducted on site.
Based on the proposed method, each phase is divided into two steps:

1) Data capture: students were pre-trained how to calibrate and use their personal
digital camera or use the integrated cameras in smartphones and tablets to capture a
minimum of 3-10 images of physical objects in the class (table, boxes, etc.), coverage
of the object geometry, angles between the images and control points determination.
In the lab we gave examples of exercises to the students in order for them to be aware
of the possibilities the use of the technology and software offered. On the site, each
student selected one of five roshans. They learned how to distribute the coded targets
on the objects and capture images for two different scales of survey, which are the
main structural parts and ornamented parts and details as we explained before in
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chapter 5. After that, the collected images were reviewed and prepared for the next
step.

Figure 6.20: In lab pre-training, the students captured images of physical objects and reconstructed them using PMS©
software.

Figure 6.21: Images of the students on site capturing the selected roshans.

2) Acquired data registration: this part of the experiment was conducted using the
students’ PCs or personal laptops. All of the students have learned how to import the
acquired images into the photogrammetric application using PhotoModeler© scanner
PMS© software in order to extract the main structure of the selected roshan elements,
defining the three main parts and marking the constrictive points, corners, edges and
lines. Thereafter, these 3D data were oriented and scaled. For the detailed parts, there
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were two options: using DSM provided in PMS© software or PMVS technology
provided in the open-source Autodesk® 123D Catch® software beta version.

Figure 6.22: In lab the students worked on PMS software, reconstructing the three main parts and marking the
constrictive points, corners, edges and lines, and trained on DSM approach to construct 3D point clouds of the
ornamented parts.

Figure 6.23: Examples of the students’ work in PMS software, extracting 3D data (edges, points and profiles) and
redefining the geometry of the main structure frames of the roshans.
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All the students registered and signed in to their own account on the Autodesk
website in order to start the process. Most of the students preferred to use the PMVS
technology; Autodesk® 123D Catch® provided an automated approach, is simple to use
and it also does not require calibration of the cameras, instead requiring more images
in order to obtain an accurate model. All the obtained models were assessed; the
accuracy and geometry were checked to be valid for export in the next part of the
experiment.

6.5.2 Modelling
In this part the experiment is divided into two phases. The first is the technical training phase
and the second is the application phase. During technical training, we introduced the
fundamentals of technology as part of the theory and tutorials that show how the software
works. In this part of the 3D virtual modelling, we adopted the Rhinoceros© educational
version software since it is close to CAD’s logic and way of operating. It is easy to use and learn
and it also allows us to work with different types of 3D formats which can be useful for
merging the different parts of the roshans. The second phase is the application; we have
continued the work with the extracted data of roshans from the previous surveying part
divided into two steps:

1) Export 3D data: In this step, all the extracted data that have been made by the
students in the surveying part are imported into Rhinoceros© software. The main
structural parts of the roshans were exported from the PMS© software as .3dm files,
but the detailed and ornamented parts were exported from Autodesk® 123D Catch®
software as .obj files; these files contain the texture map file in .mtl format.

2) Modelling and merging: Starting from the extracted 3D data, the students
completed the models in Rhinoceros©, redefining the geometry of the three main
structural parts, modelling surfaces and profiles and then merging them with
ornamented and detailed parts using the reference points or using the corners and
edges determined in the surveying exercise. In this exercise we assumed that the
students relied on their knowledge of virtual object modelling, which was acquired
during their training in previous courses related to computer graphics tools to
manipulate virtual models. Finally, the students prepared the completed models of the
roshans to be exported and used in the visualisation part.
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Figure 6.24: Examples of the students’ work using Autodesk 123D Catch software in the modelling process of the
ornamented parts and details.

Figure 6.25: Examples of the students’ work in modelling exercises, the extracted 3D data imported from PMS© and
remodelled and completed in Rhino©.
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6.5.3 Visualisation
In this last part of the academic experiment, the final 3D models of the roshans were exported
from Rhinoceros© to Autodesk© 3D Max software to simplify the model into three main visible
exterior faces (front, left and right) and then assigned a texture map for each face. Since we
were working on indoor and outdoor representation, we paid special attention to one of the
weaknesses in the scenes of augmented reality: lighting immersion. Most of the time the
virtual model lacks realism and is not integrated sufficiently into the scene to be credible. The
problem lies in the differences in the lighting conditions, from the real environment and
superimposed virtual objects. This problem takes on special significance indoors and outdoors,
to visualise the models, because a non-integrated scene may seem unlikely and unattractive.
To solve this problem, students were trained to create textures and incorporate light from the
surrounding area, and also to cast shadows from virtual objects on the real environment. They
should create a virtual roshan object identical to the real one. This object had, as a texture
map, the image of a virtual object casted shadow, simulating the environment’s light
conditions, and should be transparent where it was not projected. Generally, the students
used their knowledge of virtual object modelling in 3D Max software that was acquired during
their training in previous courses related to computer graphics tools to represent and
manipulate images and virtual models.

Figure 6.26: The final models of the five roshans selected, exported to 3D Max software.

The models were then exported to AR technology using the free AR-media plugin from Inglobe
Technologies; its duration of 30 seconds allows basic adjustments. Alternatively, the teacher
exports an AR model using the professional application AR Exporter 2.2, so that students can
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see it for an unlimited time using the free viewer AR Player 2.2 on laptops, iPhones or iPads,
once received by Wi-Fi or USB pen drive. This viewer is also compatible with iOS, which are
probably the most widely-used free applications in smartphones and tablets. This allows
students to use them in class or on site, visualising these virtual models of the roshans on the
external walls of the historical buildings’ facades. This configuration allows seeing indoor AR
models using 20x20 cm markers and outdoor models using 100x100 cm markers.

Figure 6.27: Example of texture maps to cast shadows in real space. On a model basis, a lightmap is assigned as the
main texture, and its inverse image is assigned as an opacity map to acquire transparency. Black pixels remained
transparent, leaving only the cast shadow area visible.

6.5.4 The Results
The experience was novel; 100% were able to follow the steps in the previous section. They
surveyed and modelled the five roshan proposals. These five elements were divided into five
groups of students. Finally, during the site visit, the students evaluated the roshans displayed
using AR technology by using their iPhone and iPad devices, assessing aspects such as scale
adjustment, colour, reality degree, the position on the facade, etc. After each exercise, the
students answered the questionnaire presented in digital format. Access is provided by
Google, which has developed a tool that allows the design and implementation of on-line
questionnaires. The responses to the questionnaires served as a mechanism for verifying the
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participation of students in the exercise. At the same time, specific questionnaires were
conducted in all the activities which assessed the degree of satisfaction of the activity and
course content, and self-assessments on the interest and usefulness of the knowledge
acquired, etc. as described in the general strategy in previous sections. The total time
dedicated was three weeks, three sessions of 3 hours divided into three days in each week.
The details of these questionnaires are shown in the following figures.

Figure 6.28: Sample images of the proposals made by the students during the course, (above) interior spaces of the
college (below) in the site.
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6.6 Evaluation and Analysis
In order to test the proposed analysis method, we have designed a specific teaching
experiment which is based on the use of a hybrid of ICT in the surveying, modelling and
visualisation of the roshan elements. The aim of the experiment is to evaluate the usability of
the proposed methodology, which intends to improve students' spatial abilities and increase
their level of motivation and awareness in the learning and documentation of architectural
heritage.

In the design of the experiment, we have focused on the replacement of the classic project
presentation method using printed plans for a physical display where the students must
present images, plans and links to virtual 3D models in an original way. These models may be
reconstructed based on reality and visualised directly on mobile devices or superimposed on
AR technology the students had to design.

The notable aspect of the evaluation methodology lies in the combination of quantitative data
obtained from student surveys and qualitative data obtained from a type of structured
interview called Bipolar Laddering (BLA) (Pifarré and Tomico, 2007). BLA bases its operation on
the Socratic Method. Through the responses of the users and from their labelling, we can
proactively obtain the solutions or improvements to both the strong and weak points of the
experience (as we will see later on in the next section). While these methods are widely used
in sociology and psychology studies, or in more technological environments in the fields of
usability and accessibility, the same does not happen in educational research, where earlier
work is usually decided by a type of study based on the number of users. The combination of
analytical methods defines the working hypothesis: the combination of methods is not only
able to detect and improve an educational initiative but can also provide the student with a
voice and a vote in order to improve the use of technology in their studies.

6.6.1 Quantitative Methods
In the quantitative method, the data capture process was carried out in two phases before and
after the exercises as follows:

a. User profile test, and
b. Final test.
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a. User profile test
Initially, a user profile test is carried out in order to obtain information about the architectural
knowledge of the historical city of Jeddah, its roshans and the technological use of devices the
students possess, as well as to obtain a sample of the motivation level and knowledge of
technologies used in photogrammetry (DSM and PMVS), 3D modelling and AR in architectural
heritage documentation. The questionnaire is presented in digital format. Access is provided
by Google, which has developed a tool that allows the design and implementation of on-line
questionnaires (Figure 6.29).

Figure 6.29: Sample of the user profile test on-line questionnaire, available at:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/viewform?formkey=dEVXLUJMYXdKSUQ5bEF2Y1FGUFdCaEE6MQ
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The test model used takes advantage of previously recognised recommendations for these
uses (Martín-Gutiérrez, 2010) which, within the working group of this project, has already used
AR technology and has shown its utility (Navarro et al., 2012).

Table 6.1 : Structure of the user profile test questionnaires used in the SMV workshop.
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The results are analysed in each of the courses provided and subsequently treated together.
The questionnaire was divided into 4 sections:
- 1: Personal information, name, age and academic year, etc.
- 2: Architectural knowledge of the historical city of Jeddah.
- 3: Digital surveying and documentation.
- 4: New technologies and applications.
In relation to the students’ personal training and prior knowledge level of the technology, it
should be noted that the applications used most often were AutoCAD and Revit, followed by
3D Max and Photoshop. The lowest reported knowledge was in PhotoModeler, 123D Catch
and AR systems (scale: 0=none, 3=advanced). Therefore, despite their prior ignorance of
photogrammetric and AR technology, it was rated very positively at the end of the experiment.
Related to the use of recent devices, it should be noted that they were very highly rated and
were familiar. The lowest usage was in PC (48%).

Figure 6.30: Percentage of responses related to the prior knowledge of the applications and technology.

Figure 6.31: Percentage of responses related to the use of recent devices.
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Related to the prior knowledge level of architectural heritage and the roshans in the historical
city of Jeddah, 100% of the students know that architectural heritage is in danger, that these
elements are threatened to disappear and they also have general knowledge about the city
and its architectural style; 84% of students have information about the roshans’ function but
88% do not have sufficient knowledge about the elements’ design, types, parts and details and
92% have no idea about the construction and installation process. Therefore, the proposed
experiment will be useful and will allow students to improve their awareness and add new
information about the roshans and architectural studies.

Figure 6.32: Rating table related to the knowledge level of the architectural heritage and the roshans in the historical
city.

In the part using the technologies in the surveying and documentation of the architectural
heritage, the results show that 100% of students have no prior knowledge of using
photogrammetry and AR or VR technologies in surveying and documentation. Also, 16% of
students have participated in surveying projects and 8% of them have knowledge of using the
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laser scanner, which provided an opportunity for students to compare this technology and the
proposed methodology used.

Figure 6.33: Rating table related to the knowledge level of using technologies in the surveying and documentation of
architectural heritage.

b. Final test
The design of the final test used to evaluate the experience is based on the ISO 9241-11
standard, which sets out a series of guidelines for evaluating usability (Martín Gutiérrez, 2010;
Sánchez et al., 2012). We have put the different questions of the survey into groups in order to
obtain the responses based on three general variables. Bevan (2006) defined these variables as
the following:


Effectiveness: “accuracy and completeness.” Error-free completion of tasks is
important in both business and consumer applications and understood as the
ability to complete the tasks proposed.
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Efficiency: “resources expended.” How quickly a user can perform work is
critical for business productivity. A variable that measures time and effort
necessary to carry out certain tasks.



Satisfaction: “positive attitudes toward the use of the product.” Satisfaction is
a success factor for any products with discretionary use; it is essential for
maintaining workforce motivation.

Figure 6.34: Usability components based on the ISO 9241-11 standard.

The students' subjective response (n = 25, average age = 21.56, standard deviation DT = 0.46,
males, 3rd and 4th years students of the Department of Architecture degree, FED: Faculty of
Environmental Design, KAU: King Abdulaziz University, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia) to three different
aspects of the methodology proposed was recorded. For both the initial user profile test and
for this last test we have used the faculty intranet with the Moodle system which allows us to
carry out both anonymous and nominal surveys. For the three parts indicated in the
experiment, the questions were designed using the Likert 5-point scale, which goes from 1
(totally disagree) to 5 (completely agree), which we can see in the following table.

Figure 6.35: The Likert 5-point scale used in the design questionnaires.

In order to evaluate the proposed methodology, necessary for validating the academic
experiment, in each part of the experiment, the results are analysed in each of the three
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courses taken and subsequently treated together. Each questionnaire was divided into 3
sections according to the evaluation components (effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction)
related to two sections of feedback: 1) the course and teaching materials, and 2) the
usefulness of the technology learned. They are described as follows:

Figure 6.36: Structure of the final test questionnaires used in the three parts of the SMV workshop.

The questionnaire was slightly modified in three courses. Basically, the technology related
questions were modified based on the software used and its workflow. The next sections
present the evaluation of each part implemented in the experiment.
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6.6.2 Surveying Part Evaluation
In this part of the experiment, in relation with the opinion, teaching content and course
material, the high score received in relation to the material representation and number of
exercises should be noted, with the final assessment of more than 4.00 points out of 5. The
question regarding the degree of satisfaction of the course in relation to the purpose for which
it was designed was also higher than 4 points (4.1). The worst score was in the question which
referred to the possibility of learning independently, the content was 2.6.

Figure 6.37: Results of the surveying part of the experiment related to teaching content and course material.

In relation to the two types of photogrammetric technology and software used, 100% of the
students found both this technology as well as the programs useful. The highest score rated
was in the question related to the difficulty of learning the 123D Catch Beta software, which
was 4.4 points out of 5. The same level was rated in relation with the utilisation of technology
in their future as students in architecture and as architects, and the same level rated in the
field of architectural heritage and roshan documentation, despite having no previous
knowledge of the applications used. The lowest score was in the question which referred to
understanding how the PMS software works, which was 3.5. Due to the different methods of
work used in the software, it is different from the rest of the modelling programs used before.
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Figure 6.38: Results obtained in the surveying part of the experiment in relation to the technology and software used.

The final assessment of the course was 4.3 points out of 5. In general, the students felt
satisfied in this first part of the experiment and 100% completed the exercises proposed. They
learned photogrammetry and its application on the roshans’ elements and they found this
useful in their architectural education.
On the other hand, in this surveying part developed in the academic experiment, it is
important to know the degree of satisfaction and the opinion the students have about the
course they have completed, the efficiency and effectiveness of the teaching materials and the
methodology implemented in general.
Related to the first component, the effectiveness, this indicator establishes a ranking between
students regarding the effectiveness of the course, related to the materials and exercise
presentation and the theoretical explications of the technology and software. The questions
should be valued according to their degree of agreement using a Likert scale (1-5).
Consequently, the average score of all the questions was 4.00 points out of 5; the highest
scored question related to the difficulty of learning the 123D Catch Beta software (4.4 points)
and the lowest score was 3.5 points which referred to the simplicity of understanding how the
PMS software worked.
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Related to the second component, the efficiency, this indicator has proven how the course was
efficient for the students and establishes a classification based on the students' perceptions of
time and resources assigned in the course taken. It also related to how the students learned
the contents independently without a teacher. The questions should be valued according to
their degree of agreement as the scale used. Consequently, the average score of all the
questions was 3.70 points out of 5; the highest question related to the number of exercises
given which were sufficient for the hours of work proposed (4.25 points) and the lowest score
referred to learning the course content independently (2.6 points).

Figure 6.39: Average results of the first part (surveying) taken in relation to the effectiveness, efficiency and
satisfaction achieved.

In the satisfaction component, this indicator is the last of the three components of usability
and establishes the classification of all students according to the degree of satisfaction shown
in the experiment carried out. It is constructed from questions such as the suitability of the
purpose of the course, the perception of the usefulness of the software and technology used
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as a student or future professional and the final assessment. These questions must be
evaluated according to their degree of agreement in a manner analogous to the previous
cases. As a result, the average score of all the questions was 4.21 points, which form the
highest average compared with the two previous components; the highest question scored
4.37 points and was related to the utilisation of the 123D Catch software in the documentation
of the architectural heritage element (the roshan), and the lowest score referred to the
photogrammetric software used which will be useful in their studies of architecture in the
future (4.06 points).
In this case, the usability assessment of this part of the workshop was 3.97 points out of 5. As
we said, this part was rated lower than the other parts, but we should keep in mind that in this
part, students learned photogrammetry in one week along with the different work methods
used in the software; it was different for them than the rest of the modelling programs used
before, so the exercise was not easier than the others.

6.6.3 Modelling Part Evaluation
In this modelling part of the experiment, in relation with the opinion, teaching content and
course material, the high score received in relation to the material representation and number
of exercises should be noted, with the final assessment of more than 4.00 points out of 5 as
the previous part. The question regarding the degree of satisfaction of the course in relation to
the purpose for which it was designed was also higher than 4 points (4.25). The highest score
was 4.5 and referred to the software used and if it was appropriate for experiment objectives.
The score was lower in the question which referred to the number of exercises given and if
they were sufficient for the hours of work proposed (3.6). This was true; several students
needed extra time to complete their 3D models due to the disparity in their modelling skills.
Due to the different work methods used in the software, it is different than the rest of the
modelling programs they used before. The greater difficulty of the course, together with the
shorter duration, may have influenced the outcome.
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Figure 6.40: Results of the modelling part of the experiment related to teaching content and course material.

In relation to the modelling technology and software used, most of the students found both
this technology as well as the programs useful, which added new skills in 3D modelling along
with their prior knowledge where 100% were familiar in using these applications, such as Revit,
AutoCAD and 3D Max. The highest score rated in the question related to the difficulty of
learning Rhinoceros software was 4.2 points out of 5. The question rated in relation with the
utilisation of technology in their future as students of architecture and as architects was 4.1
points, and the question in the field of architectural heritage and roshan documentation,
despite having no previous knowledge of the applications used. Thus, the lowest was related
to a question regarding the prior knowledge of the use of Rhinoceros software; the rate was
1.7. The question which referred to the simplicity in merging the roshan parts was 3.5.
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Figure 6.41: Results obtained in the modelling part of the experiment in relation to the technology and software used.

The final assessment of the course was 4.3 points out of 5, similar to the previous part. The
greater difficulty of the course, together with the shorter duration, may have influenced the
outcome. In general, the students felt satisfied in this first part of the experiment and 100%
completed the exercises proposed. They learned new modelling techniques and their
application on the roshans’ elements, which they found useful for their architectural education
in the future.
On the other hand, in this modelling part developed in the academic experiment, as we
described before, it is important to know the degree of the three components of the usability,
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction related to the opinion the students have about the
course they have completed and in the teaching materials and the methodology implemented
in general.
Related to the first component, the effectiveness, this indicator establishes a ranking between
students about the effectiveness of the modelling course, related to the materials and exercise
presentation and the theoretical explications of the technology and software. The questions
should be valued according to their degree of agreement using a Likert scale: 1 (totally
disagree) to 5 (completely agree). Consequently, the average score of all the questions was
4.18 points out of 5; the highest scored question (4.4 points) related to the software used and
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if it was appropriate for the workshop objectives, and the lowest score was 3.5 points and
referred to the simplicity of understanding how the Rhino software worked.

Figure 6.42: Average results of the first part (modelling) taken in relation to the effectiveness, efficiency and
satisfaction achieved.

Related to the second component, the efficiency, this indicator has proven how the course is
efficient for the students and establishes a classification based on the students' perceptions of
time and resources assigned in the modelling course part completed. It also related to how the
students learn the contents independently without the teacher. The questions designed should
be valued according to their degree of agreement using a Likert scale. As a result, the average
score of all the questions was 3.80 points out of 5; the highest question related to the ability to
solve the exercises (4.00 points) and the lowest score (3.62 points) referred to the number of
exercises given and if they were sufficient for the hours of proposed work.
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The last component, the satisfaction, shows the classification of all students according to the
degree of satisfaction obtained in the experiment carried out. It is constructed from questions
such as the suitability of the purpose of the modelling course, the perception of the usefulness
of the 3D modelling technology and software used as a student or future professional, and the
final assessment. These questions must be evaluated according to their degree of agreement
in a manner analogous to the previous cases. Thus, the average score of all the questions was
4.14 points; the highest question scored 4.37 points and related to the final assessment of the
course, and the lowest score was 4.06 points and referred to the 3D modelling software used
and if it was useful in documenting the roshans.
As a result, the usability of this part of the workshop was 4.04 points. As we said before, most
of the students found both this technology as well as the modelling applications useful, which
added new skills in 3D modelling along with their prior knowledge where 100% were familiar in
using this technology.

6.6.4 Visualisation Part Evaluation
In this part of the experiment, in relation to the opinion, teaching content and course material,
the high score received regarding the material representation and number of exercises should
be noted; the final assessment was more than 4.00 points out of 5. The question of the degree
of satisfaction of the course in relation to the purpose for which it was designed was also 4.5
points. The score (3.1) was lower in the question referring to the possibility of learning the
content independently as in the previous parts.
Related to the augmented reality technology and software used, most of the students found
both this technology as well as the programs useful, which added new skills in visualising their
design projects. The highest scored question, 4.3 points out of 5, related to the difficulty of
learning AR software.
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Figure 6.43: Results of the visualisation part of the experiment related to the teaching content and course material.

Figure 6.44: Results obtained in the visualisation part of the experiment in relation to the technology and software
used.

The question rated in relation to the utilisation of technology in their future as students of
architecture was 4.1 and as architects was 4.3 points, and the question in the field of
architectural heritage and roshan documentation, despite having no previous knowledge of
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the applications used. Thus, the lowest scored was related to the question regarding prior
knowledge of the use of AR software; the rate was 0.2 points. In the question referring to prior
knowledge of the use of 3D Max software the score was 3.9 points. The final assessment of the
course was 4.6 points out of 5 which is the highest score rated compared with the previous
two parts. In general, the students felt satisfied in this first part of the experiment and 100%
completed the exercises proposed. They learned new visualisation techniques using AR
technology and their application on the architectural heritage elements such as the roshans,
and they found them useful for their architectural education in the future.
Regarding the usability evaluation, this visualisation part was the last part in this academic
experiment. As we described in the previous parts of the experiment, it is important to know
the degree of the three components of usability, related to the opinion of the students in the
course in general and in the teaching materials and the AR technology used in the proposed
methodology.
In relation to the first component in this part, the effectiveness, this indicator establishes a
ranking between students about the effectiveness of the visualisation course, related to the
materials and exercise presentation and the theoretical explications of the AR technology and
software used. The questions should be valued according to their degree of agreement using a
Likert scale. Subsequently, the average score of all the questions was 4.33 points out of 5,
which forms the highest average of the effectiveness compared with the other parts of the
experiment. The highest score (4.37 points) was found in two questions, the first related to the
representative exercises and the second related to the simplicity of understanding how the AR
software (AR media) works. The lowest score was 3.5 points and referred to the workshop
material and if it had a good and careful presentation.
Related to the efficiency component evaluation, this indicator has proven how the course is
efficient for the students and establishes a classification based on the students' perceptions of
time and resources assigned in the visualisation course taken. It is also related to how the
students learn the contents independently without a teacher. The questions raised should be
valued according to their degree of agreement using a Likert scale. As a result, the average
score of all the questions was 4.00 points; the highest score was 4.00 in global opinion and the
lowest score was 3.10 points and related to learning the course content independently.
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Figure 6.45: Average results of the first part (visualisation) taken in relation to the effectiveness, efficiency and
satisfaction achieved.

The last component in this part shows the classification of all the students according to the
degree of satisfaction obtained in the experiment carried out. It is constructed from questions
such as the suitability of the purpose of the visualisation course, the perception of the
usefulness of the AR technology and software used as a student or future professional as an
architect, and the final assessment. These questions must be evaluated according to their
degree of agreement in a manner analogous to the previous cases. Thus, the average score of
all the questions was 4.32 points, which is the highest average of satisfaction compared with
other parts of the experiment; the highest question scored 4.62 points and related to the final
assessment of the course, and the lowest score was 4.06 points and referred to the utilisation
of the AR software used in documenting the roshan as a architectural heritage element.
In this case, the usability assessment of this part of the workshop was (4.20) points out of 5. It
was rated higher than the other parts. Related to augmented reality technology and software
used, 90% of the students found them useful in the field of architectural heritage, despite
having no prior knowledge of them. They modelled their roshans’ proposals and visualised
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their scenes on the desktop using marker planes. Most of the students opted to model the
roshan selected that was incorporated into the building facade.

6.6.5 Results Analysis
The previous sections show the results obtained for each part of the experiment carried out.
The questionnaire was divided into three main sections for each part:
a. Results from questions relating to prior knowledge in technology in general, the
application of technologies in surveying and documentation, and the architectural
heritage and roshans in the historical city of Jeddah.
b. Results from the courses and teaching materials taken.
c. The opinion about the technologies used: photogrammetry, 3D modelling and
augmented reality.
In each part of the experiment, the results are analysed together and are shown and discussed
in the next section. Subsequently, the most significant variables that influence the opinion of
each course taken were identified. Their final assessment shows the correlations for each of
them and a combination of these two variables with the rest. Finally, for the evaluation of the
methodology, the three usability indicators, effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction, are
constructed from the questions asked in order to allow the comparison of results between the
students and the construction of a usability indicator, which will be compared to the students'
academic performance in the future.

Figure 6.46: The final results of the usability indicator of the three parts of the experiment.

a. Results of Prior Knowledge: (Technology, Architectural Heritage the Roshans, and
Surveying and Documentation Technologies)
Related to prior knowledge in technology in general, according to the students’ level of
knowledge in computer applications for modelling and visualisation used in architecture, the
applications which recorded the highest rate were AutoCAD and Revit, followed by 3D Max
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and Photoshop. The lowest scored were PhotoModeler, 123D Catch and AR systems, where
most of the students responded with the worst rating (PhotoModeler 5%, 123D Catch 8% and
AR 2%). Regarding the utilisation of computer and mobile devices, as expected laptops and
smart phones recorded the highest rate, then cameras and finally tablets.
The score is similar for all the students who participated in the experiment, and the ranking of
the applications and the devices is maintained in all cases. It seems clear that the students had
no prior knowledge of photogrammetric and augmented reality technologies, nor did they
have sufficient knowledge related to the 3D modelling used. On the other hand, they had to
learn these technologies during the experiment. As will be seen, however, this fact does not
clearly correlate with the final assessment of the courses, even in the technology used.

Figure 6.47: Results of prior knowledge in computer applications for modelling and visualisation and the utilisation
of computer and mobile devices.

In relation to prior knowledge of architectural heritage and the roshans of the historical city of
Jeddah, 100% of the students know the historical city of Jeddah, that its architectural heritage
is in danger, that these elements are threatened to disappear and they also have general
knowledge about the city and its architectural style; 84% of students have information about
the roshans’ function, although 88% have insufficient knowledge about the elements’ design,
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types, parts and ornamented details and 92% have no idea about the construction and
installation process. Therefore, the proposed experiment was useful and allowed students to
improve their awareness and add new information about the roshans and architectural
heritage studies in the future.
Related to their prior knowledge in the application of technologies in surveying and
documentation, the results show that 100% of the students had no prior knowledge of using
photogrammetry and AR or VR technologies in surveying or documenting the architectural
heritage elements. However, 16% of students had participated in surveying projects and 8% of
them had knowledge of using the laser scanner.

b. Results Regarding the Courses and Teaching Materials
In relation to the opinion, teaching content and material used in the three parts of the
academic experiment, the software used are appropriate for the experiment objectives; the
best variable score from the total averages obtained is 4.37. The question of the degree of
satisfaction of the course in relation to the purpose for which it was designed resulted in the
second score of 4.33. It should also indicate the highest score recorded about the material and
software used as well as the fact that the theoretical explanations are sufficient to understand
the course content. The final average is greater than 4.00 in all case points (4.06, 4.25, and
4.31). The question related to the ability of students to solve the exercises scored 4.09 points.
The clarity and representativeness of the theoretical contents recorded more than 4.10. The
question related to the number of exercises given and if they were sufficient for the hours of
work proposed scored 4.04. The lowest score was found in the question that concerned the
opportunity to learn the content independently (3.16 points out of 5). The question concerning
the global opinion of the courses completed obtained a final average of 4.16.
In general, it is observed that this relationship in variables recorded is found in all courses. In
first place, the visualisation part was awarded the highest score in 6 out of 8 variables. This
could be because it was the easiest and most enjoyable course for students, where they
learned the AR technology and time and effort were not required to solve the exercises
compared to the two previous courses. In second place, the modelling part recorded the
highest score in 3 out of 8 variables. Finally, in third place was the surveying part, due to
several reasons that will be presented in the next section.
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Figure 6.48: Results of the averages of 8 questions and global opinion related to the courses and teaching materials.

c. The Opinion on the Technologies Used
Finally, in relation to the technologies and software used in the three parts of the experiment,
the highest average score concerned the technologies which the students found useful for
their future as architects (4.2), despite having no prior knowledge of them. The best course
rated in this question was related to the visualisation part (4.3). However, the questions
related to prior knowledge recorded the lowest average score (0.88). The question related to
the difficulty in understanding how the program works recorded an average of 4.15 points. The
question regarding the technologies the students found useful in documenting the roshan
element recorded an average of 4.00; the highest score rated in the surveying part was 4.25
points out of 5. It shows how well students recognise the importance of using the surveying
technologies in the documentation of the traditional architecture and heritage. As presented
in the previous sections, the question concerning the difficulty in using the software received
the highest score in the visualisation part (4.37); the total average was 4.15 points.
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In general, we can see that this relationship of variables is recorded in all parts. In first place
was the visualisation part which was awarded the highest score in 3 out of 5 variables for the
reasons we discussed before. In second place was the modelling part which recorded the
highest score in 2 out of 5 variables. Finally, in third place was the surveying part, as we
discussed before, which was not similar to the modelling programs they learned and used
before during their architecture studies due to the different approaches to work and teaching
the technology and software used.

Figure 6.49: Results of the averages of 8 questions and final assessment related to the opinion on the technologies
used in the three parts of the experiment.
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6.7 Qualitative Method
This evaluation methodology was partially implemented on some students who participated in
the SMV workshop due to the amount of time this qualitative method needs to be applied
continuously in the current academic year. The implementation is currently under way in
similar subjects related to national architectural heritage documentation with new teaching
strategies through the new use of modelling and visualisation technologies, which is one of the
researcher’s objectives in the future.

The BLA method bases its operation on the “Socratic Method”. Through the responses of the
students and from their labelling, we can proactively obtain the solutions or improvements to
both the strong and weak points of the experience. The BLA consists of three steps:

1- Elicitation of the elements: The implementation of the test begins with a blank template
where the positive and negative aspects are separated. The interviewer, in this case a
professor, will ask the students what they liked most and least about the experience. These
aspects will be summarised in a word or a short phrase. This first step may be open or limited,
i.e. a limitless number of aspects are presented or these are reduced to a specific number,
which will take place in our case because we have chosen to ask the student to indicate 3
positive and 3 negative aspects.

2- Evaluation of the elements: Next, with the list of positive and negative elements, the
students will be asked to evaluate, from 0 (lowest level of satisfaction) to 10 (highest level of
satisfaction), each of the elements, irrespective of their positive or negative sign.

3- Definition of the elements: At this point we can confirm that this is the start of the
qualitative phase of the method. The interviewer will read the different aspects the student
has indicated from both lists and will ask them for a justification of each one using a labelling
technique: Why is it a positive element? Why have you given it this score? The idea is that each
question fits a specific explication of the exact characteristics which determine if the element
in question is a positive or negative aspect. Next, the student will be asked for a solution to the
problem described, if there are negative elements, or an improvement, in the case of positive
elements if they have not reached the highest score. From the results obtained, the elements
are based on two criteria:
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Positive/negative elements: we can differentiate the elements considered as the strong
points of the experience, which help to improve the type of work proposed (whether useful,
satisfactory, functional or simply aesthetic), from those the students' perceive as negative,
which do not help improve their work or which simply have to be improved in order to be
satisfactory or useful.

Common/specific elements: the positive and negative elements that have been repeated in
the students' responses (common elements), as well as the responses that only one of the
interviewed students mentioned (specific elements), will be placed in two separate columns.
The common elements that have a higher citation rate are the most relevant aspects to use,
improve or modify (according to their positive or negative sign) in the methodology employed.
The specific elements, due to their unique nature of having only one user, can be discarded or
dealt with in later phases when improvements are made.

6.7.1 The Implementation
Throughout the second semester of the 2012-2013 academic year, results from the
experiment described in this thesis have been implemented and designed to combine the
analysis methodology. Through daily conversations with the students we have observed that
the experiment was well received, highlighting its originality and overall time and cost savings
over the traditional methods.
At the time of writing this thesis, we are completing the process of qualitative and quantitative
analysis of the data from the 25 surveys conducted, using user profiles at the beginning of the
workshop and the 10 satisfaction surveys at the end of it. We must keep in mind that the
implementation of these surveys is nominal and that in order to perform the final study on the
experiment we must first obtain the final qualifications of the students. This data is informal
since the review of both the theoretical and practical parts will be carried out at the end of the
semester and the subject. In the case of BLA, a total of 10 students have collaborated.
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Table 6.2: Summary of the BLA method, common aspects, both positive and negative, with averages.

The first data have been collected, and are currently being analysed, and we showed how the
working hypotheses discussed before are satisfied. The first was the quantitative evaluation
focused on experience and comparison of traditional and new 3D documentation methods.
The second was the understanding of the architectural heritage of the roshan element, and
the third was the use of AR as a novel tool for visualisation. The qualitative assessment
reflected a greater concern for the lack of time and the need to establish the content better,
especially in terms of ICT which refers to the importance in the use of advanced modelling and
visualisation systems.
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7.1 Conclusions
The conclusions of the research findings are presented in this part as a summary of the results
and discussions of the research objectives.
The main objective was “to propose a new documentation strategy for the roshans’ elements
in the historical city of Jeddah using the new image-based 3D modelling technologies which are
accurate, fast and cost-effective with a high level of mobility and flexibility for recording all
parts and details typically found in these important wooden features in Hejaz”.
The nature of this objective has led to the development of a thesis with a theoretical and
practical character, where most of the research has been based on carrying out surveying work
on site, capturing data and then using the modelling technologies as a tool in the
interpretation process of these data into 3D geometrical models. Before the application of
these practical processes, the area study with an architectural study of the roshan element,
along with the literature review study related to the reality-based modelling technologies,
formed the theoretical base that supported the practical application. In chapter 3, the roshan
element was defined; the analytical study of its parts and types was carried out in order to
determine the object requirements. Likewise, chapter 4 presented the feasibility and
comparative study of the 3D documentation technologies reviewing their advantages and
potentialities for heritage documentation which was later applied for the documentation of
the roshans’ elements. Thus, based on these studies, the six main factors that should be
offered by the documentation strategy were identified: accuracy, low cost, portability,
usability, time and flexibility. Consequently, with the identification of these factors, the
specific objectives of this research have been achieved.
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7.1.1 Objective 1
The first objective was to employ a set of appropriate documentation methods and
technologies (sensor, hardware and software) in order to design the workflow and to assure
that the final output is in accordance with the set of technical specifications in architectural
heritage documentation and to satisfy the roshans’ characteristics and requirements to obtain
accurate model results. This objective was achieved in chapter 5 where a new strategy for the
integration of image-based modelling and CAD modelling technologies was applied to the 3D
documentation of the roshans introduced in eight stages.
The main concept was to build accurate and detailed 3D models in the correct proportions and
to extract the 2D information acquired directly from the 3D model information. The roshans
were reconstructed correctly as they were built in the past, not for surveying the element as it
is now, often deformed and destroyed in some parts, but rather for capturing valid remaining
geometrical data which is later used to redefine lost information for supporting the surveying
and modelling processes of the 3D virtual model.
The strategy was presented in eight stages, starting with the reconnaissance stage. In this
important stage we chose the appropriate technology and to which part of the roshan it would
be applied; the ten roshan elements surveyed were chosen based on their historical
significance. The low-cost and easy-to-use acquisition sensors and open-source algorithms
were chosen based on three factors: first, their characteristics and advantages; second, the
geometrical complexity of the roshans’ parts; and third, the site obstacles and limitations. In
this stage, an architectural analysis was applied in order to define the roshan and the site
characteristics. Based on architectural analysis, the large variation of roshan types and the
diversity of assembled parts can clearly be seen. Despite this variation, the roshan was divided
into three main parts: the base, body, and head.
Second, the planning and preparation stage included the study of the roshans’ constraints and
the identification of the obstacles at the site that affect the image acquisition process. The site
limitations and difficulties were faced and the adopted equipment and techniques were
presented, such as the scissor lift machine which was used in five different locations to reach
the roshans located at higher levels on the historical facades for the surveying and image
capturing processes. This lift machine required a route design for its movement in the city
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alleys between the fieldwork locations and a storage and power supply area. In addition, it
showed the tools that were used for manual measurements in order to assess the accuracy of
the data acquired. The planning of a precise workflow was needed in order to check the
accuracy during the data registration and modelling processes.
In the third stage, the design of a suitable workflow was provided with the definition of the
appropriate methodology. The division of the surveying and modelling procedures into three
work scales showed good operability for capturing all the geometric details of the roshans. In
the three main structural parts, the utilisation of the semi-automated digital close-range
photogrammetry approach achieved an effective and accurate solution which fits the nature of
the roshans’ parts that have basic geometries. In the second scale of the complex detailed subcomponents, we used the dense stereo matching (DSM) approach and the open-source
algorithm related to the structure from motion (SfM) approach. These two computer
applications have been applied to the ornamental and complex detailed parts of the roshans’
elements. They are low-cost, highly flexible and easy-to-use solutions for getting accurate 3D
point clouds and textured mesh surface results. These two scales were then merged in order
to obtain the final model of the roshan.
The data acquisition stage is considered an easy process for capturing images for the roshans’
parts, few recommendations were needed and it did not require a high level of knowledge in
photogrammetry. Several parameters were taken into account, including the location and the
orientation of the images which have to respect a geometric constraint and ensure good
coverage for each corner point and detail that needs to be measured. All the important control
points on the roshan must appear in adjacent images; 3-8 images covered the total structural
shape in ten cases of different types of roshans. Due to time constraints, the image acquisition
process did not take time for capturing roshans in normal settings; using the lift machine
required extra time for loading and preparation on site.
The registration of acquired data is related to the fifth stage and the process was divided into
two scales. First, we used PhotoModeler scanner© (PMS©) software for the structural parts in
order to orient the images and then started with the extraction of the constrictive points,
edges and lines. In this process, the architectural knowledge of the roshans was needed in
order to define the three main parts. Second, for the ornamental and complex parts, at least
two images were needed in this scale. The selected images of a detail were imported and used
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in an automated approach. In this process we applied two different automated approaches,
the dense stereo matching (DSM) approach offered in PMS software and the open-source
algorithm related to the structure from motion (SfM) approach offered by Autodesk 123D
Catch© Beta free software. The utilisation of coded targets and reference points was required
in order to reinforce the accuracy and used for the orientation and scaling of the 3D models.
The accuracy assessment process shaped the most important stage in the strategy. It was
carried out before the modelling process in order to ensure that the data measured and
registered were completely accurate.
The desired accuracy was achieved. This stage presented the accuracy assessed in each 3D
data surveyed and registered for nine examples of the main structural parts and three
examples of the ornamented parts of the roshans. The results demonstrate the use of closerange photogrammetry in the accurate data registration process. Related to the accuracy
obtained in the cases of the main structural parts, the highest error was 12.873 mm in roshan
R-HAZ, 8.33 mm in R-SHR, 7.69 mm in R-NOR and 7.49 mm in R-JAM. In contrast, the lowest
error was 0.53 mm in roshan R-SH1, 0.61 mm in R-BAN and 1.07 mm in roshans R-BL1 and RNOR. From an analytical aspect, the lower errors obtained in the cases where we used the
coded targets added more precision to the marking points process. Thus, for the RMS residual
values, the minimum residual marked in the project concerning roshan R-SH1 was 0.0008
pixels and in R-BAN was 0.0024 pixels.
Likewise, in the accuracy achieved in projects concerning ornamented parts, the maximum
error obtained is 0.526 mm in OR3 and the minimum error obtained is 0.012 mm in OR1 and
0.01 mm in OR2. Related to the RMS marking residual values, the minimum value obtained in
OR1 is 0.0015 pixels, in which the best values were scored in the ornamented part and the
maximum value was 0.018 pixels. On the contrary, the maximum value marked in the OR3
ornamented part is 0.83 pixels. In order to assess the accuracy of the 123D Catch projects, one
example of an ornamented part was tested in which the largest error obtained was 12.5 mm
within 23.8 % of its actual measured dimension and the minimum error obtained was 9 mm.
Compared with the DSM accuracy results, the accuracy achieved was lower and it was useful
for many applications such as visualisation. Moreover, if more images had been acquired and
included in order to provide a stronger configuration, accuracies would certainly have been
improved.
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In general, the accuracy obtained in the 3D data corresponds perfectly, which is required for
the 3D reconstruction process. Overall, in the roshans’ projects, accuracy was achieved when
PMS© software could accurately extract 3D data from the main structural parts and details
from images using digital close-range photogrammetric techniques and computer vision
technologies.

The last stage is 3D model reconstruction and merging; these processes required strong skills
in using Rhinoceros© 3D modelling software. Assessing the modelling process in the software
used, it is certainly close to CAD’s logic software and way of operating and it is also easy to use
and learn. It allows work to be carried out with different types of 3D formats, which can be
useful for merging and integrating different parts of a roshan model.
As a result, a set of appropriate documentation methods and technologies (sensor, hardware
and software) were employed in one strategy with a dynamic design of the workflow and the
final output was accurately achieved satisfying the roshans’ characteristics and requirements.
The solutions provided in the strategy are perfectly feasible, accurate, inexpensive, flexible and
fast despite the logistical difficulties on site and the roshans’ complexity, ornamental details
and intricacies of location. The length of the entire process depends on the complexity of the
roshan. It takes 2-3 hours to create a complete model of a normal roshan.

7.1.2 Objective 2
The second objective was to create an architectural database of 3D roshan models with high
geometrical accuracy by capturing and extracting all parts and details from the exterior,
providing a digital resource in order to facilitate the understanding of all the evolutional stages
of the old elements. It can be used in projects of professionals who work in the preservation
area with different backgrounds (architects, engineers, historians, restorers, archaeologists
and researchers, among others) and in academic fields providing educational materials for
students and teachers in order to transmit this architectural knowledge to future generations.
In chapter 5 the final strategy outputs were introduced. The generated 3D data models are
ready to be used in several applications such as architectural and urban visualisation studies
and for educational purposes. These 3D data have various levels of detail and can be converted
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into 2D architectural drawings (plans, elevations and sections) explaining the roshans’ parts
and details and can be used as new teaching materials in academic fields.

7.1.3 Objective 3
The third objective was to redefine the roshan and related terminologies, recognising the
parts, types, composition, modules, function and arrangement on building facades in order to
establish new classification methods. In chapter 3, the roshan element was introduced,
including its definition, description, main and sub-parts along with its terminology and history.
The main features were described as well as their functions, the composition of their parts and
the structural benefits. The results of this chapter reveal new classification methods of roshan
types; a detailed study for different components was described with an architectural analysis
of its modules and proportions.

7.1.4 Objective 4
The fourth objective was to use and manage the strategy outputs for several purposes such as
visual simulation, parametric design and reconstruction industry. At the end of chapter 5, after
the merging process of 3D models of the roshan parts, this geometric and radiometric
extracted information was ready to be used in different applications. In the proposed
approach, we used the level of details (LOD) concept applied to the entire model and the parts
in order to be used in different areas. The 3D data were divided into three levels. First, the low
detailed model used in architectural and urban visualisation studies and for educational
purposes using virtual reality (VR) or the adapted augmented reality (AR) technologies.
Second, the medium level used in the parametric design applied to the parametric BIM system.
Finally, the high level of detail model used for documentation and reconstruction purposes by
using computer-aided manufacturing technology (CAM).

7.1.5 Objective 5
The fifth objective was to evaluate the usability of the strategy in order for it to be applied in
the academic field as a new method for teaching/learning architectural heritage based on
teaching innovation and new ICTs in modelling and visualisation, improving the academic
performance of the students by offering new opportunities to provide educational multimedia
content, suited to the learning needs of the students and demonstrating the feasibility and
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effectiveness of these technologies in educational settings. Chapter 6 introduced the strategy
proposed as a new academic experiment in architecture education, designing the application
of a new teaching approach using the integration of ICT. In the experiment, the students
engaged with a new integration of ICT-Hybrid technologies that incorporate dynamic and fast
processes for the 3D documentation and modelling of the roshans’ elements in the historical
city of Jeddah. It presented the evaluation of the usability of the strategy and investigated the
ideas that may bring us closer to the goal of effective heritage documentation.

Regarding the experiment in its educational aspect, we have shown that when using ICT,
students with no prior specific training in photogrammetry and AR technologies, but motivated
by these technologies, substantially improve their academic performance and spatial
awareness capabilities in a short time with a high degree of acceptance by them. Thus, we
used a comprehensive educational strategy which combines photogrammetry, 3D modelling
and visualisation, incorporating computer applications with a high level of usability. We tested
this strategy in one case study supplemented with educational groups. Thus, we have a very
remarkable improvement in performance.

Certain problems arose in the exercise workflow during the on-site surveying for different
types of roshan elements. Each one of these elements required a different technique from the
other in order to survey, for example, the best positions for the camera station on site and
target distribution on the elements, etc. This requires additional time and effort when
performing this type of experience, and requires more attention and detailed description for
each case surveyed. Also, the work and attendance on site with the students was limited to a
specific time and took some time to organise and coordinate with the municipality of historical
Jeddah.
In relation to the exercise performed using photogrammetric technology (DSM or SfM), the 3D
data obtained have good accuracy and were sufficient for the intended purpose. Based on the
accuracy of the information, the students learned how to virtually reconstruct physical objects
of local heritage significance such as the roshans. Starting with capturing images using their
cameras to the registration data process, students have been active and motivated in learning
these new technologies. They have acquired new skills in the use of advanced applications in
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photogrammetry with PhotoModeler and 123D Catch software. The knowledge they gained
was highly valued, even when taking into account the learning difficulties they encountered.
In relation to the usability results obtained in three parts of the experiment, the effectiveness,
efficiency and satisfaction indicators showed that over 90% of the students were able to
complete the exercise. All of them built their virtual models and were able to view them
through PCs or mobile devices using markers. This activity helped the students to improve
their skills in graphical computer science and enrich their knowledge of architectural heritage
elements beyond their current knowledge of traditional technologies. Photogrammetry and AR
technology allowed them to reconstruct virtual models of real objects from the site and view
their models blended in real space, which would not otherwise have been possible. They are
familiarised with the use of markers as elements to interact with three-dimensional digital
content and the technology helped them to increase understanding of their models, and to
share some ideas. Other findings show that students are new to tech-savvy, photogrammetry
or modeling programs and CAD applications. This software, on the other hand, must be
learned during the course. Students may not feel able to learn the content autonomously
(without a teacher). However, these two constraints do not clearly correlate with the final
assessment of the course. The representativeness exercises in three parts were crucial for the
success of this type of experience. This key variable has the best score and has the highest
correlation with the positive assessment of the course. The students felt that these
technologies were useful for both their training and their future as professionals. However,
some difficulty in learning, and an excessive number of exercises in relation to the scheduled
work hours, was found. This fact does not preclude the overall positive evaluation of the
experience.
Presently, and in order to thoroughly study the relevance of the methodological analysis
approach of combined quantitative and qualitative methods explained in this chapter,
implementation is currently under way in other subjects with new teaching strategies through
the use of new technological elements. The ICT strategies used range from the monitoring and
on-line publication of contents, the generation of interactive notes and collaborative practices,
and new strategies of collaborative 3D environments, to projects using the integration of
technologies; the central parameter of all of these is the user study described using the
methodology proposed in this research. In chapter 6, the graphs showed the students’
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favourable reception of this new teaching strategy and the usefulness of the combination of
methods that we are starting to notice once they have been implemented in a case study.
Furthermore, with the definitive data from the surveys, interviews and academic results, the
short-term goal was to evaluate the relationship between the initial motivation, the final level
of satisfaction and the students’ academic improvement when carrying out experiments based
on using new technologies in the educational process. This future study must establish
possible working bases for new teaching implementations.

7.2 Reflection
This section reflects on the findings and results of the study. It includes a summary of the main
contributions and recommendations for further research.

7.2.1 Main contributions


First, this study has bridged the architectural heritage knowledge gap. It provides
another perspective on the new documentation concepts presented in three
dimensions to the recipients in order to make the concepts and the designs of the
architectural heritage elements easier to understand.



The second major contribution of this study is the provision of new methods and
strategies for documentation of architectural heritage in Hejaz. It provides architects
and historians with a new methodological approach to use the new technologies
easily, which are an accurate, inexpensive and practical solution to surveying,
documenting and reconstructing the architectural heritage features.



The third major contribution of this study relates to the participation in a national plan
for the documentation and conservation of the historical city of Jeddah. It develops a
new practical training for the team of professionals who work in the preservation area
with different backgrounds (architects, engineers, historians, archaeologists and
researchers).



The fourth major contribution of this study relates to the implementation of new
teaching strategies through the use of new technological elements in architectural
heritage education. The strategy proposed presents high usability in the academic field
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as a new method for teaching/learning architectural heritage based on teaching
innovation and new ICT technologies, improving the academic performance of the
students by offering new opportunities to provide educational three-dimensional
content. This technology helped them to increase their understanding of the heritage
and to share new ideas.



The final major contribution of this study relates to the revitalisation of the roshan
industry in Saudi Arabia. The final outputs of accurate modelled parts of the roshans
can be manufactured and assembled. The 3D models of the roshans are extremely
helpful for producing a new line of roshans manufactured using CAM technology.



The research findings demonstrate that image-based 3D documentation technologies
in several methods can resolve the problem of documenting roshans found in the
historical city of Jeddah.



The literature review identified that the adaptation of 3D documentation
methodologies in surveying projects can be problematic and might not be suitable for
the geometric nature of the roshan element and its characteristics and for site
requirements.



This research aims to encourage and inspire architecture educators to introduce the
image-based 3D modelling and visualisation technologies in their educational process,
when it is deemed suitable and necessary. These technologies have advantages to
offer as proved in the case study which could be used to improve educational
environments. In addition, this study could provide teachers with concepts on how
they could use and integrate the simple existing 3D modelling and visualisation
technologies in their courses. As we have shown, even a simple camera or mobile
phone can be used to capture images of the architectural elements while the opensource photogrammetric software can be used to generate 3D models; it is about
using these tools in an innovative way.
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The research produced guidelines for a strategy of how to document the roshans by
listing both hardware and software specifications.



The study provides cost-efficient solutions to document the architectural elements.
Such projects do not usually have the same budget or technical support, especially
when used for educational purposes. Universities consider cost to be a main factor
when making decisions about purchasing new technology. With this in mind, the study
sought and suggested economically viable solutions.

7.3 Recommendations
This research has strived to propose a new documentation strategy by the integration of ICT
for the roshans’ elements in the historical city of Jeddah, in order to construct an architectural
database for these valuable wooden features in Hejaz, which supports heritage preservation
and rehabilitation and is used for educational purposes. The following recommendations are
suggested for future research:


Considering the promising results of this study, further studies are necessary related to
architectural heritage documentation using the present research in the case of other
similar architectural elements.



The strategy should be applied extensively to document most of the roshans’ elements
in historic Jeddah. In the future, the adaptation of different equipment and techniques
may be necessary, such as unmanned air vehicles (UAV) to capture images of the
roshans’ parts located at high levels or using new algorithms and methods.



The integration of different technologies and methods is needed. The implementation
of new strategies in several subjects and disciplines through the use of new
technological features, combining visualisation and 3D modelling, and incorporating
digital tools with a high level of usability, provides a different perspective on the
concepts of the existing learning and teaching methods.
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It seems clear that image-based modelling technologies (photogrammetry and
computer vision) should be introduced to the architects, engineers and people
responsible for such future tasks.



Three-dimensional documentation technologies in learning environments can be
evaluated using advanced methodologies. The investigation could be further expanded
by evaluating the educational potential of these technologies in relation to the
documentation of architectural heritage and other topics related to design and
visualisation.



The strategy is being set up in the architecture department of the College of
Environmental Design at King Abdul-Aziz University in Jeddah; an initial suggestion for
a follow-up study would be for the tutors to observe and record its usability
throughout the academic year on several groups of students. This will offer the
opportunity to evaluate the daily use of these technologies during a longer period of
time. This research provides valuable data for the effectiveness of image-based
technologies in roshan documentation since these approaches would be evaluated in
an educational environment, using a comparison between a group of students using
the technologies and a control group, and would probably provide further information
about the impact of these systems on academic performance.



The continued rapid advance of technology requires evaluation and continuous
updating of system configurations and software which may be rendered obsolete in a
few months.
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